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Kurzfassung

Seit der Erfindung der elektronischen integrierten Schaltung durch Jack Kilby und
Robert Noyce im Jahr 1958 ist mehr als ein halbes Jahrhundert vergangen und
"kleiner, schneller, günstiger" ist bis heute das Leitprinzip der weltweiten Halb-
leiterindustrie. Dieser Siegeszug der Elektronik hat eine Vielzahl von Geräten wie
zum Beispiel Smartphones, Computer, Internet und viele weitere Produkte ermög-
licht, welche nunmehr dauerhaft Einzug in unser Leben gehalten haben und es
damit nachhaltig prägen. All diesen Produkten ist gemein, dass sie vor einem halben
Jahrhundert noch fast durchweg als Science-Fiction wahrgenommen worden wären.

Die meisten dieser Geräte kommunizieren heute ununterbrochen untereinander
über das Internet, so dass der weltweite Datenverkehr unaufhörlich mit einer durch-
schnittlichen jährlichenWachstumsrate von 26% ansteigt. Es wird erwartet, dass
im Jahr 2022 bis zu 4,8 Zettabytes an Daten innerhalb eines Jahres übertragen wer-
den [1]. Die optische Nachrichtentechnik ist die technische Grundlage für die Über-
tragung dieser enormenDatenmengen. Da die überwiegendeMehrheit dieser Daten
jedoch entweder in elektronischer Form erzeugt oder in dieser Form verarbeitet wird,
ist die effiziente elektro-optische Wandlung ein bedeutender Forschungsbereich.

Besonders vielversprechend sind hier insbesondere photonische integrierte Schal-
tungen (eng. photonic integrated circuits, PIC). Diese werden unter Verwendung
bewährter Fertigungstechnologien hergestellt, wie sie auch zur Herstellung elek-
tronischer Chips genutzt werden. Dabei ist die Silizium-Photonik (SiP) von be-
sonderem Interesse, da sie eine erprobte Fertigungstechnologie nutzt, welche auch
zur Herstellung elektronischer Chips zum Einsatz kommt. Allerdings verhindert
der indirekte Bandübergang von Silizium eine effiziente Erzeugung von Licht in-
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nerhalb eines SiP-PIC. Zur Überwindung dieser Einschränkung kommen häufig
III-V-Verbindungshalbleiter als Lichtquellen zum Einsatz, welche dann mit dem
SiP-Chip kombiniert werden müssen. Eine Kombination solcher Halbleiterlaser
mit SiP-Chips, wie sie beispielsweise zur Herstellung eines Sendermoduls in Verbin-
dung mit Si-Modulatoren notwendig ist, gestaltet sich jedoch schwierig. Die hierzu
notwendige photonische Integration verschiedener Materialplattformen erhöht je-
doch die Gesamtkosten solch eines Moduls drastisch und negiert weitestgehend
die kosteneffiziente parallele Herstellung der zugrundeliegenden Chips auf einem
gemeinsameWafer.

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation werden solche planare integrierte Schaltungen in
vielfältiger Weise durch dreidimensionale (3D)Mikrostrukturen erweitert, welche
mit Hilfe additiver Mehr-Photonen-Lithographie gefertigt werden. Dazu gehören
3D-gedruckte dielektrische Wellenleiter, welche häufig als photonische Wirebonds
(PWB) bezeichnet werden, und die eine praktikable Lösung für die Herausforderun-
gen des photonischen Aufbau- und Verbindungstechnik darstellen. Insbesondere
wird in dieser Arbeit zum ersten Mal die zuverlässige Herstellung solcher PWB
mit minimalen Einfügeverlusten demonstriert und deren Beständigkeit gegenüber
rauenUmgebungsbedingungen aufgezeigt. Darüber hinauswerden komplexeMulti-
Chip-Sendermodule realisiert, welche durch die Nutzung mehrerer Datenkanäle
rekordhohe Datenraten erreichen. Des Weiteren werden zwei neuartige dreidimen-
sional gedruckte photonische Mikrostrukturen demonstriert: Die erste Struktur
dient als breitbandiger Polarisationsstrahlteilermit integrierten Polarisationsdrehern,
während es die zweite Struktur ermöglicht, effizient und breitbandig Licht senkrecht
zwischen der Bauteilebene eines PIC und einer Einmodenfaser zu koppeln.

In den folgenden Kapiteln dieser Arbeit werden folgende Themen behandelt:

Kapitel 1 gibt eine kurze Einführung in die Mehr-Photonen-Lithographie und
erläutert, wie sich diese zur Herstellung von photonischen Wirebonds in
photonischenMulti-Chip-Assemblies nutzen lässt.
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Kapitel 2 legt die theoretischen und technologischen Grundlagen für die nachfol-
genden Kapitel und befasst sich tiefer mit der Mehr-Photonen-Lithographie,
mit photonischenWirebonds, sowie mit Mikrolinsen und deren Simulation.

Kapitel 3 demonstriert den Aufbau von optischen Sendersystemen, die als Multi-
-Chip-Module mit Hilfe von in situ gedruckte photonischen Wirebonds
realisiert wurden. Des Weiteren wird die Beständigkeit von photonischen
Wirebonds unter thermischen Einflüssen und unter der Einwirkung von
Feuchtigkeit demonstriert. Diese Beständigkeit wird durch eine permanente
Ummantelung mit einem niedrig-brechenden Kunststoff erreicht.

Kapitel 4 beschreibt einen neuartigen breitbandigen Polarisationsstrahlteiler mit
integrierten Polarisationsdrehern, der auf hochgradig doppelbrechenden drei-
dimensionalenWellenleitern basiert.

Kapitel 5 beschreibt eine neuartige Struktur für die breitbandige Kopplung zwi-
schen optischen Fasern und integrierten photonischen Chips. Die Struktur
basiert auf einem photonischeWirebond, welcher an einer Seite mit einem
integrierten photonischen Chip verbunden ist und an der anderen Seite mit
einerMikrolinse versehen wurde. Sowohl der photonischeWirebond als auch
die Mikrolinse werden dabei gemeinsam in einem lithographischen Schritt
hergestellt.

Kapitel 6 gibt eine Zusammenfassung der Arbeiten in dieser Dissertation und
skizziert mögliche zukünftige Weiterentwicklungen des photonischenWire-
bondprozesses und dessen Anwendung.
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Preface

It has been more than half a century since the invention of the electronic integrated
circuit by Jack Kilby and Robert Noyce in 1958, and ‘smaller, faster, cheaper’ has
been the guiding principle of the whole semiconductor industry ever since. This rise
of electronics has enabled an enormous variety of devices to enter and to shape our
lives, among them are smartphones, computers, the internet andmanymore - nearly
all of which would have been considered science fiction only half a century ago.

Today, many of these devices constantly communicate with one another over the
internet, giving rise to an exponential growth of data traffic. In fact, the global inter-
net traffic is growing at a compound annual growth rate of 26%, and it is expected
to reach 4.8 zettabytes per year by 2022 [1]. Optical data communication provides
the technological foundation to transmit these vast amounts of data. However, as
most of these data either originate or are used in electronic form, electro-optical
conversion is required, and is therefore an important area of research.

A possible solution is the integration of electro-optic converters in photonic integ-
rated circuits (PIC), which can be considered as the optical equivalent to electronic
integrated circuits. They can be fabricated using technologies pioneered for the
fabrication of electronic integrated chips. In particular, silicon photonics (SiP) util-
izes the mature complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology
to fabricate highly compact PIC. Unfortunately, the indirect bandgap of silicon
prevents the efficient generation of light, because a phonon interaction is required
for the emission of a photon via a transition of an electron from the valence to the
conduction band. To overcome this limitation, direct III-V compound semiconduct-
ors are often used as light sources in photonics. It is, however, difficult to combine
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such light sources with SiP chips, to realize for example a transmitter module using
Si modulators [2]. Photonic integration of multiple material platforms drastically
increases the overallmodule costs andmostly counteracts the efficiency ofwafer-scale
fabrication.

In the framework of this dissertation, multi-photon lithography (MPL) is used to
extend such planar PICdevices by additivemanufacturing of three-dimensional (3D)
photonic micro-structures in a wide variety of ways. Among these are 3D printed
dielectric waveguides, commonly referred to as photonic wire bonds (PWB). Such
PWB are an attractive solution to overcome the challenge of photonic packaging in
practice. It is shown that PWB can be reliably fabricated withminimal loss, and they
withstand harsh environmental conditions when encased in cladding material. The
photonicwire bonding technique is used to realize advancedmulti-chipmodules that
combine the advantages of different photonic integration platforms. In particular,
multi-chip transmitter modules are realized using multiple data channels, each
one transported on an independent optical fibre, and transmitting data at record
high data rates. In addition, two novel 3D printed photonic microstructure are
demonstrated: One structure can be used as a broadband polarization beam splitter
with integrated polarization rotators, while the other structure supplies photonic
chips with an efficient method that enables broadband and out-of-plane optical
coupling between PIC and single-mode fibres.

The individual chapters of this work cover the following subjects:

Chapter 1 gives a short introduction to multi-photon lithography and its use in
fabricating photonic wire bonds to enable photonic multi-chip modules.

Chapter 2 lays the theoretical and technological foundation for the subsequent
chapters by introducing multi-photon lithography and its use in the fabrica-
tion of photonic wire bonds and micro-lenses.
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Chapter 3 demonstratesmulti-chip transmitter assemblies enabledby in situprint-
ing of photonic wire bonds. For the first time, these photonic wire bonds are
permanently over-clad with a low-refractive index material which provides
permanent protection against environmental influences. This is verified in
experiments exposing the PWB to harsh environmental conditions.

Chapter 4 describes a novel broadband polarization beam splitter with integrated
polarization rotators based on highly birefringent 3D freeform waveguides.

Chapter 5 describes a new structure for broadbandout-of-plane couplingbetween
an optical fibre and an integrated photonic chip. The structure is based on a
PWB which is attached to an integrated photonic chip on one side, and to a
micro-lens on the other side. The photonic wire bond and the micro-lens are
printed in the same lithography step.

Chapter 6 summarizes the work in this thesis and outlines further research direc-
tions on the photonic wire bonding technique to serve future applications.

xi





Achievements of the present
work

In this thesis, the concept of photonic wire bonds (PWB) is systematically advanced
from aproof-of-principle level [3, 4] to fully automated printing of reliable chip-chip
and fiber-chip connections for advanced multi-chip modules [5] that combine the
advantages of different photonic integration platforms. Using specially developed
software and dedicated lithography hardware, complex multi-chip transmitter mod-
ules and other novel photonic devices, such as 3D printed out-of-plane couplers [6]
and polarization beam splitters with integrated rotators [7], are demonstrated.

A concise overview of the major achievements is given in the following list:

Demonstration of a fast multi-photon lithography machine with ad-
vanced alignment procedures: Amulti-photon lithography machine em-
ploying fast galvanometric scanners is built. It includes fluorescence and confocal
measurement channels which are used to automatically fabricate photonic wire
bonds and micro-lenses attached to the facets of integrated optical chips with an es-
timated alignment accuracy of 100 nm relative to dedicated features or even directly
relative to the optical waveguide an of an integrated photonic chip, see Sections 2.2
and Appendix D.2 for details on the hardware and system design. This technology
was employed in the journal publications [J7] and [J17].
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Of particular importance was the automated and reliable fabrication of optical
components on the facet of optical fibres and fibre arrays. Their 3Dmodels were
aligned to the fibre core in position and orientation. This has proven to be an
enabling technology with a wide range of applications. Among others, it has been
demonstrated with great success in the journal contributions [J3], [J4], [J5] , [J9],
[J17], and [J18].

First demonstration of multi-chip modules using PWB: Two distinct
multi-chip transmitter modules are realized, combining efficient light sources based
on indium phosphide (InP) with silicon photonic devices and standard single-mode
fibres. In a first set of experiments, an eight-channel transmitter is realized, offering
an aggregate line rate of 448Gbit s−1 by low-complexity intensity modulation. In
a second set of experiment, a four-channel coherent transmitter is demonstrated,
operating at a net data rate of 732.7Gbit s−1 – a record for coherent silicon photonic
transmitters with co-packaged lasers, see Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 of journal publica-
tion [J7] for details. Note that the achievements of this work resulted from equal
contributions by the author of the thesis and M. Billah. The author’s work was
mainly focused on the fabrication technology and design of the photonicwire bonds,
while the work of M. Billah concentrated on the fabrication and characterization of
the multi-chip transmitters. For more details about individual contributions, see
the introductory paragraph of Chapter 3.

First demonstration of reliable ultra-low insertion loss PWB and resili-
ence under harsh environmental testing: Fully automated and high-yield
mass production of more than a hundred PWBwithout any defects is realized for
the first time. These PWB, exhibiting ultra-low insertion losses of (0.7 ± 0.15) dB,
are shown to endure environmental stability tests without degradation even at high
optical power, see Section 3.3.1 and journal publication [J7] for details.
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First demonstration of permanent over-cladding of PWB: PWB re-
quire a cladding material to adjust their index contrast and to enable single-mode
operation. This cladding material was previously emulated using index-matching
oil with tailored refractive index. Unfortunately, such oils do not provide protec-
tion against environmental influences, and they quickly evaporate. Here, a solid
cladding material based on an ultraviolet (UV) light curable adhesive is applied to
PWB for the first time, see Section 3.3.1 and journal publication [J7] for details.
The local cladding process was developed together with A. Hofmann, who built the
experimental setup, whereas the author fabricated and evaluated the test samples.
For more details about individual contributions, see the introductory paragraph of
Chapter 3.

First demonstration of an ultra-broadband fibre-coupled 3D printed
polarization beam splitter with integrated rotators: A 3D printed po-
larization splitter and rotator was designed and fabricated on the end face of optical
fibres. The performance of the fibre-coupled device is verified over a wide spectral
range, demonstrating a measured polarization extinction ratio of more than 11 dB
over a 350 nm wavelength range. A dual-polarization 16QAM data transmission
experiment at a wavelength of 1550 nm and a symbol rate of 80GBd correspond-
ing to an aggregate line rate of 640Gbit s−1 demonstrates that there is no optical
signal-to-noise ratio penalty by polarization cross-talk compared to a commercial
fibre-based polarization beam splitter for polarization-division multiplexed data, see
Chapter 4 and journal publication [J5] for details. The results of this work have
been included in two patent applications. Note that the achievements of this work
resulted from equal contributions by the author of the thesis and A. Nesic. The
author’s work was mainly focused on fabrication and design of the polarization
rotator, while the work of A. Nesic was mainly focused on design and optimization
of the polarization beam splitter. The experimental characterizationwas done jointly
by the author and A. Nesic. For more details about individual contributions, see
the introductory paragraph of Chapter 4.
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First demonstration of an ultra-broadband out-of-plane coupler for
integrated photonic chips: An ultra-broadband out-of-plane coupler for
integrated photonic chips is demonstrated for the first time. The coupler combines
a PWBwith a micro-lens as an interface to optical fibres. A coupling efficiency of
−0.8 dB at 𝜆0 = 1550 nm with a 1 dB bandwidth exceeding 200 nm is demonstrated,
see Chapter 5 and conference contribution [C16], as well as journal publication
[J13] for details.
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1 Introduction

Modern electronic integrated devices are nearly exclusively created using planar
fabrication technologies. In such a planar process, a thin sheet of material, typic-
ally referred to as a wafer and often consisting of high-purity silicon, is subjected
to a series of high-resolution optical exposures to define tiny two-dimensional re-
gions of photoresist. These regions represent protected and unprotected areas for
subsequent processes such as etching, passivation, or doping to change the semi-
conductor properties of the material. By executing many of such steps, intricately
layered micro- and nanostructures can be fabricated. Integrated photonics leverages
these planar fabrication technologies to guide light instead inside integrated chips
by using dielectric waveguides. Similar to their electronic counterparts, the high
level of miniaturization can enable a multitude of functionalities on a compact
millimetre-scale chip. In this work, two-photon lithography is used to augment
these traditionally planar devices with three-dimensional micro-structures in a wide
variety of ways. These optical chips can be made from very different materials, each
having their own strengths and weaknesses. One particularly interesting material
is silicon: Silicon photonics (SiP) exploits the mature fabrication technology of
the complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process which is used in
virtually all of today’s electronic devices. The high refractive index contrast between
the silicon waveguide core and the surrounding silicon-oxide cladding allows strong
optical confinement of the guided light and enables tight bend radii of the optical
waveguides. As a result, exceptionally high levels of integration can be achieved in SiP
devices. In addition, SiP does not only enable integration of passive structures such
as waveguides, power splitters and grating couplers, but also allows the fabrication
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1 Introduction

of germanium-based photodetectors and electro-optic modulators using the plasma
dispersion effect. The bandgap of silicon, corresponding to the photon energy
of near-infrared (NIR) light of approximately 1.1 µmwavelength, allows low-loss
waveguides for the typical communication wavelengths in the range of 1.3 µm to
1.6 µm. The huge need for high-performance optical communication is therefore
the most important technology driver of integrated photonics. The first products
utilizing integrated photonics are therefore focused on addressing this market and
commonly based on SiP devices [8]. On the other hand, the indirect bandgap of
bulk silicon prevents efficient light emission in silicon photonic structures. Instead,
indium phosphide (InP) is the prevalent III-V compound semiconductor used for
diode lasers at these wavelengths (1.3 µm to 1.6 µm). Just as with silicon photonics,
InP can also be used to realize complex PIC. However, the fabrication process is
far less mature. This is evident when the typical InP wafer sizes of different process
technologies are compared to the CMOS process: Currently, wafers of InP are only
available up to diameters of 100mm (commonly referred to as 4 inch), whereas
well-established CMOS processes use wafers of up to 300mm diameter (commonly
referred to as 12 inch). The smaller size of InP wafers reduces the advantage of wafer-
scale fabrication and indicates the immaturity of the InP fabrication process when
compared to SiP. In addition to these previously mentioned materials, there are a
multitude of other materials used to realize PIC, among these are silicon nitride [9,
10], lithium niobate [11] or even diamond [12] – each with their own advantages
and disadvantages.

This wide variety of materials results in one of the key challenges of integrated
optics: Providing efficient and compact optical interfaces between optical chips and
from chips to fibres, preferably in such a way that multiple optical connections are
efficiently coupled at the same time. For electronic chips, these challenges are largely
solved: While interfacing an electronic integrated chip to the outside world comes
certainly with a host of intricate details, such as signal integrity or interconnect
density, in many cases it is sufficient to ‘simply’ connect with moderate precision a
gold bond wire to a metal pad on the chip surface. This contrasts with integrated
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1 Introduction

photonics, where low-loss single-mode connections require a perfect overlap of
the optical modes and are therefore sensitive to the exact geometrical shape and to
misalignment in the form of angular tilt and spatial offset. Achieving perfect modal
overlap is especially difficultwhen joining different integration platforms, as different
platforms exhibit vastly different and typically very small intrinsic mode fields. The
variation is mostly caused by the significant variation in refractive index contrast
between the respective platforms. For devices operating at the communication
wavelength of 1550 nm,where erbiumdoped fibre amplifiers are available, the largest
commonly occurring mode field diameter1 (MFD) amounts to 10 µm and belongs
to standard single-mode fibres (SMF) at a wavelength around 1550 nm. Even for
these relatively largeMFD, passive component assembly is rarely possible: Assuming
perfectly matched and axially aligned circular Gaussian modes, their 1 dB lateral
alignment tolerance is approximately 0.23 ×MFD, i.e., only 2.4 µm for a SMF – far
below the 5 µm positioning accuracy of most passive optical assembly techniques
[13]. Typical devices such as InP lasers and silicon photonic chips feature edge
couplers with even smaller MFD of 3 µm, even if mode expanders are integrated
[14], making any kind of passive alignment virtually impossible. Such devices are
usually assembled using active alignment, a process wherein the coupling efficiency is
continuously monitored and the placement of the component is actively optimized
[13]. This process is slow and increasingly complex when several interfaces have
to be coupled at the same time. In addition, directly interfacing a SMF of 10 µm
MFD to such a small 3 µmmode field will only couple 28% of the power, which
makes some variant of mode field adaption a necessity. When coupling between
optical chips, such a mode field adaption is typically achieved by using bulky micro-

1Defined as the diameter of the 1/e2 intensity drop. For Gaussian beams theMFD equals twice the beam
waist radius 𝑤0.
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1 Introduction

optics or lensed optical fibres, which, again, have to be actively aligned. All of these
solutions generate overhead and are a significant cost driver in optical packaging [15,
16], thereby counteracting the scaling advantage of parallel wafer-based fabrication
of the photonic chips themselves.

Three-dimensional (3D) additive micro-fabrication by multi-photon absorption
polymerization, commonly referred to as multi-photon lithography (MPL), is in
a unique position to address both these issues at the same time. This technology
exploits multi-photon absorption inside the tightly confined volume of a highly
focused femtosecond laser beam to initiate a localized polymerization of a precursor
material with nanometre scale resolution. By this method, transparent polymer
structureswith lateral and axial resolutionof about300 nm and750 nm, respectively,
can be created thereby enabling the fabrication of awide variety of three-dimensional
photonic structures, such as photonic crystals [17], dielectric waveguides [3], or
diffractive and refractive optical elements [18, 19]. As such, MPL is perfectly suited
to realize dielectric waveguides, micro-lenses, or prism elements, which can be used
to modify and guide the light emitted by integrated photonic devices and fibres.
Because MPL systems share many similarities with nonlinear microscopes, many
microscopy technologies can also be transferred to lithography systems. The integra-
tion of common microscopic imaging modalities, such as bright field, confocal and
even nonlinear fluorescence imaging is straightforward. These imaging modalities
provide a perfect foundation to automate the precise detection of physical features,
e.g., optical interfaces of photonic devices such as edge couplers or grating couplers,
with an accuracy better than 100 nm by computer vision. Once the position and
orientation of the optical interface is found, the lithography system can be used to
print structures such as waveguides or a micro-lenses precisely aligned to the optical
interface. The additive manufacturing of such structures may even be done after
the photonic chips are placed at their final position with moderate accuracy, thereby
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1 Introduction

facilitating highly efficient optical coupling. The previously stated need for expensive
active alignment in traditional packaging is therebymoved to the lithography system,
which allows for precise fabrication of 3D optical elements exactly at the coupling
locations.

Electronic integrated circuits are usually interfaced with other components by thin
metal wire bridges which are commonly referred to as electrical wire bonds. In ana-
logy to these electrical wire bonds, photonic wire bonds (PWB) interface photonic
devices by 3D printed free-form dielectric waveguides which are adapted to the exact
location of the photonic devices, thereby eliminating the need for high-precision
positioning of the devices themselves. An illustration of the concept can be found
in Figure 1.1. The starting and ending position of each PWB is adjusted to the
position of the optical interface. The position and orientation of the interface is
found automatically using machine vision on confocal and bright field image taken
by the lithography system. In-between the two optical interface positions, the PWB
waveguide follows a free-form path through space. At the coupling points on either
end of the PWB, the shape of the PWB is adapted to act as a spot size converter
(SSC), matching the MFD to each optical interface, thereby maximizing the power
transmission between the devices. The pitch between adjacent PWB can be very
small; the smallest demonstrated pitch is 25 µm. This technique allows automated
assembly and mass production of photonic systems, and is therefore expected to be
of great importance for the industrial deployment of photonic integrated circuits.
Details on the fabrication process and design of the PWB can be found in the next
chapter.
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PWB PWB

Laser
dies

Modulators

Fig. 1.1: Illustration of a photonic multi-chip module for optical data transmission enabled
by photonic wire bonds (PWB). The PWB relax the alignment tolerances of the individual
photonic chips and fibres, such that they can be placed without expensive active alignment.
The PWB are fabricated by focusing a femtosecond laser beam into a liquid photo-sensitive
monomer precursor material (not shown) with the help of a high numerical aperture (NA)
objective. At the focal spot of the objective, multi-photon absorption initiates a localized
polymerization reactionof theprecursor. Bymoving the focal spot in lateral and axial direction
relative to the substrate, the PWB can be defined. The unexposed precursor is washed away
by a mild solvent in a follow-up development step. In this example, PWB connect several
InP lasers dies emitting light of different wavelengths to a silicon photonic chip. On the
SiP chip, the light of each laser is routed to individual modulators for intensity modulation,
forming a data signal. Each signal is subsequently multiplexed into a single channel in a
wavelength-division multiplexing scheme. The single output channel is then connected to an
output fibre via another PWB. The size of the microscope objective is not to scale.
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2 Theoretical and technological
background

This chapter introduces the theoretical and technological background which is
relevant for this work. Section 2.1 introduces multi-photon absorption lithography
in general. Section 2.2 describes a multi-photon lithography (MPL) system which
was developed in the framework of this dissertation with a particular focus onmicro-
fabrication aligned to features of photonic integrated circuits (PIC). In Section 2.3,
an overview on photon wire bonds (PWB) is given and the typical coupling schemes
for interfacing PWB with integrated photonic circuits are described. Section 2.4
describes micro-lenses and gives details on simulating their performance using a
recently derived reformulation of the wave propagation method [20].

2.1 Multi-photon three-dimensional
lithography

Multi-photon absorption lithography (MPL) has become an enabling technology
in the field of micro- and nano-fabrication. Its applications are virtually unlim-
ited and range from photonic meta-materials [21, 22], biological cell cages [23] to
micro-robots [24, 25] and compound micro-optical systems [18, 26, 27], to name
just a few. This broad range of fabrication capabilities is enabled by the process of
multi-photon absorption, which allows the localized initiation of a polymerization
process by the simultaneous absorption of two or more photons in the focal spot of
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2 Theoretical and technological background

a high-intensity laser. The process of two-photon absorption was first predicted in
1931 byMaria Göppert-Mayer in her doctoral thesis [28]. At this time, the work was
highly theoretical since experimental demonstration of multi-photon absorption
was thought to be impossible, as it requires tremendously high optical intensities.
Her work subsequently remained of little impact. She changed her field of research
to atomic physics, where her outstanding work made her the second woman to
win a Nobel prize in physics. Thirty years later, in 1960, TheodoreMaiman built
the first laser, and access to such high light intensities was suddenly possible. Only
one year later, the first experimental demonstration of two-photon absorption was
performed by Kaiser and Garrett [29] in 1961. Still, it took yet another thirty years
until two-photon absorption found practical application when it was first employed
for biological microscopy [30]. Nowadays, two-photon-induced fluorescence micro-
scopy is widely employed throughout biology [31]. Manymethods frommicroscopy
can also be applied to optical lithography, andmulti-photon lithography (MPL) is no
exception to this rule. Two-photon polymerization was first demonstrated in 1997
by Shoji Maruo and coworkers, who used a photo-sensitive polymer material [32].
Such materials consist of a monomer precursor material to which a photo-initiator
has been added. When exposed to very high intensities, multi-photon absorption
occurs in the photo-initiator molecule, triggering a localized cross-linking chain
reaction in the monomer, thereby forming a solid polymer. The development of
low-cost and compact fibre-based femtosecond laser sources allowed the replacement
of the significantly more expensive mode-locked titanium–sapphire lasers and gave
rise to the first commercial MPL machines in 2007. Since then, MPL has found
widespread adoption by the scientific community and has become the versatile tool
of choice [33] for high-resolution 3D lithography.
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2.1 Multi-photon three-dimensional lithography

Nearly all MPL systems employ negative-tone photoresists, where the unexposed
resist can be removed by a simple solvent, and only the exposed material remains.
These photoresists consist of a monomer precursor material which provides the
molecular building blocks that can be cross-linked to form a polymer chain or
network. Many possible chemical systems exist, and many have been used for MPL,
such as epoxies [34], thiol-ene chemistry [35], methacrylates or acrylates [36].

Today, most photoresists are based onmulti-functional acrylates, which are inexpens-
ive, readily available and exhibit high polymerization rates [37]. Typically, acrylates
also show significant amounts of undesired shrinkage [38]. They are usually photo-
sensitized by the addition of a photoinitiator [36]. Depending on the required
excitation of the photoinitiator, a free radical is generated by the absorption of one
or multiple photons (e.g., via cleavage or charge transfer to other molecules), which
in turn triggers a chain-growth polymerization. The radical triggers the attachment
of one monomer molecule to form a chain, which in turn triggers the generation of
a radical. These propagating chains are typically terminated by other radicals or mo-
lecular oxygen, which act as inhibitor of the polymerization. An extensive treatment
of the subject can be found in Ref. [39]. If a monomer molecule contains multiple
polymerizable groups, such as multiple acrylate groups, not only a chain is formed,
but rather a cross-linked polymer network. Once the polymer network reaches a
degree of polymerization above a certain threshold value, it becomes insoluble to the
developer. One can easily imagine that unrestrained propagation of the polymeriza-
tion reaction would reduce the achievable resolution of the photoresist. Photoresist
materials are therefore engineered to only locally cross-link, e.g., by the presence of
polymerization inhibitors. In particular, since oxygen can terminate the polymer-
ization reaction, its presence in the resist significantly impacts the polymerization
dynamics [40], and has a significant impact on the achievable resolution. Typically,
commercial photoresist materials are well optimized such that the polymerization
dynamic only plays a minor role in the achievable resolution and the achievable
resolution is limited by the optical resolution of the lithography system.
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2 Theoretical and technological background

The effect of the lithography system on the polymerization is often expressed in
a ‘deposited lithography dose’. This dose correlates the locally achieved degree of
polymerizationwith the overall lithography process. Defining such a deposited litho-
graphy dose𝒟, experienced by a photoresist in a volume element (‘volume pixel’,
voxel) is non-trivial, and no closed form exists. However, a good approximation is
that the deposited lithography dose𝒟 is proportional to the amount of generated
radicals [36]. When a radical-based photoinitiator is excited by multiple photons,
a radical is generated which subsequently triggers a polymerization chain reaction
with a certain likelihood. The average number of photons which are simultaneously
absorbed and excite the generation of a radical is commonly referred to as the nonlin-
earity order𝑁. The deposited lithography dose𝒟 is therefore directly proportional
to 𝜏𝜙𝛮, where 𝜏 is the exposure time and 𝜙 local photon flux. Since the photon flux
is proportional to the laser power 𝑃 and the focal volume is approximately constant,
the relation is typically expressed as𝒟 ∝ 𝜏𝑃𝛮. The nonlinearity order depends on
the photoinitiator used to photosensitize the monomer material of the photoresist,
and on the lithography wavelength [41]. There already exists a myriad of known
photoinitiators designed for exposure with ultraviolet (UV) light. Many of these
UV-sensitive photoinitiators exhibit two-photon absorption (𝑁 = 2) at half the UV
photon energy, i.e., a near infrared (NIR) exposure wavelength of approximately
800 nm. However, more complex absorption processes, such as cascaded absorption
via a triplet state, are also known to occur and give rise to nonlinearity orders of
𝑁 > 2 [41].

The behaviour of many photoresists can be described by a threshold model: If the
resist was locally exposed to a dose exceeding a threshold value 𝒟th, it becomes
insoluble. After exposure, a wash in a mild solvent removes all volumes where
𝒟 < 𝒟th, leaving only the parts of the structure where the threshold dose was
exceeded. This model is commonly referred to as the ‘step-threshold model’ [41].
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Fig. 2.1: Simulated deposited lithography dose𝒟 in a photoresist (𝑛resist = 1.518) by a mi-
croscope objective (NA = 1.4) for different wavelengths 𝜆0 and absorption orders. Contour
lines indicate 2 dB steps of deposited dose. The green contour line indicates the contour at
which the deposited dose has dropped by a factor of e−1 compared to its peak value. (a) Single-
photon absorption of 780 nm light shows low resolution and significant axial side lobes which
result in dose accumulation when multiple adjacent positions are exposed. (b)Two-photon
absorption increases the resolution and suppresses the side lobes such that the dose is only
deposited locally. (c) Single-photon absorption at a wavelength of 2−1/2 × 780 nm ≈ 551 nm
provides nominally identical resolution, while side lobes remain a significant contribution.

Figure 2.1 depicts the deposited dose distribution𝒟 of a laser beam focused by a
high numerical aperture (NA) objective for different orders of absorption𝑁 and
laser vacuumwavelength 𝜆0. Assuming the step-thresholdmodel, one can arbitrarily
adjust the laser power 𝑃 such that the threshold dose𝒟th is exceeded at any of the
contour line shown in Figure 2.1, thereby forming an solidified volume element if
varying volume. As expected, the single-photon dose distribution (𝜆0 = 780 nm,
𝑁 = 1) exhibits a lower resolution than the two-photon (𝜆0 = 780 nm, 𝑁 =
2) dose distribution, see Figures 2.1a and b, respectively. In fact, an 𝑁-th order
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2 Theoretical and technological background

absorption process will enhance the achieved resolution by a factor of𝑁−1/2. It is
often wrongly claimed that the advantage of multi-photon absorption lies in this
resolution enhancing capabilities. Specifically, as can be seen in Figure 2.1c, the same
resolution can be achieved by using a green laser and single-photon absorption (𝜆0 =
780 nm,𝑁 = 1) . In effect, both the linear and the nonlinear absorption process
are able to expose a single volume element at the same resolution. A single exposed
volume element (voxel) can even be made as small as a few monomer molecules,
by simply choosing a tiny amount of deposited dose which just barely exceeds the
polymerization threshold – independently of the laserwavelength or the nonlinearity
of the absorption process.

A special case occurs if the incident laser is far below the polymerization threshold.
In this case, the dose often fails to accumulate, even if the same voxel volume is
illuminated indefinitely. Such a minimum rate of dose, often referred to as the
Schwarzschild threshold, is due to the diffusion of the generated radicals and the
termination of chain reactions, e.g., by oxygen, diffusing into the voxel volume. It is
named after the astronomer Karl Schwarzschild who discovered that light of weak
stars fails to expose photographic plates even for long exposures.

The advantage of multi-photon excitation comes into play, once multiple volumes
are exposed close to each other such that the deposited doses of each focus overlap
and add up. In the case of traditional one-photon absorption (𝑁 = 1), the side
lobes of the point spread function (PSF) are significant and will add up over all
exposed voxels, preventing the fabrication of complex 3D structures. This of special
importance when exposing large areas parallel to the focal plane. In this case, the
accumulated photon flux along the optical axis is approximately constant, which
prevents 3D structuring for single-photon sensitive photoresist, sensitive to the
accumulated dose. In contrast, since the side lobes of the optical PSF are suppressed
in the deposited dose for nonlinear absorption (𝑁 > 1), such off-target dose fails to
accumulate significantly. The superiority of the multi-photon absorption process
over the single-photon process therefore does not lie in the higher spatial resolution,
but rather in the suppression of the focus side lobes. However, adjacent features are
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2.1 Multi-photon three-dimensional lithography

always limited by the accumulation of the deposited dose, even if the dose side lobes
are suppressed. The finite size of the dose distribution therefore limits the achievable
minimal distance between voxels for which individual features can be resolved. This
fact that single-point exposures can become virtually arbitrarily small, while the
distance between adjacent voxels is limited, is called the multi-photon Sparrow
limit1 [41]. The minimum distance between two separated voxels is commonly
referred to as the ‘resolution of the lithography system’. While chemical effects in
the resist material can certainly play a role, this resolution is primarily given by the
optical resolution of the lithography system, typically determined by the numerical
aperture (NA) of the objective, the vacuumwavelength 𝜆0, the nonlinearity𝑁 of
the absorption process and the refractive index of the resist material 𝑛.

There is no closed analytical expression to describe the deposited dose of a single
voxel exposed by a high-NA objective, since there is no closed-form expression for
the point spread function (PSF) of a high-NA objective. The dose distributions
shown in Figure 2.1 are based on numerical simulations of the optical PSF [43].
Fortunately, the side lobes of the PSF are suppressed in the case of a multi-photon
absorption process of order𝑁, such that the dose distribution which is generated
by the nonlinear absorption of the optical PSF can be well approximated by a 3D
normal distribution centred around the focal point:

𝒟(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝒟0 × e
− 𝑥2+𝑦2

2𝜎2𝑥𝑦 e
− 𝑧2

2𝜎2𝑧 (2.1.1)

The dose distribution𝒟 is rotationally symmetric around the optical axis (𝑧 direc-
tion) and only depends on the distance from the optical axis 𝑟 = √𝑥2 + 𝑦2. The dose
𝒟 drops by a factor of 1/e at a distance of 𝑟 = 𝜎𝑥𝑦. Similarly, the dose distribution
drops by a factor of 1/𝑒 at a distance of 𝜎𝑧 from the focal plane located at 𝑧 = 0. An

1Sparrow originally investigated the resolution of spectroscopes limited by diffraction [42]. He found
that spectral lines can still be resolved if there is a local minimum between the two signals. Such a
minimum is also required to allow separation of two voxel by choosing the minimum dose to fall just
below the polymerization threshold., resulting in separated voxels.
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2 Theoretical and technological background

approximation for 𝜎𝑥𝑦 and 𝜎𝑧, based on numerical calculations, is given by Zipfel et
al. [31] as

𝜎𝑥𝑦 =
⎧

⎨
⎩

0.155𝜆0
√𝑁 ×NA

, forNA ≤ 0.7

0.230𝜆0
√𝑁 ×NA0.91 , forNA > 0.7

and 𝜎𝑧 =
0.376𝜆0
√𝑁

[ 1
𝑛 − √𝑛2 −NA2

]

(2.1.2)

and depends on the numerical apertureNA, the nonlinearity order of the photores-
ist𝑁, as well as the laser vacuum wavelength 𝜆0 and the refractive index of the resist
material 𝑛. The parameters 𝜎𝑥𝑦 and 𝜎𝑧 of the normal distribution can be directly
interpreted as half the voxel size in lateral and axial direction, respectively, when
the step-threshold dose𝒟th lies at 1/e of the peak dose and is indicated by a green
contour line in Figure 2.1. Note that the axial size of the dose distribution scales ap-
proximately quadratically withNA, while the lateral size scales only linearly with the
NA. This explains the necessity of using a high-NA objective for the fabrication of
3Dmicro-structures, in particular for cases where a high axial resolution is required.
Unfortunately, even objectives with the highest numerical aperture only illuminate
one half-space of the solid angle from the direction of the objective2. Technical
implementations usually reach an NA of up to 1.4 using an immersion medium
of refractive index 𝑛 = 1.518 and 𝜆0 = 780 nm, resulting in a deposited dose distri-
butions of lateral dimension 𝜎𝑥𝑦 ≈ 132 nm and axial dimension of 𝜎𝑧 ≈ 315 nm for
𝑁 = 2. In such a case, the achievable aspect ratio 𝜎𝑧/𝜎𝑥𝑦 is 2.4.

2There are attempts to build lithography machines with full 4𝜋 solid angle illumination [44]. These
systems usually consist of two high-NA objectives, where the focus of both objectives requires precise
spatio-temporal alignment to each other.
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2.1 Multi-photon three-dimensional lithography

It is instructive to realize that only the advent of bright ultra-short pulse lasers enables
intensities high enough to reach a meaningful number of excited photoinitiator
molecules and to achieve a cross-linkedmaterial. Assuming amoderate time averaged
power3 of a mode-locked laser at ⟨𝑃⟩ = 100mWwith pulses of duration 𝜏 = 100 fs
at a central wavelength of 𝜆0 = 800 nm and repetition rate 𝑓rep = 100MHz, peak
power levels of 𝑃peak ≈ ⟨𝑃⟩ /(𝑓rep𝜏) = 10 kW can be obtained. Focused by an
objective with a very high numerical aperture of 1.4 , the light gets concentrated to
an effective area of approximately 𝜋 (𝜆0/ (2 ×NA))2 = 2.4 × 10−9 cm2, resulting
in a peak intensity of approximately 4 × 1012Wcm−2. Such a peak intensity is
equal to a fifth of the globally generated power focused to an area the size of a
thumbnail. Since each photon carries an energy ℎ𝑐/𝜆0, a peak photon flux intensity
of 𝐼peak ≈ 1.46 × 1031 photons/cm2/s occurs in the focus of the objective. For
two photon absorption, the number of absorbed photons per volume and pulse is
then approximately𝑁2PA ≈ 𝐶𝛿𝐼2peak𝜏, where𝐶 is the photoinitiator concentration,
typically in the order of 60mmol/L, or 3.6 × 1019 1/cm3, and 𝛿 is the two-photon
cross-section. The typical absorption cross-section of such a photoinitiator is in the
order of 1GM, a unit named after the aforementionedMariaGöppert-Mayer, where
1GM = 1 × 10−50 cm4s/photon. Assuming that each absorbed photon excites
a photoinitiator molecule, this yields an molecule excitation density of around
10 × 1018 molecules/cm3, which corresponds to one exited molecule per 5 nm ×
5 nm×5 nmof resist volume. While this calculationneglected thequantumefficiency
and the efficiency to initiate a polymerization reaction, such effects are compensated
by the fact that one voxel is typically exposed to tens of femtosecond laser pulses,
thereby exciting a significant percentage of the whole photo-initiator population
and making multi-photon 3D lithography possible.

3Most recent fibre-based femtosecond lasers reach above 1W average output power, putting them in the
realmof traditional titanium–sapphire lasers. Even accounting for loss in the delivery optics, significantly
higher doses than assumed here can be delivered and may enable exposure with high voxel deflection
velocity.
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2 Theoretical and technological background

2.2 Automated lithography machine for aligned
fabrication

Multi-photon lithography is capable of fabricating complex micro-structures. How-
ever, when it comes to optical assembly, fabricating such structures is not sufficient
– it is also required to place them at the correct position and with the correct ori-
entation. Such precise placement was traditionally not required and was hence
not a focus of commercial lithography machines. Indeed, a vast majority of applic-
ations utilizing MPL rely on simple flat substrates such as glass or unstructured
silicon wafers, which are simply used as a carrier for the process. Only recently, a
stronger focus on aligned fabrication has emerged: Some notable exceptions in-
clude micro-optics directly fabricated on camera chips and on fibre bundles for
endoscopic imaging [19], integrated structures onMEMS devices [45], and complex
dielectric waveguide devices [46]. All these examples prove the principle applicability
ofMPL to augment existing devices with optical functionalities. However, amanual
alignment process was still used in all of them.

In contrast, this work makes heavy use of automated alignment and fabrication,
and it recognizes automation as a prerequisite for reliable and high-yield fabrication.
This work mostly builds on a commercial MPL system exploiting galvanometric
mirrors for fast beam deflection, complemented by a confocal imaging unit [47].
When used for confocal imaging, the lithography focus is scanned over an area at a
power level below the polymerization threshold dose. The backscattered light can
then be detected, and a volume image can be reconstructed based on the known
focus location. Such confocal imaging allows the acquisition of images which are
inherently aligned to the lithographic coordinate system. A core element of this
dissertationwas to replace the original control softwarewith a newmodular software
stack, specifically designed to fabricate 3D structures aligned to optical interfaces on
chips and fibres.
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2.2 Automated lithography machine for aligned fabrication

Because the initially used commercial system was not readily extendable, a second
device designed for research and improved process control was developed in this
dissertation and used for the results presented in Chapter 4. This system utilizes
the same software framework but improves the features of the commercial system,
while providing an open platform for experiments. Like the commercial system, the
research system incorporates galvanometric mirrors for high-speed beam deflection,
and a confocal imaging system. Among other improvements, it also includes a
multi-photon fluorescence imaging unit which captures the fluorescence light that
is emitted by a fraction of the photoinitiator molecules upon two-photon excitation.
This system also provides a higher maximum lithographic dose by employing a
high-power laser, optimized optics and shorter femtosecond pulses.

While both lithography systems are capable of fabricating the structures discussed
in this dissertation, the following text will mostly focus on the research system,
where detailed information on all aspects of the system are available. Additionally,
extensions to the lithography system such as the aforementioned multi-photon
fluorescence and confocal imaging unit allow novel schemes for alignment and
fabrication not found in other systems. In cases where the differences between the
lithography systems significantly affect the lithographical process, the differences
will be pointed out.

2.2.1 System layout

The system schematic is depicted in Figure 2.2 and will be discussed in the following
paragraph. More details on the used components can be found in Appendix D.2.

As previously discussed, high photon fluxes are required to initiate multi-photon
absorption inside theUV-sensitizedmonomer. The excitationwavelength is typically
around 800 nm, providing enough energy to initiate polymerization via absorption
of two photons by a common UV-sensitive photoinitiator. All systems used in
this dissertation employ fibre-based fs-laser systems of either 80MHz or 100MHz
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repetition rate. After the laser, a prism-basedpulse compressor pre-chirps the fs-pulse
to compensate the group delay dispersion (GDD) introduced by the downstream
optics. The dominant contributors to the GDD are the acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) based on tellurium dioxide (TeO2), and the high-NAmicroscope objective.

The femtosecond laser light is modulated by an acousto-optic modulator thereby
allowing precise control of the deposited dose in the photoresist. The acousto-
optic modulator uses a process in which phonon-photon scattering deflects light in
proportion to the AOM drive signal. The diffracted first-order light is subsequently
guided to a variable beam expander. The magnification of the beam expander can
be manually modified to allow optimal illumination of the objective aperture. In
forward direction, a 90/10 splitter passes 10 % of the light to a photo diode used
to calibrate the AOM power transfer function. In backward direction, scattered
light from the sample may pass through the same splitter and is focused through
a pinhole onto a photodetector, thereby only allowing the light reflected from the
laser focus in the sample to reach the photodetector. Recording a time series of the
photodetector signal as well as the position of the laser spot in the sample plane
allows confocal imaging with the lithography laser.

The light is finally guided to a high-NAobjectivemounted in an invertedmicroscope
[48]. The objective focuses the laser beam into liquid photoresist which is also used
as the immersion medium for the objective. Its focus spot can be deflected by a pair
of galvanometric𝑋𝑌mirrors and thereby positioned anywhere on the intermediate
image plane after the 𝑓𝜃 scan lens4. While not shown in Figure 2.2, the𝑋 and 𝑌
axis of the individual galvanometric scanners are optically imaged onto each other
using a relay optic [49], which results in virtually zero optical distance between
the mirror axes and is a prerequisite to provide constant illumination of the back

4Scan lenses are typically optimized for a flat field. The focus displacement is often found to be 𝑓 tan 𝜃
where𝑓 corresponds to the focal length of the lens and 𝜃 is the deflection angle of the laser beam imparted
by the galvanometric scanningmirrors. The nonlinear dependency of the displacement of the focus spot
on the deflection angle can be problematic and requires a non constant velocity of the galvanometric
mirrors to achieve a constant displacement velocity of the focus. So-called 𝑓𝜃 lenses include a barrel
distortion that yields a displacement that is linear with 𝜃.
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2.2 Automated lithography machine for aligned fabrication

aperture of the objective during 𝑋/𝑌 deflection. Such an approach provides a
good optical performance even at high deflection angles. The intermediate image
after the scan lens is projected and de-magnified by the microscope objective and a
tube lens. The system is typically used with an 40× 1.4NA objective in an infinity-
corrected optical system configuration. Three-dimensional structures are written by
moving the objective relative to the sample in 𝑍 direction by means of a dedicated
piezoelectric actuator.

The lithography system includes multiple imaging modalities: In addition to tradi-
tional bright field imaging, confocal imaging using the lithography laser allows for
precise alignment to preexisting objects on the sample in the coordinate systemof the
laser. Non-destructive imagining without exposure and subsequent polymerization
of the photoresist is possible when a lithographic dose below the Schwarzschild
threshold is used.

An additional detection modality allows multi-photon fluorescence imaging using
the intrinsic fluorescence of the photoinitiator inside the photoresist. The existence
of a signal then indicates the presence of photoresist, and a lack of a signal indicates
the presence of a structure such as a SMF or other transparent objects. The fluores-
cence can be collected through the microscope objective and is used for advanced
resist-glass interface detection, see Appendix D.1 for details. The fluorescence light
is ‘descanned’ by the beam deflection system5 and afterwards split off from the main
beam by a dichroic mirror. Residual laser light is suppressed by a short-pass filter
and focused into a multimode fibre (MMF) to guide the light to a photo multiplier
tube (PMT). In contrast to confocal imaging, spatial filtering is not required, since
the nonlinear generation of fluorescence photons is already localized to the focal
spot. The large acceptance area of the MMF avoids undesired spatial filtering.

5In a ‘descanned’ geometry, the emitted light returns along the same path as the excitation light. The
detection system basically moves with the deflection of the beam. In a ‘non-descanned’ system, all
emitted fluorescence is directly detected without passing through the beam deflection optic. The
drawback of the technically easier ‘non-descanned’ systems is the decreased sensitivity and the position
dependent detection efficiency.
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2 Theoretical and technological background

The beam deflection and actuator positions of themicroscope, as well as the imaging
and AOM transmission, are synchronously controlled by a computer. The sampling
rate of the beam deflection, of the AOM and of the imaging channels is 250 kHz.

The schematic of the research system, shown in Figure 2.2, is also a good approxim-
ation of the commercial system. However, the commercial system does not include
the fluorescence imaging path, the pulse compressor, nor the variable beam expander.
A confocal imaging path is also not generally available in commercial systems.
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Fig. 2.2: Schematic optical setup of the DLW setup implemented in this dissertation. The
femtosecond laser light is deflected by an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) which allows fast
modulation of the optical power contained in the first diffraction order. The light is then
guided to a high-NA objective which focuses the laser beam into a liquid photoresist which
also serves as an immersion medium. Galvanometric𝑋𝑌 scanners allow for fast deflection
in the image plane. Confocal imaging with the lithography laser allows precise alignment
to preexisting objects on the sample. Multi-photon fluorescence of the photoresist can be
collected through the microscope objective and used for resist-glass interface detection. The
reflection illumination for bright field imaging has been omitted for simplicity. Details on
the used components can be found in Appendix D.2.
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2.3 Photonic wire bonding

One of themany technologies enabled bymulti-photon lithography is the fabrication
of dielectric waveguides, commonly referred to as photonic wire bonds (PWB). Such
a waveguide follows a free-form path through the space between optical devices, and
guides light with low loss between these two devices. This path is usually chosen to
be differentiable and be smooth to at least the first derivative, i.e., the path is described
by a𝐶1 continuous function. The concept of photonic wire bonding [3] is exploited
throughout this dissertation. It is predominantly applicable to the field of photonic
packaging, since it provides a way to guide light between integrated photonic chips
[5, 50]. Chapter 3 demonstrates their use for chip-to-chip connections in a series of
experiments under technically relevant conditions.

In addition to the waveguides, mode converters may be attached to either or both
ends of the PWB waveguide (WG) section. These sections are used to convert
the WGmode field to that of the respective device that is to be connected. It can
therefore be used to facilitate a connection between components which cannot easily
be interfaced due to their vastly different mode fields. One common example is a
connection between a single-mode fibre (SMF) with a 10 µmMFD at 1550 nm and
a coarsely placed silicon photonic chip with an intrinsic MFD smaller than 500 nm.
The PWBwill correct any placements errors of chips by adapting the waveguide path
to the chip locations just before the fabrication step, allowing a coarse positioning
of the fibre and the SiP chip. Mode converters at either end of the PWBWG section
are used to adapt the PWBwaveguide mode to the SiP chip and fibre interface [3].
A schematic drawing of a possible multi-chip module (MCM) enabled by such a
connection is shown in Figure 2.3.

The concept of PWB is, however, not only limited to connecting two individual
devices: PWB can also be fabricated on top of a single integrated photonic device,
bridging two points by a 3D out-of-plane waveguide. Such a waveguide allows
crossings with significantly reduced cross-talk in topologies such as in photonic
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Fig. 2.3: Overview of commonly used photonic wire bond (PWB) interfaces (dashed red
boxes). The PWB illustrated here are coupled to different devices: (a) Horizontal-cavity
surface-emitting laser (HCSEL). (b) Silicon photonic chips, and (c) bare single mode fibres.
The interfaces are standardized and always employ identical coupling schemes which includes
mode conversion and the initial routing away from the component. The common carrier
compensates differences in die thickness. A precise alignment of the optical component,
such as the laser and the Si waveguide, is not required since any offset is compensated by
properly routing the PWB. Taper structures are utilized at the interfaces located at both
ends of the PWB for low-loss transition between the PWB waveguide (WG) section and the
attached components. Localization and measurement of the interface orientation is typically
automated. Usually, a PWB connection consists of two PWB taper structures connected by a
waveguide, which follows a free-form 3D path to connect the two taper structures.

switches [51]. Another possibility is the customization of a photonic chip in a final
low-cost lithographic step, similar to programmable logic devices in electronics [52–
54]. Finally, when PWB are terminated by micro-lenses, they can be used to create
broadband out-of-plane couplers [6, 55, 56].

This section explores possible design choices for PWB under the constraints of
reliable manufacturability. These selected design parameters are subsequently used
in all experiments of Chapter 3 and 4.
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2 Theoretical and technological background

2.3.1 Core waveguide

Key parameters of PWB are the dimensions and the refractive index of thewaveguide
core 𝑛core and the refractive index of its surrounding cladding material 𝑛cladd. In this
work, the PWB is used to route light at communication wavelengths 𝜆0 ≈ 1550 nm
between prepositioned chips along the 3D PWBwaveguide path. The length of a
PWB, i.e., the waveguide section and the optional mode converter sections, is typic-
ally limited to around 150 µm to 250 µm by mechanical stability, as well as by the
write field of the lithography objective. Since the path of the PWB is also required to
be at least𝐶1 continuous, connecting two components often necessitates waveguide
bends with a minimum radius as low as 30 µm [57, 58]. This is especially important
when using off-the-shelf components, which might exhibit vastly different substrate
heights and directions of light emission, and therefore require complex routing of the
PWB. Such complex paths appear for example in connections between horizontal-
cavity surface-emitting laser (HCSEL) and Silicon photonic chips, see Figure 2.3 and
Ref. [50]. The waveguide should preferably be single-mode to avoid the excitation
of higher-ordermodes, while also being polarizationmaintaining, which restricts the
choice of waveguide cross-sections and the refractive index contrast between the core
and surrounding material. Finally, to achieve polarization maintaining operation,
the geometry of the waveguide should be asymmetric in such a way that the effective
refractive indices of the two orthogonally polarized modes differ strongly.

All these parameters are interdependent, and a possible scheme to find such para-
meters is shown in Figure 2.4. In the following paragraph, the steps outlined in this
scheme will be explained and the requirements will be discussed in detail.

Step 1: Find the lithographic constraints for cross-section and core
refractive index 𝑛core. The structuring of thin dielectric waveguides is at the
very limit of the MPL fabrication capabilities. While sub-micrometre feature sizes
are certainly possible, especially when using lithography doses barely about the
threshold dose, very long and thereby high-aspect ratio PWB waveguides require
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Find lithographic constraints
for cross-section, 𝑛core and
minimum bend radius 𝑅min

Step 1

Find maximum clad-
ding index 𝑛clad for which
𝑎90°(𝑅min) > 0.5 dB

Step 2

Find number of guided
modes of waveguide

Step 3

Are polarization main-
taining PWB required?

Constraints on PWB path
and component placement

Step 4

3D PWB methodo-
logy fully applicable

• PWB cross-section is constrained
by mechanical stability and
lithographic resolution.

• Bend radius limited by write field
size, component placement and
mechanical stability.

• Refractive index is given by photo
resist.

Considerations

• Curved waveguide mode solvers
can be used. [59]

• Minimize number of guided
modes to avoid multimode
interference.

• Polarization maintaining PWB
require a non degenerate
fundamental mode.

• Required if both components are
polarization sensitive or
maintaining.

• Avoid polarization rotation by
using PWB path in one
predominant plane.

• Make sure the input and output
target polarization of the
components are aligned.

• Freedom to use 3D PWB path
within design limits.

2.0 µm × 1.8 µm
𝑛core = 1.53
𝑅min = 30 µm

𝑛clad = 1.36,
see Figure 2.5

3 modes per
polarization,
see Figure 2.6

yes

no

Fig. 2.4: Design process for photonic wire bond parameters derived from lithographic and
process constraints. The lithographic constraints dictate the minimal PWB cross-section
and the core refractive index 𝑛core. The cladding material refractive index 𝑛clad is than chosen
such that the minimum required bend radius only incurs acceptable losses. Unfortunately,
the resulting geometry still guides three modes per polarization, resulting in a degenerate
fundamental mode. PWB between polarization sensitive components hence require further
constraints on the waveguide path and placement of the components.
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2 Theoretical and technological background

high mechanical stability and therefore a high degree of cross-linking of the polymer.
Such mechanically stable structures can only be achieved using doses significantly
above the polymerization threshold, thereby sacrificing resolution and limiting the
minimally achievable cross-section of the PWB waveguide.

The explorationof the possible design space therefore startswith the physical limits of
the lithographic process, which is step one in Figure 2.4. It was shown in Eq. (2.1.2)
of Section 2.1that the axial resolution 𝜎𝑧 of aMPL system is highly depending on the
numerical aperture of the objective. To achieve the smallest possible cross-section,
such structures have therefore to be fabricated by the highest-NAobjectives available,
which are typically oil immersion objectives withNA = 1.4. Instead of immersion
oil, however, nearly all MPL systems use the resist material as an immersionmedium.
This trick allows diffraction-limited optical operation while maintaining the full
working distance of the objective and dramatically simplifying the lithographic
process6. To reach a diffraction-limited spot, the refractive index must be higher
than the numerical aperture of the objective and well matched to the design of
the objective. Typical refractive indices of immersion oils are around 𝑛oil = 1.518,
which subsequently also applies to the monomer precursor7 used as an immersion
medium. The refractive index of the cross-linked polymerized material is also very
similar to its monomer [60], such that the refractive index of the core material of
the PWB is around 𝑛core = 1.53.

6Commercial MPL systems typically use objectives originally designed for biological imaging. Such
objectives use a stack of immersion oil, 170 µm of cover slip glass, followed by the watery sample.
Aberration-free imaging is very oftenonly achieved very close to the glass-sample interface, since focussing
deeper into the sample introduces aberrations caused by the refractive index mismatch of the sample.
For lithography, the biological sample can also be replaced by resist material. However, the focus quality
is also effected and decreases with increasing distance from the glass-resist interface. This effect limits
the working distance to a few tens of micrometres. Replacing the stack of oil and glass by a resist of
the correct refractive index dramatically simplifies the lithography and allows using the full working
distance of the objective. In such a configuration, typical high-NA immersion objectives achieve a high
working distance of 300 µm.

7Note that such monomers usually contain more than one species of molecule, each exhibiting its own
distinct refractive-index. Only the effective media of the monomer blend exhibits the correct refractive
index. Polymers derived frommultiple species of monomer are often referred to as copolymers.
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2.3 Photonic wire bonding

PWB typically bridge a gap ‘horizontally’, predominantly describing a path in the
focal plane of the objective, i.e., orthogonal to the axis of the objective. This is
significant, since the axial direction is the direction of lowest resolution and therefore
the hardest to manufacture. Using a state-of-the-artMPL system and an objective of
NA = 1.4, the smallest voxel height is in the order of 2𝜎𝑧 ≈ 630 nm, putting a lower
limit on the waveguide height. However, a high lithography dose𝒟 is required to
create densely cross-linked and therefore mechanically stable dielectric waveguide.

In this work, the smallest stable PWB cross-section was found to be a rectangular
cross-section 2.0 µm × 1.8 µm in width and height, respectively, and is used in all
experiments if not stated otherwise. This cross-section is smaller than the cross-
sections reported by other research groups, who have reported rectangular cross-
sections of 3.0 µm×1.2 µm (design) [46], (4.4±0.5) µm×(3.0±0.1) µm (measured)
[61], as well as circular cross-section of design diameter of 4.0 µm [62] and 2.0 µm
[63]. Note that design cross-sections do not include the voxel size and tend to be
around 600 nm to 800 nm larger in axial direction when fabricated.

This cross-section limit naturally holds only for predominantly horizontal wave-
guides parallel to the focal plane of the lithography objective. If the waveguide is
oriented along the axis of the objective, far smaller waveguides are possible, since
the lateral resolution of the system is better by at least a factor of two. In fact,
cross-sections down to 0.4 µm × 1.2 µm have been shown and are used to realize a
polarisation beam splitter and rotator in Chapter 4. This fact also explains why the
waveguide cross-section was chosen to be rectangular: The high lateral resolution
allows precise definitions of the waveguide corners, while the low axial resolution
and the resulting elongated form of the writing voxel makes other WG cross-section
shapes hard to achieve.

Step 2: Find maximum cladding refractive index 𝑛clad where radiation
loss is still acceptable. As initially mentioned, a bend radius down to 30 µm
should be achieved with a radiation loss below 0.5 dB per 90° arc, see step two in
Figure 2.4. Given the aforementioned lithographic limits on the smallest PWB cross-
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(a) Electric field distribution of the fundamental mode of a bent waveguide. The waveguide,
indicated by the red outline, is embedded in a cladding material of 𝑛clad = 1.40. The waveguide
is bent in a circle of radius 𝑅 = 25 µm, see inset.. The electric field, indicated by the black
dashed lines, is oriented predominantly along the long side of the waveguide cross-section and
indicated by the black lines. The mode is only weakly confined to the waveguide core and
extends far outside the waveguide in radial direction. The radiation loss of the mode is 3.9 dB
per 90° bend and clearly exceeding the acceptable loss of a PWB. The white line indicates the
contour at which the field has dropped by a factor of e−1 compared to its peak value in the
waveguide core.
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(b) Radiation loss of the fundamental mode for combinations of refractive index cladding
material and bend radius. For each combination, the fundamental mode and its radiation
loss is found as shown in Subfigure (a). The targeted design loss is 0.5 dB for a 90° bend of
30 µm radius. The maximum cladding refractive index fulfilling this condition is found to
be 𝑛clad = 1.36.

Fig. 2.5: Study on the radiation loss of the fundamental mode of a bent dielectric waveguide
for different combinations of refractive index cladding material and bend radius. The wave-
guide features a cross-section of 2.0 µm × 1.8 µm and a core refractive index of 𝑛core = 1.53.
The axis of rotation is chosen to be parallel to the longer waveguide side and parallel to the
dominant electric field direction.
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2.3 Photonic wire bonding

section of 2.0 µm × 1.8 µm and a core refractive index 𝑛core = 1.53 determined by
the resist material, the only remaining free parameters are the refractive index of the
cladding material 𝑛clad which surrounds the PWB, and the minimal allowed bend
radius of the waveguide. The refractive index of the cladding material should be
chosen as high as possible to allow single-mode operation, while being low enough
to provide sufficient index contrast to minimize radiative losses in narrow bends.
Figure 2.5 depicts the loss encountered for a fundamental mode in a curved wave-
guide [59] per 90° arc length for varying combinations of bend radius and cladding
material.

Most PIC operate with an electrical field polarized parallel to the chip surface and
are bridged by a PWB parallel to the PIC surface. In most cases, PWB therefore
guide light with the electric field oriented parallel to the longer side of the PWB
waveguide cross-section. This analysis of the PWB radiation loss is hence focused
on this orientation of the electric field. The results are depicted in Figure 2.5b,
indicating that a cladding refractive index of 𝑛clad = 1.36 is the highest possible
cladding material with acceptable losses for a 30 µm bend radius.

In commercial applications of PWB, it may be possible to further increase the min-
imum bend radius by moving away from off-the-shelf components and switching to
carefully designed custom PIC, placed on a well-designed submount. For example,
InP laser chips can be placed into pockets which are precisely etched into the top
surface of a SiP chip [63]. In such cases, the emission direction and interface height
difference can be chosen such that the optical interfaces line up perfectly, and a
minimum radius of curvature above 100 µm is achieved.

Step 3: Find number of guided modes. In step three of the design pro-
cess outlined in Figure 2.4, we analyse if the chosen parameters (2.0 µm × 1.8 µm,
𝑛core = 1.53, 𝑛clad = 1.36, 𝜆0 = 1550 nm) result in a single-moded waveguide. Un-
fortunately, it turns out that this is not the case. As shown in Figure 2.6, a straight
waveguide with the chosen parameters guides up to three horizontally polarized
modes. Single-mode operation would require significantly smaller cross-sections in
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Fig. 2.6: Number of guided modes with horizontally (parallel to 𝑢-axis) oriented electric
field and associated exemplary electrical fields. (a)Number of guided horizontal modes for
different PWB cross-sections (𝑛core = 1.53, 𝑛clad = 1.36, 𝜆0 = 1550 nm). The minimal cross-
section which still remains mechanically stable (2.0 µm × 1.8 µm) is indicated by red lines.
(b)-(d)Dominant electric field for all guided modes of a waveguide with 2.0 µm × 1.8 µm
cross-section. The white line indicates the contour at which the field has dropped by a factor
of e−1 compared to its peak value in the waveguide core.
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the order of 1.4 µm × 1.4 µm. Due to the axial elongation of the voxel, horizontal
waveguides with such small cross-sections cannot be reliably fabricated using current
technology. It is conceivable that future materials or lithographic advances such
as stimulated emission depletion (STED) inspired lithography [41, 64] will enable
such small dimensions. If the chosen cross-section is kept, it only becomes single-
moded if the cladding refractive index is above 𝑛clad = 1.43. However, then only
bends above 80 µm bend radius would exhibits less then 0.5 dB radiation loss per
90° arc for such a high refractive index of the cladding material. Narrower bends
such as a 50 µm bend would incur radiative losses of 3 dB per 90° bend arc. Unless
smaller waveguides can be fabricated, or the minimum bend radius can be increased,
few-moded PWB have to be preferred over single-mode PWB with strong radiative
losses even in relatively weak bends. In any case, care has to be taken to avoid exciting
these higher-order modes by adiabatic transition towards these bends.

Step 4: Constraints on waveguide path. One particular design freedom
of PWB is the path the PWB waveguide follows. Virtually any free-form path may
be chosen, if it does not exceed the limit on the waveguide curvature imposed by
the radiation losses in the waveguide bends or overly excites higher-order modes. In
planar PIC design, the waveguides are typically composed of straight sections and arc
sections, all conforming to the photonic design rules of the PIC platform. The same
principle can be employed in the design of PWB. In addition to the aforementioned
straight and arc segments, basis splines [65] are of particular interest, since they
can be used to connect two points in 3D space by a smooth line. The position of
the spline control points can be used as straightforward parameters in a numerical
optimization. If possible, such an optimization should minimize the expected loss
of the PWB. Unfortunately, the optimization process can only be run once the
position of the coarsely position PIC is found and just before printing the PWB.
Any time spent on optimization prolongs the total fabrication time of the PWB.
The prediction of the PWB loss for a given path is hence desirable. Efficient loss
estimators are still an active field of research which is currently being explored by the
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Department of Mathematics and the Department of Physics at KIT. One possible
solution for loss estimation, published in [J16], is the segmentation of the PWB in
small arc segments of constant curvature. For each arc segment, the radiation loss is
numerically estimated by a mode solver, similar to the result shown in Figure 2.5.

However, even the best path optimization is of not use if the path is not followed
by the fabricated PWB. It turns out that the shrinkage of acrylate-based polymer
material is significant and distorts the PWB path. Since the PWB is fixed at both
ends, it will be deformed. There is currently no knownmodel to predict the PWB
deformations. Therefore, even if a precise loss estimator were available, it is not of
much direct use. In this dissertation, direct optimization of the estimated PWB
loss was therefore not employed. Instead, a very simple optimization strategy was
chosen, where the trajectory was optimized such that the smallest local bend radius
over the PWB path was maximized. More details on previous attempts on PWB
path optimization can be found in [66].

Once the path r (𝑡) = [𝑥 (𝑡) , 𝑦 (𝑡) , 𝑧(𝑡)]T of the PWB has been decided on, the
waveguide cross-section is swept along the path to define the 3D shape of the PWB.
The cross-section may be variable along the path to allow for mode converters at the
beginning and ending of the PWB path. Note that the orientation of the moving
coordinate system frame along the PWB path can be freely chosen. The coordinate
system is often described by the normal basis vectors u (𝑡), v (𝑡) and t (𝑡), where t
is tangential to the curve at r (𝑡) and the vectors u (𝑡) and v (𝑡) describe the cross-
section orientation. One popular choice is to select the local frame such that u is
always parallel to the 𝑥𝑦 plane. However, such a choice of local coordinate systems
does not result in a rotationminimizedPWBand is ill-defined for vertical bonds, such
as the one encountered for HCSEL-to-SiP connections. Throughout this thesis, all
bonds therefore employ rotation-minimizing coordinate systems, generated by the
double reflection method [67]. This method also allows to constrain the start and
end rotation of the coordinate system, such that the wirebond is perfectly oriented
relative to tilted devices. By convention, the u vector points predominantly parallel
to the 𝑥𝑦 plane.
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Fig. 2.7: Complex 3D PWB path and the vectorial electric fields at different positions in the
local coordinate system of the PWB along the path. The PWB connects two points separated
by Δ𝑥 = 100 µm and Δ𝑦 = 25 µm. No substrate material was included in the simulation.
The minimal occurring bend radius of the PWB path is 29.3 µm. The fundamental mode
is injected in the waveguide at (1). The PWB first follows an upward bend to leave the
substrate plane (𝑧 = 0), where the field is pushed to the bottom of the waveguide cross-
section (2). Afterwards, the PWB follows a full 3D path to the target location. At the end
of the segment, a slight polarization rotation is observed (3). Finally, the PWB follows a
downward bend to move back to the substrate plane. The final field (4) shows considerable
polarization rotation compared to the initial state amounting toΔ𝜃𝛦,mean = 16.8°. Assuming
that only the horizontal field of the initially injected mode is acceptable, only approximately
∣cosΔ𝜃𝛦,mean∣

2 = 0.957 are transmitted, corresponding to −0.43 dB. The simulated overall
total transmission of the PWB to the horizontalmode is −1.6 dB. The total transmitted power
ratio over all modes is −0.87 dB, dominated by radiation loss.
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One of the initially stated requirements for PWB connections was that the polariza-
tion should be maintained even if the PWB follows a 3D path. Just as with SMF, the
polarization of a waveguide with degenerate fundamental modes is not maintained
when subjected to bends. Such a bend will introduce mechanical stress and adds a
small amount of birefringence along the axis of the bendwhich is usually not parallel
or orthogonal to the injected polarization state. While in the bend, the modes will
experience a difference in phase velocity, rotating the state of polarization. This prin-
ciple is commonly exploited in fibre-based polarization controllers, but is not desired
in a PWB. Polarization maintaining (PM) fibres solve this problem by employing a
strongly asymmetric waveguide structure such that the birefringence overcomes the
effects of the bend8. The chosen PWB parameters only result a slightly asymmetric
waveguide, and therefore only a small difference in effective refractive index between
the two orthogonally polarized fundamental modes exist. Any PWB of the chosen
parameters which exhibits a path with bends neither orthogonal nor parallel to the
local polarization will rotate the polarization state of light. It is instructive to visual-
ize the effect for a PWBwhich follows a full 3D path with tight bends. Figure 2.7
depicts such a path of a PWB bridging two points separated by a 100 µm axial offset
and a 30 µm lateral offset. Such offsets represent worst-case conditions for manually
assembled multi-chip modules. The PWB cross-section was chosen to correspond
to the aforementioned parameters of 2.0 µm × 1.8 µm with a refractive index of
𝑛core = 1.53, 𝑛clad = 1.36 and at a central wavelength of 𝜆0 = 1550 nm. Figure 2.7
depicts the electric field strength and orientation at four positions along the PWB.
Initially, the injected field is in a horizontally polarized fundamental mode. As the

8Note that different designs can be used to create birefringence in a fibre. The fibre waveguide may be
geometrically asymmetric, or have an asymmetric refractive index profile. Often, mechanical stress is
used to induce permanent stress birefringence using ‘rods‘ of another material within the cladding
material.
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light follows the waveguide, it is pushed to the outside of the waveguide at the bends,
and a portion of the field is radiated away, incurring 0.87 dB radiation loss in total.
At the exit, the field ends up rotated by Δ𝜃𝛦,mean = 16.8°. The total transmitted
power loss to the horizontal fundamental mode at the output is 1.6 dB.

In practice, many PWB paths predominantly lie in a single plane which is parallel
or orthogonal to the electric field orientation, such that the effect of polarization
rotation will be less significant. Furthermore, it is also often the case that at least one
device is connected by a PWB that does not require careful control over polarization,
e.g., when connecting to a SMF or a photodetector. In such a case, the insertion loss
of the simulation in Figure 2.7 is only 0.87 dB, and is dominated by radiative losses
due to the narrow waveguide bends.

2.3.2 Inverse taper for broadband coupling to SiP devices

A common approach to couple light from an integrated optical circuit to a PWB
employs a double taper approach [3] where the integrated waveguide is embedded
into a polymer taper structure, see also Figure 2.8. This approach is primarily chosen
for its ability to interface to chips using high index contrast photonic integration
platforms such as silicon photonics (SiP). For such platforms, the extremely small
intrinsic mode field diameters often pose a significant challenge when interfacing
PIC with the outside world optically. Today, commercial SiP chips are usually
fabricated using multiple patterning lithography on a 248-nm KrF excimer laser
CMOS line. As a result, minimum allowed taper tip sizes are typically around
130 nm. In case of an adiabatic taper, the overlap integral between the mode at the
silicon tip and the fundamental mode of the polymer waveguide into which the
Si waveguide is incorporated defines the transition loss into the PWB. Figure 2.9
shows the waveguide mode of the PWB on silicon oxide, and the effect of the taper
tip widths and its effect on the overlap integral. It can be seen that smaller tip widths
are strongly preferred. SiP foundries [68] are currently moving to higher resolution
nodes using ArF 193-nm excimer laser immersion lithography, and therefore tip
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Fig. 2.8: Photonic wire bond interface to tapered silicon waveguide. Side and top views
of the transition to the SiP waveguide. The polymer PWB taper starts with a rectangular
2.0 µm × 1.8 µm cross-section of the PWBWG section, which is linearly converted to a final
width of 0.8 µm and a height of 0.5 µm along a length of 60 µm. Alignment markers are used
to exactly locate the position of the coupling interface.
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sizes down to 90 nm should pose no problems. In fact, the research organization
CEA-Leti is currently advertising feature sizes down to 90 nm. Also note that over-
etching of the tips often results in smaller than designed tip width, which helps to
increase the coupling efficiency. This is in stark contrast to edge couplers, where
any deviation from the designed mode field diameter will result in excess loss. A
comprehensive treatment of coupling PWB to inverse tapers can be found in [69].

When PWB are attached to SiP inverse tapers, they are directly placed on top of
the buried silicon oxide (BOX) surface of the chip, see Figure 2.8. However, the
PWB is usually routed away from the chip plane and therefore has to detach from
the chip surface, see also Figure 2.8. When the PWB is detached from the silicon
oxide chip surface, some light may leak into the BOX due to its higher refractive
index of 𝑛BOX = 1.44 compared to the cladding refractive index of 𝑛clad = 1.36.
Figure 2.10a displays the loss encountered by the PWBwaveguide section which is
routed away from the surface of the silicon photonic chip in a 90° arc. For small
arc radii the encountered losses are predominantly caused by radiation loss in the
tight bends, while a larger bend radius reduces the encountered loss for a standard
2.0 µm wide waveguide, as indicated by a red rectangle, to below 0.3 dB. The excess
losses caused by the leakage into the BOX are readily determined by comparing two
similar simulations – one where the BOX is included, and another where the BOX is
replaced by a homogeneous claddingmaterial. The excess loss caused byBOX leakage
is shown in Figure 2.10b and amounts to approximately 0.2 dB – independent of
the arc radius. Additionally, the width of the waveguide might be increased locally
to reduce the amount of field inside the BOX substrate and subsequent leakage.
However, it can be seen in Figure 2.10 that no significant improvements can be
achieved over the already chosen standard width.

One detail specifically concerns the fabrication of PWB on silicon waveguides: The
high intensity of the lithography laser allows free carrier absorption in the silicon
and subsequent heating when hit by the lithography laser beam. The heating of the
siliconwaveguide causes local vaporisation of the resist material directly surrounding
it, and results in small voids and subsequent excess loss in the coupling structure.
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Fig. 2.9: Electrical field of the guided modes of the tip of the inverse taper section and their
respective coupling efficiency. (a)Undisturbed eigenmode of 2.0 µm×1.8 µmPWBon silicon
oxide for 𝜆0 = 1550 nm. The waveguide is single-moded due to the higher refractive index of
the oxide relative to the claddingmaterial. (b)-(d) Electric field of themode at the silicon taper
tip for different tip widths and a tip height of ℎtip = 220 nm. In case of adiabatic tapering
and negligible side wall roughness, the overlap integral 𝜂 with the undisturbed mode field
represents the loss of the silicon waveguide to PWB transmission. Additional losses my arise
from the PWB leaving the silicon oxide surface of the chip. The white line indicates the
contour at which the field has dropped by a factor of e−1 compared to its peak value.
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Fig. 2.10: Loss analysis for PWB routed away from a silicon oxide (𝑛SiO2
= 1.44) chip surface

in a 90° arc. Apart from the oxide layer, the PWB is surrounded by cladding material (𝑛clad =
1.36). The width 𝑤 of the PWB is swept while the height is kept constant at 1.8 µm. (a)Total
losses including radiation due to bends, leakage into the silicon oxide layer, multimode
excitation andmodal mismatch at the straight waveguide sections adjacent to the bent section.
For the default PWBwidth of 2.0 µm, a minimal arc radius of 50 µm should be kept to avoid
excessive losses. (b) Excess loss compared to homogeneous cladding caused by field leakage
into the buried silicon. Note that the excess loss is mostly independent of the bend radius
and further increasing the PWBwidth beyond the standard 2.0 µm only marginally decreases
the leakage into the oxide layer.
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2 Theoretical and technological background

In our experiments, we therefore reduce the lithography dose whenever the voxel
overlaps with the silicon waveguide. Coupling to a PWB by an inverse taper of other
material, such as silicon nitride [46] does not require any such precautions, since
silicon nitride is a wide-bandgap ceramic [70].

2.3.3 Coupling to surface- and edge-emitted mode fields

Many integrated photonic devices emit light normal to their top surface or to the
edge faces of the chip. The latter is usually referred to as edge coupling or edge emit-
ters in case of light sources [13, 15]. PWB can be directly attached to such devices but
may require mechanical support structures to increase adhesion to the device facet.
Of particular interest are InGaAsP distributed feedback (DFB) lasers which can be
used as an efficient single-frequency light sources at standard optical communica-
tion wavelengths to supply silicon photonic devices. Figure 2.11 depicts schematic
side views of the employed PWB coupling schemes to edge- and surface-emitting
lasers. Horizontal-cavity surface emitting lasers (HCSEL) are similar in operation to
their more common edge-emitting counterparts and include an additional etched
redirection mirror. The mirror uses total-internal-reflection (TIR) to redirect the
light such that it exits in normal direction to the chip surface. This mirror can be
etched by a wafer-level process, thereby adding TIRmirrors to many lasers at the
same time. A PWB can be connected to either type of laser. In both cases, the laser
chips used in this dissertation feature on-chip mode converters which emit circular
mode fields in the order of 3 µm, which is larger than the mode field size of a PWB.
Mode converters in the form of tapered waveguides provide adiabatic conversion.
At the laser side, the taper cross-section is matched to the mode of the laser edge
coupler. The PWB cross-section is then adiabatically tapered to the size of the PWB
waveguide cross-section. Both approaches were successfully demonstrated, see Ref.
[4] and [50] for further details. Both publications employ the methods developed
in this dissertation, using confocal imaging in conjunction with computer vision to
detect the coupling interfaces of the laser.
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(a) Side view drawing of an edge emitting DFB laser diode connected to a PWB. A polymer
taper structure converts the emitted mode to a mode guided by the PWB waveguide section, see
also [4] for more details.
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(b) Side view of the photonic wire bond interface to horizontal-cavity surface-emitting laser
(HCSEL) lasers. In contrast to the above realization, the HCSEL includes of an etched 45°
total-internal-reflection (TIR) mirror to deflect the light to the surface-normal direction at the
end of the in-plane InGaAsP DFB laser cavity. The light is then captured and converted by a
rectangular polymer PWB taper. The polymer taper structure adiabatically converts the mode
by tapering the cross-section from a 3 µm × 3 µm square at the HCSEL emission window to
the rectangular cross-section of the PWB of 2.0 µm × 1.8 µm over the length of 70 µm. More
details on the HCSEL-PWB interface can be found in [50].

Fig. 2.11: Schematic side views of PWB to edge and surface connecting laser chips.
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Fig. 2.12: Numerical verification of a HCSEL-to-SiP PWB connection. Calculated normal-
ized intensity of the PWB. Simulations were performed using a vectorial finite-integration
technique [71]. Light is launched into Port 1, which is located at the bottomof the PWB input
taper connected to the HCSEL, and Port 2 extracts the power guided by the fundamental
mode of the SiPWG. Losses are mainly caused by the transition between the PWB and the Si
waveguide, indicated by field portions that are radiated away from the waveguide structure
(see inset). The insertion loss amounts to approximately 0.49 dB and is flat over the entire
simulated vacuum wavelength range from 1530 nm to 1580 nm, see also [50] for further
details.
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The coupling between such a laser and a silicon photonic device can be simulated
using a commercially available numerical solver [71], see Figure 2.12. The simulation
includes a complete HCSEL-to-SiP chip connection. The PWB follows a planar
path with the electric field oriented orthogonal to the symmetry plane (𝑧𝑥-plane in
Figure 2.12). This allows the simulation to exploit the mirror symmetry, thereby
reducing the simulation complexity. The simulation uses the refractive indices and
waveguide dimensions described in Section 2.3 (i.e., 2.0 µm × 1.8 µm, 𝑛core = 1.53,
𝑛clad = 1.36, 𝜆0 = 1550 nm). Port 1 is located at the start of the PWB input taper
connected in place of the HCSEL. The fundamental mode of the input taper is
launched at Port 1, emulating the output of a HCSEL. Port 2 is placed at the end
of Si strip waveguide and the optical power transferred to the intrinsic quasi-TE
mode of the silicon strip waveguide is extracted to determine the coupling efficiency.
Note that this simulation does not consider any scattering loss caused by surface
roughness or any modal mismatch between the mode field at the HCSEL facet and
the launched excitation field. The size of the input taper was chosen such that it
matches the measuredMFD of 3 µm for HCSEL emission. The plot in Figure 2.12
shows the normalized intensity distribution obtained from the simulation at a
vacuum wavelength of 1553 nm. The simulated insertion loss from Port 1 to Port 2
amounts to approximately 0.49 dB and is flat over the entire simulated vacuum
wavelength range from 1530 nm to 1580 nm. The dominant contribution to the
loss originates from the transition from the PWB to the Si waveguide, indicated
by radiated field patterns that propagate away from the Si waveguide, see inset of
Figure 2.12. In contrast to this, the bends of the PWB waveguide section do not
cause much loss.
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2 Theoretical and technological background

2.4 Micro-lenses

Another optical element which can be directly fabricated using multi-photon litho-
graphy are micro-optical elements, in particular micro-lenses. Complex objectives
with multiple optical surfaces for imaging, directly printed on camera sensors were
shown by Gissibl and coworkers [19]. Recently, the same technology was demon-
strated [18] to dramatically simplify optical assembly, where the technologies ori-
ginally designed for PWB in this dissertation were applied to the aligned in situ
fabrication of micro-optical elements to optical chips and devices. In optical as-
semblies, micro-lenses are typically used to collimate highly divergent beams exiting
integrated photonic devices. Assuming that the micro-lens can be fabricated directly
to optical interfaces with high precision, the collimated beam enables significantly
larger lateral alignment tolerances. It goes without saying that relaxing transla-
tional tolerances will tighten the angular tolerances, such that a good compromise
must be found. This aspect is further investigated in Appendix C.1. The 1 dB
lateral alignment tolerance of a rotational symmetric Gaussian beam is given9 by
𝑑1 dB = √1/10 × ln 10 × 𝑤0 ≈ 0.24 ×MFD. In practice, passive lateral alignment
tolerances down to 5 µm are typically stated as an optimum [13], below which the
mechanical requirements on the alignment machine significantly increase, whereas
angular errors typically play only a minor role. Passive optical assembly therefore re-
quires beams of MFD above 30 µm. When printed directly onto device facets, such
micro-lenses typically feature one optical surface only. Appendix C.2 investigates an
analytical solution for such simple collimating lenses using transfer matrix analysis
[72] for Gaussian beams, which can be used as a starting point for optimizations.

Micro-optical elements typically collimate highly divergent beams, or are used to
focus beams to small spots for coupling into integrated devices, see [J5], [J13] and
[J17] for details on 3Dprinted lenses for optical coupling. While ray-opticalmethods
are of limited use, wave-optical modelling beyond the approximation of thin phase

9A comprehensive treatment on the coupling efficiency of Gaussian beams can be found in the appendix,
see Appendix C.1 and especially Eqs. (C.1.26) and (C.1.19).
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elements and paraxial approximation is often required. Fully vectorial rigorous
methods [71] can provide very exact simulation results, but they are typically very
slow, and allowonly the simulationof very small optical systems. Simulation volumes
of a few tens of micrometres can already take days to simulate, such that these
methods can be used for verification, but not for the optimization of optical systems.
Given that MPL can be used to produce millimetre scale optical systems with sub-
micrometre precision, other simulation methods are required.

A possible candidate for the efficient simulation of optical elements is the wave
propagation method (WPM), first proposed by Brenner in 1993 [73]. It overcomes
the limitations, namely the paraxial approximation, of the standard beam propaga-
tion method (BPM), and has also been extended to include vectorial components
[74]. Given a monochromatic field of the form

ℰ (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) = 𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) ei𝜔𝑡, (2.4.1)

it can be propagated along the 𝑧 direction in a small slice of lengthΔ𝑧 through an
inhomogeneous medium 𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) such that the wave𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 + Δ𝑧) after the slice
is given by:

𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 + Δ𝑧) = 1
2𝜋 ∫ �̃� (𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦, 𝑘𝑧) 𝑒

−i𝑘𝑧(𝑘𝑥,𝑘𝑦,𝑥,𝑦)Δ𝑧e−i(𝑘𝑥𝑥+𝑘𝑦𝑦)d𝑘𝑥d𝑘𝑦 (2.4.2)

𝑘𝑧 (𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦, 𝑥, 𝑦) = √𝑘20𝑛2 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 + Δ𝑧/2) − 𝑘2𝑥 − 𝑘𝑦2 (2.4.3)

�̃� (𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦, 𝑧) = ℱ𝑥,𝑦 {𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)} =
1
2𝜋 ∫𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) ei(𝑘𝑥𝑥+𝑘𝑦𝑦)d𝑥d𝑦 (2.4.4)

whereℱ𝑥,𝑦 indicates a two-dimensional Fourier transform. For each slice, the refract-
ive index distribution is assumed to be constant along the propagation direction.
The evaluation of the integral for the whole wave is expensive, since 𝑘𝑧 depends on 𝑥
and 𝑦 position.
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Micro-optical systems usually only feature a limited set of refractive indices, such that
𝑛(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧) can be decomposed into a finite number𝑀 of pairwise disjoint and homo-
geneous subregions of refractive index 𝑛𝑚. The stencil functionΘ𝑚,𝑧 of subregion
𝑚 at axial position 𝑧 can then be defined as

Θ𝑚,𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦) = {
1 if 𝑛𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑛𝑚
0 else

. (2.4.5)

The refractive index distribution 𝑛𝑧 at position 𝑧 is then described by the sum over
all subregions of homogeneous refractive index 𝑛𝑚 weighted by the corresponding
stencil function such that

𝑛𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝛭
∑
𝑚=1

𝑛𝑚Θ𝑚,𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦) . (2.4.6)

In this case, it was recently found by Schmidt [75] that Eq. (2.4.2) can be simplified
to

𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 + Δ𝑧) =
𝛭
∑
𝑚=1

Θ𝑚,𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦)ℱ
−1

𝑥,𝑦 {ei𝑘𝑧,𝑚(𝑘𝑥,𝑘𝑦)Δ𝑧ℱ𝑥,𝑦 {𝐸 (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)}}

𝑘𝑧,𝑚 (𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦) = √𝑘20𝑛2𝑚 − 𝑘2𝑥 − 𝑘2𝑦 ,

replacing the computationally expensive integral in Eq. (2.4.2)with a Fourier trans-
form which can be quickly evaluated using, e.g., the fast-Fourier-transform (FFT).
A derivation of the algorithm can be found in Ref. [76]. For this work, the modified
WPM algorithm was implemented using a graphics processing unit (GPU) accelera-
tion which allows massively parallel evaluation of the stencil functionΘ𝑚,𝑧 based
on an algebraic lens equation. In addition, the Fourier transforms can also be very
efficiently evaluated on a GPU [77]. The arrayfire software library [78] was used to
implement the algorithm.
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Fig. 2.13: Comparison between a rigorous FDTD simulation and scalar wide-angle wave
propagation method (WPM). Highly divergent light is emitted by a silicon taper tip, and
collimated by a polymer lens. TheWPM simulation took 5 seconds using GPU-based acceler-
ation, while the FDTD simulation took 6 days on 16 CPU cores. Despite this high divergence,
theWPM simulations show excellent agreement of the collimated beam with the rigorous
FDTD simulation. Note how a standing wave is formed inside the polymer lens due to
back-reflection, which is not included in the forward-only directionWPM.
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Figure 2.13 shows a comparison between a rigorous finite-difference time domain
(FDTD) simulation and the scalar wide-angle wave propagation method (WPM).
In the simulation, 1550 nm light is emitted by a silicon taper tip featuring a cross-
section of 200 nm×220 nm. It enters a 3D-printedmicro-lens (𝑛poly = 1.56, outline
indicated in white) which collimates the light into a free-space beam. The relatively
wide silicon tip results in a small and slightly asymmetric mode field diameter of
1.38 µm × 1.55 µm, and consequently results in a highly divergent beam. Despite
this high divergence, the WPM simulations show excellent agreement of the propag-
ated beam with the rigorous simulation. Note how a standing wave is formed inside
the polymer lens due to back-reflection, which is not included in the forward-only
direction WPM. The WPM simulation took 5 seconds using GPU-based acceler-
ation, while the FDTD simulation took 6 days on 16 CPU cores. The simulation
speed of the WPM method is so high that it can be directly used for automatic
optimization of the lens surface. In this work, it was therefore extensively used to
optimize micro-lenses, such a lens attached to PWB, as described in Chapter 5, but
was also used in the journal publications [J1], [J2], [J4],[J5] and [J17].
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3 Hybrid Multi-Chip Assembly
of Optical Communication
Engines by In-Situ 3D
Nano-Lithography

This chapter reports on optical communication engines realized as hybridmulti-chip
assemblies by in situ printing of photonic wire bonds. It was first published in Light:
Science & Applications. The material from the publication was adapted to comply
with the layout and structure of this thesis. Associated supplementary information
can be found in Appendix A.

Note thatMuhammad Billah and the author of this dissertation contributed equally
to this publication. Building a multi-chip module (MCM) exceeding the current
state-of-the-art performance is a substantial task, requiring contributions of many
different people. The experiments were jointly conceived by Muhammad Billah,
Tobias Hoose, Christian Koos and the author. The main contribution of the author
is the development of the advanced lithography tools required for precise fabrica-
tion of the PWB at device facets and the advancement of these processes to a level
where MCM with many PWB connections become possible. This includes the
automated detection of the photonic chips, the generation of the PWBmodel based
on the detection results, and the eventual conversion of the 3Dmodel to machine
commands executed on the lithography system. In addition, it includes the heavy
modification of a commercial lithography system for PWB processing. The author
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conceived and fabricated the low-loss PWB test structures, evaluated the PWB re-
liability experiment and developed a fully automated chip characterization setup
to characterize the samples efficiently. Sebastian Skacel provided additional data
on long term environmental tests of commercially fabricated PWB. The localized
protective cladding process was developed by Andreas Hofmann. The physical
assembly of the MCMwas predominantly done byMuhammad Billah and Tobias
Hoosewithminor support by the author during fabrication. MuhammadBillah and
Tobias Hoose also pre- and post-characterized the modules. The SiP chip design was
done byMatthias Lauermann based on schematics jointly developed byMuhammad
Billah, Tobias Hoose, and the author. The SiP designs were integrated in a multi-
project wafer run by FlorianMerget who also discussed process flow related issues
with the fabrication facility. The transmission experiment using the IM/DD trans-
mitter module was executed byMuhammad Billah and Juned Kemal, and jointly
evaluated by the author who reimplemented a full DSP software stack for direct
detection, inspired by code provided by Sebastian Randel. The high-performance
SiP modulator design was developed and provided by FlorianMerget and Jeremy
Witzens. The silicon-organic hybrid modulators of the coherent transmitter module
where fabricated by Yasar Kutuvantavida and Clemens Kieninger. The coherent
transmission experiment was executed by Muhammad Billah, Juned Kemal and
Pablo Marin-Palomo, who also evaluated the data. Ute Troppenz andMartin Möhr-
le contributed the InP-based components. The author wrote the manuscript of
the paper with support by Christian Koos andWolfgang Freude. The manuscript
is partially based on the postdeadline conference contributions [C18] and [C21],
accepted by OFC and ECOC 2017, respectively. All authors discussed the data.
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Three-dimensional (3D) nano-printing of freeform optical waveguides, also referred
to as photonic wire bonding, allows for efficient coupling between photonic chips
and can greatly simplify optical system assembly. As a key advantage, the shape
and the trajectory of photonic wire bonds can be adapted to the mode field profiles
and the positions of the chips, thereby offering an attractive alternative to conven-
tional optical assembly techniques that rely on technically complex and costly high-
precision alignment. However, while the fundamental advantages of the photonic
wire bonding concept have been shown in proof-of-concept experiments, it has so
far been unclear whether the technique can also be leveraged for practically relev-
ant use cases with stringent reproducibility and reliability requirements. In this
paper, we demonstrate optical communication engines that rely on photonic wire
bonding for connecting arrays of silicon photonic modulators to InP lasers and
single-mode fibres. In a first experiment, we show an eight-channel transmitter
offering an aggregate line rate of 448Gbit s−1 by low-complexity intensity modu-
lation. A second experiment is dedicated to a four-channel coherent transmitter,
operating at a net data rate of 732.7Gbit s−1 – a record for coherent silicon photonic
transmitters with co-packaged lasers. Using dedicated test chips, we further demon-
strate automated mass production of photonic wire bonds with insertion losses of
(0.7 ± 0.15) dB, and we show their resilience in environmental-stability tests and at
high optical power. These results might form the basis for the simplified assembly
of advanced photonic multi-chip systems that combine the distinct advantages of
different integration platforms.

3.1 Introduction

Photonic integration is a key technology that has the potential to transform a wide
variety of applications, ranging from high-speed communications [79] and ultra-fast
signal processing [80] to optical metrology and sensing [81] and further to quantum
information processing [82, 83]. At present, most commercial products in the field
of integrated optics still rely on discrete assemblies of photonic chips and require
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additional coupling elements such as on-chip mode field adapters [84] or rather
bulky micro-lenses and redirecting mirrors [85]. Assembling such systems from dis-
crete chips allows combining the complementary advantages of different photonic
integration platforms but requires technically complex active alignment techniques,
which rely on continuous monitoring of the coupling efficiency while positioning
and mounting the devices [86]. These techniques are hence characterized by high
cost and low throughput, thereby nullifying most of the inherent advantages offered
by wafer-scale mass production of photonic integrated circuits (PIC) [13]. These
challenges may be overcome by monolithic integration [87], leading to PIC that
combine all elements on a common substrate. However, while monolithic integ-
ration minimizes the number of costly inter-chip connections and thus provides
the utmost scalability, the functionality and performance of the resulting PIC are
often limited by the optical properties of the underlying material system. A prime
example in this context is the silicon photonic (SiP) platform [88], which exploits
advanced CMOS processing to provide unparalleled scalability but suffers from
an indirect bandgap that inhibits efficient light emission in addition to a lack of
second-order nonlinearities, which limits the performance of its electro-optic mod-
ulators. Moreover, monolithic co-integration of multiple devices on a single die
requires complex fabrication processes and thus crucially relies on tight process
control to achieve acceptable yield levels. This leads to significant technological
overhead, which, in many cases, is in conflict with the heterogeneous and highly
fragmented application space of photonic integrated circuits [89].

In this paper, we show that the performance and flexibility of conventional discrete-
die systems can be combined with the compactness and scalability of monolithic-
ally integrated circuits by exploiting advanced additive nanofabrication techniques.
Our approach relies on direct-write two-photon lithography [33] for in situ fab-
rication of three-dimensional (3D) freeform polymer waveguides between coarsely
pre-positioned photonic devices. This technique, also referred to as photonic wire
bonding [3, 50, 69], does not require active alignment and allows for highly efficient
optical coupling between a broad range of waveguide types with vastly different
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Fig. 3.1: Concept and implementation of hybrid multi-chip modules (MCM) by 3D
nano-printing of photonic wire bonds (PWB). Illustration of an eight-channel trans-
mitter, realized as a hybrid MCM comprising 3D printed PWB shown in red. PWB allow
efficiently connections between photonic integrated circuits (PIC) that are realized on differ-
ent integration platforms, thereby combining the complementary strengths of the underlying
material system. The illustrated transmitter combines efficient InP lasers with electro-optic
modulators on a silicon photonic chip. The modulator array is electrically driven via an RF
fan-in and connected to an array of single-mode fibres.

mode field profiles in a fully automated process. Building upon previous proof-of-
concept experiments that verify the basic applicability of the approach to chip-chip
[50] and fibre-chip [3] interfaces, we systematically investigate and demonstrate the
reproducibility, reliability, and scalability of the concept. In our experiments, we
fabricated 100 densely spaced PWBwith an average total insertion loss of 0.7 dB and
a standard deviation of 0.15 dB, and we demonstrate their reliability in temperature
cycling and damp-heat tests. To prove the practical applicability of our approach,
we further realize two different optical transmitter engines that combine arrays of
direct-bandgap InP-based light sources with SiP modulators. As a first demonstra-
tion, we show an eight-channel intensity modulation/direct detection (IM/DD)
transmitter engine that comprises an individual InP laser, a SiP modulator and a
fibre pigtail for each channel. This hybrid multi-chip module allows transmission of
an aggregate line rate of 488Gbit s−1 over a 10 km-long unamplified optical link [90].
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As a second demonstration, we realize a four-channel coherent transmitter module
utilizing highly efficient silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators to overcome the
intrinsic lack of second-order nonlinearities of the SiP integration platform [91].
Transmitting 56GBd QPSK and 16QAM signals at a line rate of 784Gbit s−1 over
a distance of 75 km, this module provides the highest data rate demonstrated by
a SiP transmitter module with co-integrated lasers to date. We believe that these
experiments mark an important step towards exploiting the flexibility and design
freedom offered by additive 3D nanofabrication in the field of photonic integration.

3.2 Hybrid multi-chip integration by photonic
wire bonding

The concept of a hybrid multi-chip module (MCM) using photonic wire bonds
is illustrated in Figure 3.1 using an optical transmitter engine as an example. The
module combines multiple photonic dies based on different material systems, such
as indium phosphide (InP) or silicon-on-insulator (SOI). In the first step, these chips
are fixed to a common submount together with an array of single-mode fibres (SMF).
This step does not require any high-precision alignment such that cost-efficient high-
throughput pick-and-place equipment with rather coarse positioning tolerances of
10 µm or more can be used. Chip-to-chip and fibre-to-chip connections are then
realized by 3D freeform photonic wire bonds, the cross-section and trajectory of
which can be flexibly adapted to the mode profile and location of the respective
optical interfaces. For fabrication of the PWB, on-chip alignment markers are detec-
ted by high-resolution 3D imaging and computer vision techniques to extract the
exact position and orientation of the various optical components and their inter-
faces. This information is used for designing the PWB trajectories, thus replacing
costly chip alignment by the intrinsic sub-100 nm accuracy of the lithography and
imaging system. The PWB are then fabricated by two-photon lithography, offer-
ing sub-µm resolution in all spatial directions; see theMethods section for details
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of the fabrication process. In our experiments, the PWB feature a core refractive
index of 𝑛core = 1.52 and a waveguide cross-section of 2.0 µm × 1.6 µm such that
the structure is mechanically stable and still small enough for single-mode opera-
tion when embedded into a protective low-index cladding material (𝑛clad = 1.36).
This configuration allows for sharp bends with radii down to 35 µm, thus enabling
flexible waveguide routing in compact multi-chip assemblies [3, 50]. Note that
photonic wire bonding allows placing the optical chips side by side, which permits
efficient thermal connection to the submount and the underlying heatsink and thus
prevents thermal bottlenecks that may arise in stacked-chip assemblies, e.g., when
light sources are mounted on top of thick substrates with low thermal conductivity.

TheMCM illustrated in Figure 3.1 crucially relies on efficient connections of the
SiP chip to both the InP light source and the output transmission fibre, which
are shown in more detail in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The light sources are realized as
horizontal-cavity surface emitting lasers (HCSELs), which comprise an InGaAsP-
based distributed-feedback cavity in the substrate plane and an etched 45°-mirror
that redirects the light towards the substrate normal [92]. Both ends of the PWB
feature mode field converters for low-loss coupling to the connected devices, see
Figure 3.4. On the laser side, the PWB cross-section is increased to match the larger
mode field diameter (3.5 µm) of the HCSEL [50]. A similar structure is used at the
fibre-chip interface, as shown in Figure 3.5. Coupling to the SiP chip is accomplished
by a double taper structure that consists of a SiP nanowire embedded in a polymer
waveguide; see the Methods section and Ref. [50] for details. For low-loss coupling
to the SMF, the PWB is tapered to a 14 µm×14 µm cross-section tomatch themode
field diameter to that of the fibre. The PWB shown in Figure 3.5 were designed to
compensate for a lateral offset of 25 µm between the axes of the optical fibres and
the corresponding SiP waveguides. Note that the density of photonic wire bonds
along the circumference of the chip can be greatly increased by abandoning the
industry-standard pitches of 250 µm that were used for the lasers and the fibres in
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our experiments. As shown in the following section, PWB can be realized with
pitches of 25 µm, and this could be reduced even further to 10 µm, allowing for
100 PWB per millimetre of chip edge. When combined with micro-lenses, PWB
can also be used for optical out-of-plane connections to the chip surface [6].

3.3 Experimental demonstration and discussion

3.3.1 Scalability and stability of photonic wire bonds

In the first experiment, we demonstrate that PWB can provide low-loss optical con-
nections. To this end, we use dedicated test chips that allow for efficient fabrication
and testing of statistically relevant numbers of PWB connections using automated
fabrication and characterization tools. These test chips consist of pairs of down-
tapered SiP strip waveguides [69] that can be connected by on-chip PWB bridges;
see Figure 3.2 and Supplementary Fig. S1. The taper tips having a nominal width of
130 nm are spaced by a 100 µm-wide gap, which emulates a typical configuration of a
chip-chip interface and is bridged by a free-form PWB. The SiP strip waveguides are
500 nm wide and 220 nm high and are equipped with grating couplers for measur-
ing the transmission spectrum in an automated setup. The test chips were fabricated
by deep-UV lithography in a standard CMOS line. Each test chip contains 100
test structures along with reference structures that consist of uninterrupted SiP
waveguides without PWB bridges or tapers and that allow for separating the PWB
loss from the fibre-chip coupling loss; see Appendix A.1.

The in situ fabrication of a PWB is fully automated and took approximately 30 s
per connection, where 15 s were spent for interface detection and trajectory routing,
and 15 s were used for exposure of the resist. This process can be further accelerated;
see the Methods section for details. In the experiment, we fabricated a total of 100
densely spaced PWB bridges with a pitch of 25 µm on a single chip. To extract the
insertion loss (IL) of the PWB bridges, we first measure the end-to-end transmis-
sion through grating couplers of the connected SiP waveguides at a wavelength of
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Fig. 3.2: Automated fabrication and environmental stability. (a)Array of densely spaced
on-chip PWB test structures. The scanning electronmicroscope (SEM) image depicts a subset
of an array of 100 PWB realized on a dedicated a silicon photonic (SiP) test chip. The PWB
bridges connect tapered ends of SiP strip waveguides, separated by 100 nm. High-resolution
3D imaging in combination with computer vision is used for automated detection of the
optical coupling with high precision (better than 100 nm) and enables highly reproducible
lithographic definition of the freeform structures. The waveguides are finally embedded into
a UV-curable low-index polymer (not shown), which acts as a protective cladding and allows
adjustment of the refractive-index contrast.

1550 nm and then compare this result to the transmission of the reference structures.
We thus obtain the total loss of the PWB connection, comprising the propagation
loss in the freeform polymer waveguide as well as the loss of both double-taper
interfaces. To achieve single-mode operation of the PWB bridges and to protect the
structures, we locally deposit a polymer cladding (𝑛clad = 1.36); see the Methods
section for details. The measured ensemble of 100 PWB bridges exhibits an average
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Fig. 3.3: Histogram showing measured insertion losses of 100 on-chip PWB bridges directly
after fabrication (blue) as well as after temperature cycling tests, comprising 120 (orange)
and 225 (green) cycles. The indicated transmission comprises the propagation loss in the
freeform polymer waveguide of the PWB as well as the overall loss of both double-taper
interfaces to the adjacent SiP strip waveguides. After fabrication, the PWB bridges exhibits
an average insertion loss of 0.73 dB and a standard deviation of 0.15 dB, and the loss of the
worst structure was 1.2 dB. These figures are essentially unaffected by the temperature cycles.
The slightly different shapes of the histograms are attributed to the fact that the samples had
to be removed from the measurement setup for temperature cycling, leading to small changes
in fibre-chip coupling efficiency.

IL of 0.73 dB and a standard deviation of 0.15 dB, and the loss of the worst structure
was 1.2 dB. Comparable results were obtained by repeating the experiment on other
test chips. This clearly demonstrates the excellent reproducibility and yield of fully
automated photonic wire bonding processes.

To prove the reliability of the structures under technically relevant environmental
conditions [93], the sample is subsequently exposed to multiple temperature cycles,
switching between 40 °C and 85 °C. Within the accuracy of our measurements, no
performance degradation is found even after 225 cycles, see Figure 3.2. Moreover,
the samples do not reveal any signs of degradation, such as delamination of the
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cladding material (see Appendix A.1). These findings confirm results from invest-
igations of earlier samples, which we exposed to 600 temperature cycles as well as
to damp-heat at 85 °C and 85% relative humidity for more than 3000 h, where we
did not observe any degradation either. To test the high-power handling capabilities
of the PWB structures, we further subject a different sample of PWB bridges to
continuous laser radiation at 1550 nm with increasing optical power levels. In all
five tested connections, the SiP waveguides were destroyed by nonlinear absorp-
tion at approximately 19 dBm of on-chip power before any damage was observed
at the PWB bridges (see Appendix A.1 for details). From these experiments, we
conclude that PWB lend themselves to automated large-scale packaging of chips
using low-loss connections and that the structures perform well in industrially rel-
evant environments and under power levels that are realistically achieved in silicon
photonic assemblies.

3.3.2 Demonstration 1: Eight-channel multi-chip
transmitter module for intensity modulation and
direct detection

To demonstrate the technical viability of the PWB approach beyond fundamental
proof-of-concept demonstrations, we realize a functional photonic multi-chip trans-
mitter (Tx) engine that combines InP-based laser arrays and SiP modulator arrays.
In a first demonstration experiment [90], we implement the eight-channel trans-
mitter (Tx) depicted in the conceptual drawing in Figure 3.1, providing line rates
of up to 56Gbit s−1 per channel. The module is geared towards transmission in
data-centre and campus-area networks with maximum distances of up to 10 km,
using technically simple intensity modulation and direct detection techniques.

An optical microscope image of the Tx assembly is shown in Figure 3.6. The as-
sembly contains two arrays of four HCSEL [92], which are connected via PWB to
an array of travelling-wave depletion-typeMach-Zehnder modulators [94] (MZMs).
A second array of PWB is used to connect the modulator outputs to an array of
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Fig. 3.4: Interface between an InP laser chip and the silicon photonic transmitter chip. The
light source is realized as a horizontal-cavity surface emitting laser (HCSEL), consisting of a
waveguide-based optical cavity in the substrate plane and an etched 45° mirror that redirects
the light towards the substrate-normal direction [50].
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Fig. 3.5: Fibre-to-chip interface. For efficient coupling to the large mode field of the SMF,
the PWB are designed to have a larger cross-section towards the fibre facet. The 3D free-form
trajectory of the PWB is adapted to the exact position of the corresponding interfaces and
thereby replaces high-precision active alignment of the chips.

eight 30 cm-long SMF with connectors at their remote ends. Representative images
of the PWB structures are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The experimental setup for
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Fig. 3.6: Eight-channel multi-chip transmitter (Tx) module combining InP laser arrays and
SiP modulator arrays. The module is geared towards transmission in data-centre and campus-
area networks with maximum distances of 10 km, using simple intensity modulation and
direct detection techniques. Light microscope image of the Tx assembly, realized according
to the concept shown in Figure 3.1. The array of Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs) is
connected to an array InP-based HCSEL (‘Laser array’) and to an array of single-mode fibres
by PWB (not visible here); see Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The launch powers, measured in the single-
mode fibre for maximum transmission of the modulators, are sufficient for transmission
over distances typical for data centre and campus area networks, without the need of optical
amplifiers. Launch power variations are mainly attributed to non-ideal coupling to and from
the SiP chip; see the Methods section for details. Channel 6* contains an additional on-chip
3 dB splitter for testing, which leads to additional loss; see the Methods section.

testing theTxmodule is shown in Figure 3.7. Themodulators are sequentially driven
via microwave probes using a benchtop-type arbitrary waveform generator (AWG)
that provides either two-level on-off-keying (OOK) or four-level pulse amplitude
modulated (PAM-4) signals. Pre-emphasis is used to compensate for the frequency
response of the AWG and the attached RF components. The modulated optical sig-
nals are sent either directly to the receiver (Rx) in a back-to-back (b2b) configuration
or through 2 km- or 10 km-long SMF. The receiver consists of a photodetector with
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Fig. 3.7: Experimental setup for transmission demonstrations using different modulation
formats and distances. An arbitrary-waveform generator (AWG) is used to drive the Mach-
Zehnder modulators (MZMs). In our demonstration, the modulators are operated sequen-
tially via an RF probe delivering the drive signal at the input and another RF probe to provide
50Ω termination at the output. The optical signal is sent through up to 10 km of standard
SMF and is detected with a photoreceiver that contains a photodetector along with a high-
speed transimpedance amplifier. A real-time oscilloscope is used to capture the electric signals
for subsequent offline processing.

an integrated transimpedance amplifier connected to a high-speed oscilloscope that
records the electric signal for subsequent offline digital signal processing (DSP).Note
that in our experiment, we did not use an RF interposer board that would allow
for simultaneous operation of all MZMs, and various channels could hence only
be tested sequentially. To confirm that simultaneous operation of all devices would
lead to similar results, we measured the electrical cross-talk among unterminated
MZMs; see Appendix A.2.1 for details. More details on the transmission experiment
and the data processing can be found in the Methods section.
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Fig. 3.8: Eye diagrams for transmission over various distances, with different modulation
formats and symbol rates. As expected from the launch powers, Channel 8 shows the widest-
open eyes, whereas Channel 6 is distorted by noise.

For both modulation formats, OOK and PAM-4, the eye diagrams of each channel
in various combinations of line rates and transmission distances of up to 10 km
are shown in Figure 3.8, and the associated estimated bit error ratios (BERs) are
depicted in Figure 3.9. All observed BERs are below the 7% hard decision forward
error correction [95] (HD-FEC) limit. Note that BER < 10−5 cannot be reliably
measured within our maximum symbol recording length. We therefore estimate the
BER based on the measured variances of a Gaussian probability density function
at each symbol level; see Supplementary Information S2.2 for details. For PAM-4,
simultaneous operation of all channels would result in an aggregate line rate of
488Gbit s−1 and a net data rate of 416Gbit s−1. The concept would hence lend
itself to compact high-speed 400Gbit s−1 modules as specified in various standards
and multi-source agreements [96, 97]. For the case of OOK, we demonstrate an
aggregate line rate of 320Gbit s−1 over a transmission distance of 2 km with an es-
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Fig. 3.9: Estimated bit error ratios (BER) for transmission over various distances, with
different modulation formats and symbol rates. For all experiments, the BER stays below
the 7%HD-FEC threshold. The aggregate module line rate amounts to a 448Gbit s−1. Res-
ults from back-to-back transmission experiments as well as measured BER can be found in
Appendix A.2.

timated BER < 1.0 ⋅ 10−9 for all channels. Note that the current demonstration is
a proof-of-concept experiment that leaves room for optimization. As an example,
the optical launch power levels measured in the single-mode transmission fibres for
full transmission of theMZMs vary between −3.3 dBm and −5.5 dBm, disregarding
Channel 6, which is subject to an additional on-chip 3 dB tap; see the Methods sec-
tion for details. From these results, we estimate insertion losses between 3.6 dB and
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5.3 dB per PWB. These loss figures are significantly larger than the numbers found
in the scalability experiment shown in Figure 3.3 or in more recent demonstrations
of chip-to-chip connections [50]. This is mainly caused by a non-optimum etching
process of the SiP chip, which is required to open the oxide windows for providing
access to the tapered sections of the silicon waveguides; see the Methods section.
The transmission rate could be further increased by replacing the SiP depletion-type
MZMs with faster devices based on organic electro-optic materials, which have been
demonstrated to support data rates of more than 100Gbit s−1 per wavelength [98]
for OOK and 120Gbit s−1 for PAM-4 [99]. In our experiment, the emission fre-
quencies of theHCSEL light sources in each array are spaced by 100GHz. Instead of
using eight separate SMF, a hybrid co-integrated arrayed-waveguide grating (AWG)
could extend the functionality of the module to dense WDM transmission through
only one SMF. Note that PWB have been demonstrated [69] to exhibit broadband
transmission between 1300 nm and 1600 nm such that the concept can be readily
transferred to other wavelength bands.

3.3.3 Demonstration 2: Four-channel multi-chip
transmitter module for coherent communications

In a second demonstration, we realize and test a hybrid multi-chip transmitter
module for coherent communications in metropolitan-area networks and data-
centre interconnects. In this module, hybrid multi-chip integration with PWB is
combinedwith hybrid on-chip integration of electro-opticmodulators that combine
SiP nanowire waveguides with highly efficient electro-optic materials. This so-called
silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) [101] approach allows us to overcome the intrinsic lack
of second-order optical nonlinearities in the inversion-symmetric diamond crystal
lattice of silicon. SOH devices offer voltage-length products𝑈𝜋𝐿 of less than [102]
0.5 Vmm–more than an order of magnitude below that of conventional depletion-
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(a) Artist’s impression of the multi-chip-module (MCM) consisting of four InP-based HCSEL
light sources, an array of four silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) modulators, and four transmission
fibres, all connected by photonic wire bonds (PWB). The overall footprint of the complete Tx
module amounts to 4mm × 1.5mm.
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(b) Top view and cross-section of an SOHMach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). The organic
electro-optic (EO) material (red contour) is micro-dispensed after fabrication of the PWB. The
MZM consists of two slot-waveguide (WG) phase modulators, driven in push-pull mode by a
single coplanar transmission line in ground-signal-ground (GSG) configuration. Within the
slot-waveguide phase shifters, the dominant electrical component of the optical quasi-TE mode
exhibits a strong overlap with the electrical RF-mode field, resulting in a high modulation
efficiency [100].

Fig. 3.10: Four-channel coherent transmitter module combining hybrid integration concepts
on chip and package levels.

type devices [103] – and have been shown to support line rates [99] of 100Gbit s−1

for a simpleOOKmodulation format and symbol rates of up to 100GBd for 16-state
quadrature amplitude modulation [100] (16QAM) at fJ bit−1 energy consumption
[100].
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Fig. 3.11: Experimental setup. EachHCSEL feeds an IQmodulator. Electric drive signals for
the modulators are provided by an arbitrary-waveform generator (AWG). The optical signal is
then amplified, sent through 75 km of standard SMF, and detected by a coherent receiver. A
real-time oscilloscope captures the signal for subsequent offline processing; see the Methods
section for details.

An illustration of the Tx module is shown in Figure 3.10. The module consists of a
SiP chip that comprises four SOH IQmodulators along with the associated optical
coupling interfaces and RF contact pads. These modulators are again optically fed
by an array of InP-based HCSEL light sources that are placed adjacent to the SiP
chip on the same submount. At the output, the SOHmodulators are connected
to an array of four single-mode fibres for transmission over 75 km. As in the first
demonstration, the emission frequencies of theHCSEL are spaced by 100GHz, and
instead of using four separate SMF, hybrid co-integration with an arrayed waveguide
grating could extend the functionality of the module to dense WDM transmission
through a single SMF.

The IQmodulators are built from pairs of nested SOHMZMs A top view and a
schematic cross-section of one MZM are illustrated in Figure 3.10b. Each MZM
comprises two SOH phase modulators that are driven in push-pull mode by a single
coplanar transmission line in a ground-signal-ground (GSG) configuration. The
phase modulators consist of slot waveguides clad with an organic electro-optic (EO)
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Fig. 3.12: Constellation diagrams and associated measured bit error ratios (BERs) for sig-
nalling with 16QAM at symbol rates of 28GBd and 56GBd. The performance of Channel 1
was impaired by lower launch power such that only QPSK transmission could be used. All
BER values stay below the threshold for hard-decision forward-error correction FEC with 7%
coding overhead. The aggregate module line rate amounts to 784Gbit s−1.

material; see the cross-section in the inset of Figure 3.10b. The slot-waveguide con-
figuration leads to a strong overlap of the fundamental optical quasi-TE mode with
the modulating RF field, which is applied via the Si rails of the slot waveguide and
the adjacent conductive Si slabs [101]. In combination with the strong electro-optic
activity, this effect results in highly efficient devices with low power consumption.
The basic SiP waveguide structures are fabricated by a CMOS process, and the or-
ganic EOmaterial is deposited in a post-processing step; see the Methods section
for details. The 𝜋-voltage-length product measured for this module amounts to
𝑈𝜋𝐿 = 1.3Vmm. This is larger than the values published in earlier-work [102] since
the EOmaterial (SEO100) was chosen for good thermal stability for operation at
80 °C rather than to maximize efficiency.
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In our demonstration experiment, the PWB were operated contrary to their design
without protective cladding to avoid the risk of covering the electrical on-chip contact
pads. This leads to rather high insertion PWB losses, both for the laser and the fibre
interface; see Methods for details. Regarding the launch power, Channels 2, 3, and
4 feature similar performance with power levels of up to −11.6 dBm. In Channel 1,
the PWB on theHCSEL side is impaired by a dirt particle that permanently attached
to the PWB during the fabrication process, which is partially accomplished outside
in a normal laboratory environment outside a clean room. This leads to a reduced
launch power of only −19.9 dBm and hence to lower transmission performance.
Such problems can be avoided by performing all fabrication steps in a clean-room
environment as done for samples used in the reliability tests; see Figure 3.2. On these
chips, the PWBwere directly encapsulated after fabrication and did not show any
dirt-related defects. We believe that once the whole transmitter module is assembled
and encapsulated under clean-room conditions, contamination by dirt particles will
not be an issue. Nevertheless, we demonstrate the functionality of the module in a
coherent transmission experiment. To this end,weuse the setup shown inFigure 3.11.
An AWG is used to drive the IQ modulators through two GSG probes. For each
channel, the modulated optical carrier is sent through a 75 km-long SMF. At the
receiver, the signal is boosted by an optical pre-amplifier and then coherently detected
by an optical modulation analyser and an external-cavity laser (ECL) serving as a
local oscillator. Details of the transmission experiment can be found in theMethods
section. A summary of the recorded constellation diagrams and the associated BER
is shown in Figure 3.12. Channel 4 has the cleanest constellation diagrams, whereas
Channel 1 supports QPSK only due to its lower launch power. All BERs are directly
measured and fall below the limit of 3.8×10−3 for second-generation hard-decision
forward-error correction (FEC)with 7% overhead [104]. Details on signal processing
and results from back-to-back measurements can be found in the Methods section
auf Seite 72 and Appendix A.3. The coherent transmission experiments lead to
an aggregate line rate of 784Gbit s−1 and a net data rate of 732.7Gbit s−1. To the
best of our knowledge, this corresponds to the highest values so far demonstrated
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with a SiP transmitter module having hybrid integrated lasers. In our transmission
experiments, we did not observe any distortions due to frequency fluctuations or
excessive phase noise of the optical carriers, although our assembly did not contain
any optical isolator between the SiP modulator chip and the InP HCSEL. This is in
accordance with previous demonstrations, where the optical linewidths of HCSEL
with low-loss PWB connections to SiP chips was investigated [50]. The footprint of
the four-channel coherent Tx module is below 4mm × 1.5mm, including the SOH
chip, the InP light sources and the PWB to the transmission fibre. This corresponds
to an on-chip area of only 1.5mm2 per coherent transmitter and is comparable to
that of monolithically integrated InP-based transmitters [105, 106].

3.4 Summary and outlook

We have shown that in situ 3D nanofabrication of photonic wire bonds (PWB) over-
comes the limitations of current hybrid photonic integration approaches, namely,
the high placement accuracy of elements required during assembly and the neces-
sity to match vastly different mode field sizes. In the first experiment, we used SiP
test structures to demonstrate highly efficient and reproducible coupling losses of
(0.73 ± 0.15) dB measured from 100 PWB. The PWB were fabricated in a fully
automated process and tested under technically relevant environmental conditions
without failures or degradation. We further demonstrate the viability of the PWB
by realizing two different hybrid multi-chip transmitter engines. A first module is
built from eight independent InP lasers connected to arrays of eight SiP modulators
and single-mode fibres. The module offers an aggregate line rate of 448Gbit s−1

over distances that are typically found in data-centre and campus-area networks.
In a second module, we combine four InP lasers with silicon-based IQ modulat-
ors, demonstrating energy-efficient coherent data transmission at an aggregate line
rate of 784Gbit s−1 over a distance of 75 km. To the best of our knowledge, this
represents the highest data rate thus far demonstrated by a SiP transmitter module
with hybrid integrated lasers while maintaining a per-channel footprint comparable
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to that of monolithically integrated InP-based systems. While our demonstrations
were focused on transmitter modules for high-speed optical telecommunications,
the technology may unlock a wide variety of novel applications that benefit from
the advantages of hybrid photonic integration.

3.5 Methods

Fabrication: All PWB structures were fabricated using a modified commercial
two-photon lithography system (Nanoscribe, Photonic Professional GT) equipped
with a 40×microscope objective lens (numerical aperture 1.4, field number 25 mm,
write field diameter > 500 µm) as well as galvanometer mirrors for rapid beam
movement in the lateral directions. Note that PWB usually fit completely into the
accessible write field area. For larger structures, stitch-less lithography based on
galvanometric mirrors that are synchronized to sample stage movement could be
beneficial [107]. As a lithography light source, we use a fs-laser with a pulse length
of 100 fs (FemtoFibre proNIR, Toptica) and a repetition rate of 80MHz. The
lithography system is equipped with a proprietary control software that allows for
precise localization of coupling interfaces as well as for automated PWB fabrication
with high shape fidelity. In the lithography process, coarse localization of the chips
is typically accomplished by marker detection based on a calibrated bright-field
image of the system. Additionally, the system is equipped with a confocal imaging
unit using the lithography laser and its beam deflectors for the acquisition of 3D
images that are perfectly aligned to the lithography coordinate system and hence to
any lithographically fabricated structures. For confocal imaging, the laser power is
reduced to avoid any unwanted polymerization.

In our current experiments, we use standard writing techniques without taking
any measures for process acceleration, leading to fabrication times of typically 30 s
… 5min per PWB, depending on the PWB volume. Currently, the exposure time
is dominated by the settling time (100 ms) of the piezo-electric actuator that is
used for axial movement of the objective between exposure layers, as well as by
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the exposure speed. By using the full capacity of current high-speed galvanometer
scanners (5000 lines/s for a line length of 40 µm) as well as continuous movement
of the piezo-electric actuator, writing times well below 30 s seem reasonable even
for large PWB connections.

In the lithography process, the liquid negative-tone photoresist (Nanoscribe IP-Dip,
refractive index 𝑛 = 1.52 at 790 nm, see also Ref. [60]) simultaneously acts as an im-
mersion medium for the objective lens. Unexposed photoresist is removed in a two-
step development process using propylene-glycol-methyl-ether-acetate (PGMEA) as
a developer for 20min, followed by rinsing in isopropyl alcohol (isopropanol).

Low refractive index cladding: In most cases, a low-refractive index liquid (Car-
gille Laser Liquid 3421; 𝑛 = 1.30) is drop-cast onto the assembly to emulate a
low-refractive-index cladding. For more permanent structures, the low-refractive-
index liquid can be replaced with a long-term protective coating. The on-chip PWB
connections exposed to climate chamber tests were encapsulated by a low-refractive-
index 𝑛 = 1.36 adhesive.

Trajectory planning of the PWB: Each PWB needs to be precisely adapted to
the position and the emission direction of the optical coupling interfaces that are to
be connected. This requires on-the-fly generation of the corresponding 3D PWB
geometry during the fabrication process – another key functionality of our software.
In the first step of the PWB design, we calculate a trajectory that is optimized for
low curvature and hence low radiation loss. Along this trajectory, the waveguide
cross-section is extruded to form a 3Dmodel for subsequent fabrication.

SiP-to-PWB interface: The performance of photonic MCM crucially relies on
broadband and efficient coupling between silicon strip waveguides and 3D freeform
PWB. For coupling to SiP circuits, we use down-tapered silicon waveguide cores
that are embedded into up-tapered PWBwaveguides; see Ref. [50] for details. We
detected the location of the Si taper by camera-based identification in combination
with a local 3D confocal scan.
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In our experiments, the SiP chips for the 8-channel IM/DD and the four-channel
coherent transmitter originate from the same wafer. To provide direct access to
the waveguides for PWB coupling and to enable over-cladding of the SOH slot-
waveguide, the top oxide layer covering the photonic devices must be removed. For
the transceiver chips, over-etching occurred during the oxide opening due to a non-
optimized process. This led to partial damage of the silicon tapers with tip widths of
approximately 200 nm rather than the designed 130 nm, and hence caused increased
insertion losses of these PWB interfaces. Note that the passive test chip used for
our reliability experiment was not subject to such defects; see Figure 3.2 and 3.3.
Using defect-free tips, we recently demonstrated [50] PWB connections of HCSEL
to passive SiP chips with losses down to 0.4 dB.

Fibre-to-PWB interface: Photonic wire bonds were connected to standard single-
mode fibres (Corning SMF-28) with a mode field diameter of (10.3 ± 0.4) µm,
defined as the diameter where the intensity is e−2 of its maximum value. Details for
fibre-chip interfaces can be found in Ref. [3].

IM/DD transmitter module: For characterization of the IM/DD transmitter,
an arbitrary-waveform generator (AWG, Keysight M8196A) is used to provide the
bipolar data signals for the two arms of theMZM.The signals are coupled to the chip
using a microwave probe in a signal-ground-ground-signal (SGGS) configuration. A
50Ω resistor terminates the transmission lines. We bias theMZM at the quadrature
point for modulating the light intensity either with on-off-keying (OOK) or with
four-level pulse amplitude modulated (PAM-4) signals. We apply pre-equalization
to compensate for the AWG frequency response. For the transmission experiments
based on PAM-4 signalling, we use pulses with cosine shapes in the time domain.
The length of the pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) amounts to 215 − 1. As a
receiver, we use a p-i-n-photodiode with an integrated trans-impedance amplifier
(Finisar XPRV2022A-VF-FP). The optical signal is sent either directly to the receiver
(back-to-back, B2B), through a 2 km-long SMF (Siecor 1528, attenuation 𝛼dB =
0.25 dB km, dispersion coefficient𝐷 = 18.5 ps nm−1 km−1 at 1550 nm), or through
a 10 km-long SMF (Corning SMF-28, 𝛼dB = 0.18 dB km,𝐷 = 18.0 ps nm−1 km−1
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at 1550 nm). A high-speed oscilloscope (Keysight DSO-X 93204A, 80GSa/s) is
used to record the received signals for offline analysis. The received waveforms were
analysed by signal processing routines implemented in Python, which comprise
filtering, clock recovery, equalization and resampling.

In the experiment, we measure the launch powers at the respective SMF outputs by
adjusting theMZMs to full transmission. For Channel 6 of the IM/DD transmitter,
the launch power is reduced by an additional 3 dB multimode interference coupler
(MMI) coupler on the silicon chip. To estimate the losses of the PWB connections,
we use the total output power 𝑃las of the HCSEL prior to photonic wire bonding as
a reference and compare it to the power 𝑃out at the output connector of the MCM.
With 𝑃las, 𝑃out, and the measured on-chip device loss of the MZM of typically
5 dB, we estimate the compound insertion loss for the pair of cascaded PWB in
each channel, leading to an average value of 3.6 dB per PWB in the best case and to
5.3 dB per PWB for the case in which one of the structures was affected by a residual
dirt particle. This problem, however, is not fundamental and should disappear
if all fabrication steps can be performed under clean-room conditions. For the
demonstration of the IM/DD transmitter module, the low-index over-cladding was
emulated by an index-matching liquid (Cargille Laser Liquid 3421)

Coherent transmitter module: The losses of the PWB interfaces are estimated
by measuring the power levels 𝑃launch at the output SMF and by comparing them
to the emission power 𝑃las of the HCSEL prior to photonic wire bonding, as well
as to the power coupled out of additional on-chip taps (not drawn in Figure 3.11)
that are connected to grating couplers; see Appendix A.3 for details. For the best
PWB connecting theHCSEL to the SiP chip, we estimate a loss of 4.5 dB; the lowest
PWB loss on the fibre side amounts to 5.4 dB. These relatively high losses are mainly
caused by the fact that the PWB are operated without a protective top cladding
or index-matching liquid that would reduce the index contrast and hence allow
for single-mode operation of the PWB. Moreover, the efficiency of the coupling
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interface to the SiP waveguides is impaired by the non-optimum etching of the
top-oxide openings applied to the wafer from which both SiP chips used for the
system experiments originate; see the discussion of the SiP-to-PWB interface above.
Details on the loss estimation technique can be found in Appendix A.3.

For characterization of the coherent transmitter, we again use an AWG (Keysight
M8196A) to generate the drive signals for the optical IQmodulators. The signals
are derived from PRBSs with length 211 − 1 that are pre-equalized to compensate
for the measured frequency response of each modulator. At the receiver, the signals
are detected by an optical modulation analyser (OMA, Keysight N4391A) acting
as a coherent receiver with a built-in external-cavity laser as a local oscillator (LO).
The output of the coherent receiver is digitized by a two-channel 80GSa/s real-
time oscilloscope (Keysight DSO-X 93204A) and recorded for offline digital signal
processing (DSP), comprising timing recovery, equalization, frequency offset com-
pensation, carrier phase compensation and decoding. The receiver further comprises
an erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) followed by a bandpass filter (full width at
half maximum of 0.6 nm) to suppress out-of-band amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise.

SOH modulator post-processing: For the SOH electro-optic modulators, the
organic cladding material is deposited onto the slot waveguides after photonic wire
bonding see Figure 3.10b. To avoid contact of the organic EO cladding with the
PWB, we used a high-precision dispensing technique that allows deposition of traces
with less than 20 µm width via a thin glass needle. To induce macroscopic EO
activity, the material in the SOHMZM is poled in a one-time process, enabling
efficient push-pull operation of the devices by a single drive signal; see Ref. [98] for
details.

[End of paper [J7].]
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4 Ultra-broadband polarization
beam splitter and rotator based
on 3D-printed waveguides

This chapter reports on a design and experimental realization of a 3D-printed polar-
ization beam splitter / polarization rotator assembly. The chapter was taken from
the manuscript [J3] that is being prepared for submission. It was adapted to comply
with the layout and structure of this thesis. TheMethods and Supplementary In-
formation related to this chapter that are also part of the aforementionedmanuscript
can be found in Appendix B.

Note that Aleksandar Nesic and the author of this thesis contributed equally to
this work. The experiments were conceived by Aleksandar Nesic, Christian Koos
and the author. Aleksandar Nesic proposed the polarization beam splitter (PBS)
concept, and developed the PBS design. The author developed the design of the
polarization rotators, mode-field adapters, connecting waveguides, the fanout, and
the structures for mechanical support. He further fabricated all structures using
the lithography system described in Section 2.2. The first two authors jointly con-
ducted the experiments based on a infra-red-sensitive microscope and a polarization
scrambler and analyser. For these experiments, the present author contributed the
evaluation code for the microscope images and proposed algorithms to measure
the PER using a polarization scrambler and a polarimeter. Aleksandar Nesic and
PabloMarin-Palomo performed the data transmission experiment with support of
Christoph Füllner and SebastianRandel, who conceived and implemented the signal
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processing tools. Pablo Marin-Palomo analysed the results of the data-transmission
experiment. The figures were jointly made, and the manuscript was jointly written
by the Aleksandar Nesic, the author, Christian Koos andWolfgang Freude. The
work was jointly supervised byWolfgang Freude and Christian Koos. All authors
discussed the data.
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[Beginning of Paper [J3].]

Ultra-broadband polarization beam
splitter and rotator based on
3D-printed waveguides

Aleksandar Nesic1,†, Matthias Blaicher1,2,†, Pablo Marin-Palomo1,
Christoph Füllner1, Sebastian Randel1, Wolfgang Freude1,
Christian Koos1,2

1Institute of Photonics and Quantum Electronics (IPQ), Karlsruhe Institute of Technology
(KIT), 76131 Karlsruhe, Germany.
2Institute forMicrostructure Technology (IMT), KIT, 76344 Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen,
Germany.
†both authors contributed equally to this work

Multi-photon lithography [33, 108, 109] has emerged as a powerful tool for photonic
integration, allowing to complement planar photonic circuits by 3D-printed free-
form structures such as waveguides [5, 50] or micro-optical elements [18, 19]. These
structures can be fabricated with high precision on the facets of optical devices and
lend themselves to highly efficient package-level chip-chip-connections in photonic
assemblies [5]. However, plain light transport and efficient coupling is far from
exploiting the full geometrical design freedom that is offered by 3D laser lithography.
Here, we extend the functionality of 3D-printed optical structures to manipulation
of optical polarization states. We demonstrate compact ultra-broadband polariz-
ation beam splitters (PBS) that can be combined with polarization rotators (PR)
and mode-field adapters into a monolithic 3D-printed structure, fabricated directly
on the facets of optical devices. In a proof-of-concept experiment, we demonstrate
measured polarization extinction ratios beyond 11 dB over a bandwidth of 350 nm at
near-infrared (NIR) telecommunication wavelengths around 1550 nm. We demon-
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strate the viability of the device by receiving a 640Gbit s−1 dual-polarization data
signal using 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM), without any
measurable optical-signal-to-noise-ratio (OSNR) penalty compared to a commercial
PBS.

4.1 Introduction

Single mode
fibre

Mode-field
adapter

Polarization
beam splitter

Polarization
rotators

Mode-field
adapters

Photonic
integrated
circuit

Local
oscillator

Fig. 4.1: Concept of a 3D-printed polarization beam splitter and rotator in an in-
tegrated optical assembly (not drawn to scale). The device connects a rotationally sym-
metric single-mode fibre (SMF) with degenerate polarization states (red and blue arrows)
to a photonic integrated circuit (PIC) with highly polarization-sensitive waveguides. As
an example of high practical interest, we illustrate a dual-polarization receiver for coherent
communications, in which data signals in orthogonal polarization states are split and inde-
pendently detected using a pair of coherent optical receivers (Coh. Rx) which are fed by a
joint local oscillator (LO). The polarization beam splitter (PBS) and the polarization rotators
(PR) can be merged with additional 3D freeform waveguide elements such as mode-field
adapters to form a single monolithic structure. This structure can be fabricated in a single
exposure step by high-resolution 3D-laser lithography, thereby offering the freedom to adapt
the geometry of the 3D-printed structure to the positions of the various optical device facets.
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Polarization manipulation is of great importance for integrated optical systems, in
particular when it comes to interfacing rotationally symmetric optical fibres with
degenerate polarization states to highly polarization-sensitive on-chip waveguides.
In conventional optical systems, polarization manipulation usually relies on discrete
optical elements such as polarization beam splitters (PBS) or waveplates made from
birefringent materials. These devices offer high polarization extinction ratios and
low insertion loss over a large spectral range. When used in integrated photonic
systems, however, the viability of discrete polarization-manipulating elements is
limited, e.g., by the required footprint and by the need for high-precision align-
ment of these elements with respect to on-chip optical circuits [110]. Alternatively,
functionalities manipulating polarization can be integrated into waveguide-based
planar photonic circuits, exploiting, e.g., mode-selective directional or multimode
interference (MMI) couplers [111–114], polarization mode converters [115, 116],
waveguide gratings [117], waveguide structures with multi-layer cores [118, 119], or
more complicated structures obtained by inverse design techniques [120]. These
devices can be efficiently realized in large quantities, but often require special fabric-
ation steps [118, 119] and are subject to limitations of the device geometry, dictated
by conventional layer-by-layer microstructuring through 2D lithography and dry
etching. Moreover, polarization manipulation in on-chip structures often relies
on efficient coupling of light to the associated waveguides in the first place. In sil-
icon photonics, grating-based polarization beam splitters can be directly integrated
into the fibre-chip interface [121]. However, these structures are subject to limited
bandwidth and still rely on high-precision active alignment of the single-mode fibre
with respect to the on-chip grating coupler. More recently, 3D-printing based on
multi-photon lithography has been exploited to realize PBS structures on the facets
of single-mode fibres, exploiting polarization-sensitive diffraction gratings [122]
and directional couplers within photonic-bandgap waveguides [123]. While these
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demonstrations already show the potential of 3D-printing for fabrication of PBS
structures, the split signals are simply emitted into free space – without polarization
rotation or coupling to further waveguide-based devices. In addition, the underlying
physical effects employed in these structures fundamentally limit their bandwidth.

In this paper, we demonstrate that ultra-broadband 3D-printed waveguide-based
polarization beam splitters and rotators open an attractive path towards polarization-
manipulation in integrated optics. In our structures, polarization splitting is ac-
complished through adiabatic Y-branches of geometrically birefringent polymer
waveguides with high-aspect-ratio cross sections and complemented by polarization
rotation in waveguides that are twisted along the propagation direction. The struc-
tures can be directly incorporated into freeform chip-chip and fibre-chip connec-
tions [5, 124], so-called photonic wire bonds. In our proof-of-concept experiments,
we showmonolithic structures that are 3D-printed on facets of SMF comprising
ultra-broadband polarization beam splitters, polarization rotators, and mode-field
adapters. Our prototypes feature more than 11 dB polarization extinction ratios
in a wavelength range between 1260 nm and 1660 nm, with vast potential for fur-
ther improvement. To demonstrate the practical viability of the structures, we use
them in a dual-polarization data-transmission experiment, in which we receive a
dual-polarization 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM) data stream
at a symbol rate of 80GBd and an aggregate data rate of 640Gbit s−1. We find that
our 3D-printed PBS do not introduce any measurable optical-signal-to-noise-ratio
(OSNR) penalty when compared to a commercially available fibre-coupled PBS. We
believe that 3D-printed optical structures for polarization manipulation can replace
costly assemblies of discrete micro-optical elements, thereby paving the path towards
optical systems with unprecedented compactness and scalability.
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4.1.1 Device concept and design

The basic concept of 3D-printed polarization beam splitters (PBS) and polarization
rotators (PR) in integrated optical assemblies is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The device
connects a rotationally symmetric single-mode fibre (SMF) with degenerate polar-
ization states to a highly polarization-sensitive photonic integrated circuit (PIC).
The illustrated assembly acts as a dual-polarization receiver for coherent commu-
nications, in which data signals in orthogonal polarization states of the SMF are
split and independently detected using a pair of coherent optical receivers (Coh.
Rx), which are fed by a joint local oscillator (LO). The PBS/PR can be merged with
additional 3D freeformwaveguide elements such as mode-field adapters into a single
monolithic structure. This structure can be fabricated in a single exposure step by
high-resolution 3D-laser lithography that exploits multi-photon polymerization in
the focus of a pulsed femtosecond laser beam [109]. This offers the freedom to adapt
the geometry of the 3D-printed structure to the positions of the adjacent optical
device facets, thereby overcoming the need for high-precision mechanical alignment
of the fibre with respect to the chip [5, 124]. Note that the assembly illustrated in
Figure 4.1 represents only one example how 3D-printed polarization-manipulating
elements can be used in integrated optics. In general, the structures can be printed
on a wide range of optical devices, covering applications from optical communica-
tions and signal processing [125, 126] to optical metrology [81] , imaging [127], and
quantum optics [128].

The working principle of our 3D freeform waveguide-based PBS is illustrated in
Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2 depicts a 3D rendering of the three-port device, comprising
an input waveguide port with a circular cross section and a pair of output waveguide
ports with rectangular cross sections of high aspect ratio. In the following, the input
port is denoted by a superscript (𝐼), whereas superscripts (𝐻) and (𝑉) refer to the
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output ports with horizontally and vertically oriented rectangular cross section,
see Figure 4.2. Note that the device is fully bidirectional and can also be used as a
polarization beam combiner, where the two rectangular waveguide ports𝐻 and𝑉
are used as inputs, whereas the circular port 𝐼 acts as output.

The PBS consists of three segments, denoted by𝐴, 𝐵, and𝐶, where Segment𝐴 is
directly adjacent to the input port. Due to its circular cross section, the input port
has two degenerate fundamental modes of orthogonal polarizations with identical
effective refractive indices 𝑛eff. Without loss of generality, we select the two basis
modes at the input with the dominant transverse component of the electric field
aligned in the vertical and horizontal direction as defined by the two output ports,
and we denote them as 𝐸(𝛪)

𝛨 and 𝐸(𝛪)
𝑉 respectively, see first row of Figure 4.3 for the

associated mode-field distributions. Within Segment𝐴, the circular cross section
at the input port is adiabatically morphed into a cross-shaped cross section at the
transition to Segment 𝐵. At the transition between Segment𝐴 and Segment 𝐵 the
waveguide can be represented by two spatially overlapping partial waveguidesWGH

andWGV with high-aspect-ratio rectangular cross-sections. Due to the adiabatic
transition from a circular cross section to a cross-shaped one in Segment𝐴, the two
degenerate basis modes denoted as 𝐸(𝛪)

𝛨 and 𝐸(𝛪)
𝑉 are transformed to the strongly

guided modes of these rectangular partial waveguides. In this context, the term
‘strongly guided’ denotes a mode of a rectangular waveguide which is polarized
along the long side of the rectangle. This mode exhibits a higher effective refractive
index than its weakly guided counterpart that is polarized along the short side of
the rectangular waveguide core. In Segment B, the partial waveguidesWGH and
WGV are gradually separated, thereby dragging the corresponding strongly guided
eigenmodes into the two distinct waveguides at the input of Segment𝐶.

Within Segment𝐶, the two distinct output waveguides can be adiabatically tapered
and bent to suppress unwanted higher-order modes and to route the waveguides to
the two output ports𝑉 and𝐻. Further 3D-printed freeform waveguide structures
can be directly connected to these output ports, e.g., for polarization rotation, see
Figure 4.1. The second and the third row of Figure 4.3 show the various mode-field
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profiles at the output, where𝐸(𝑉)
𝛨 refers to the horizontally and𝐸(𝑉)

𝑉 to the vertically
polarized mode at the vertical output 𝑉, whereas 𝐸(𝛨)

𝑉 denotes the vertically and
𝐸(𝛨)
𝛨 the horizontally polarized mode at horizontal output𝐻. In an ideal device,
the power of the degenerate 𝐸(𝛪)

𝛨 and 𝐸(𝛪)
𝑉 is completely coupled to the strongly

guided modes 𝐸(𝛨)
𝛨 and 𝐸(𝑉)

𝑉 , whereas the weakly guided modes 𝐸(𝑉)
𝛨 and 𝐸(𝛨)

𝑉 are
not excited.

To estimate the performance of the proposedPBS,weperformnumerical simulations
of the full 3D structure, see Methods for details. For good performance, the aspect
ratio of the rectangular waveguide cross sections should be as high as possible while
staying compatible with the resolution of the 3D printing system. In the simulated
structure, the short side of the rectangle was chosen to 𝑤sh = 400 nm, whereas the
long side 𝑤lo varied in the range between 1.2 µm and 2.2 µm. The length of the
structure including all three segments amounts to 𝐿 = 21 µm. The PBS features
full geometrical symmetry, see inset of Figure 4.2, which results in symmetrical
relationships between the port modes. In Figure 4.2, we illustrate the magnitude
of the E-field at a wavelength of 1550 nm for horizontal polarization at the input
– the E-field distribution for vertical input polarization is obtained by reflection
about the symmetry plane. To describe the coupling between the various modes
at the input and the output ports, we use complex-valued scattering parameters
(S-parameters) S̲𝛪𝐽. In this description, S ̲𝛪𝐽 refers to the amplitude transmission from
𝐽 to 𝐼 where 𝐼, 𝐽 ∈ {𝐸(𝛪)

𝛨 , 𝐸(𝛪)
𝑉 , 𝐸(𝛨)

𝛨 , 𝐸(𝛨)
𝑉 , 𝐸(𝑉)

𝛨 , 𝐸(𝑉)
𝑉 } denote the various modes

at the ports of the device. The results for the various simulated power coupling
coefficients, which are obtained by squaring the magnitudes of the corresponding S-

parameters are shown in Figure 4.4. Evaluating the power transmission ∣S̲𝛦(𝛨)
𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨

∣
2
=

∣S ̲𝛦(𝑉)𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉
∣
2
from the input to the desired mode of the respective output port, we

find an insertion loss of less than 2 dB over the entire wavelength range between
1250 nm and 1650 nm, with a minimum of 1.6 dB near 1550 nm, see green line in
Figure 4.4. For each polarization at the input port, we further extract the power
that is coupled to the undesired mode at the corresponding (“correct”) output port,
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which is quantified by the crosstalk ∣S ̲𝛦(𝛨)
𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨

∣
2
= ∣S̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

∣
2
, and which is below

−22 dB throughout the simulatedwavelength range, see blue line in Figure 4.4. Note
that this crosstalk can be suppressed by subsequent polarization filtering. We further
calculate the power that is coupled to the desired output modes𝐸(𝛨)

𝛨 and𝐸(𝑉)
𝑉 , from

the ‘wrong’ inputmodes𝐸(𝛪)
𝑉 and𝐸(𝛪)

𝛨 , respectively, and that cannot be suppressed by

subsequent polarization filters. This unfilterable crosstalk ∣S̲𝛦(𝛨)
𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

∣
2
= ∣S̲𝛦(𝑉)𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨

∣
2

is represented by the red line in Figure 4.4 and is below −25 dB throughout the
400 nm-wide wavelength range of interest. We also extract the polarization leakage

∣S ̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨
∣
2
= ∣S̲𝛦(𝛨)

𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉
∣
2
, which, for a given polarization at the input port quantifies

the power coupled to undesired polarization at the “wrong” output port, thereby
maintaining its polarization direction. For our structure, the polarization leakage
is below −17 dB throughout the simulated wavelength range, see orange line in
Figure 4.4, and can be further suppressed by subsequent polarization filters. Finally,
we extract the polarization extinction ratio (PER), i.e., the ratio of the maximum
and the minimum power observed in both modes of an output port when varying
the excitation at the input over all possible polarization states. For each of the
output ports, the PER can be obtained from a singular-value decomposition of the
corresponding Jones matrix, see Appendix B.1 for details. We find that the PER
is better than 16 dB within the investigated wavelength range and shows a strong
increase towards longer wavelengths. Note that the PER and polarization leakage
are better than 30 dB over the wavelength range between 1250 nm and 1365 nm,
and that this wavelength range of high performance can be shifted by adapting the
design of the structure.
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Fig. 4.2: Concept and design of 3D-printed waveguide-based PBS. 3Dmodel of the
PBS, comprising an input waveguide port with a circular cross-section and a pair of output
waveguide ports with rectangular cross sections of high aspect ratio. The two orthogonally
polarized modes at the input port are denoted as 𝐸(𝛪)

𝛨 and 𝐸(𝛪)
𝑉 , whereas 𝐸(𝑉)

𝛨 refers to the
horizontally and 𝐸(𝑉)

𝑉 to the vertically polarized mode at the vertical output V, while 𝐸(𝛨)
𝑉

denotes the vertically and 𝐸(𝛨)
𝛨 the horizontally polarized mode at the horizontal outputH.

The PBS consists of three segments denoted by𝐴, 𝐵, and𝐶. Within Segment𝐴, the circular
cross section at the input port is adiabatically morphed into a cross-shaped cross section.
Within Segment 𝐵, the structure can be represented by two spatially overlapping partial
waveguides WGH and WGV with high-aspect-ratio rectangular cross-sections, which are
gradually separated to drag the strongly guided eigenmodes into the two distinct waveguides
at the input of Segment 𝐶. The 3D rendering of the structure also depicts the simulated
electric field distribution for a horizontally polarized excitation 𝐸(𝛪)

𝛨 at the input port. The
PBS exhibits full geometrical symmetry, with respect to a plane that is oriented at 45° between
the horizontal and the vertical direction, see Inset. The refractive index of the 3D-printed
PBS core region amounts to 𝑛PBS = 1.53, and the cladding material is air, 𝑛cladding = 1.0.
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Fig. 4.4: Simulated wavelength dependence of the squared magnitudes of complex
scattering parameters (S-parameters) and the reciprocal of the polarization extinc-
tion ratio (1/PER) of the PBS on a logarithmic scale. The transmission is better than
−2.0 dB with a maximum of approximately −1.6 dB near 𝜆0 = 1550 nm. The reciprocal of
the polarization extinction ratio (1/PER), and spurious coupling ∣S̲𝛦(𝛨)

𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨
∣2 = ∣S̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

∣2,

∣S̲𝛦(𝛨)
𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

∣2 = ∣S̲𝛦(𝑉)𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨
∣2, and ∣S ̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨

∣2 = ∣S ̲𝛦(𝛨)
𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

∣2 between input and output modes
are below −16 dB over the 400 nm wide wavelength range. These parameters can be further
reduced for smaller wavelength ranges. Details on extracting the PER from the simulations
can be found in Appendix B.1.
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4 Ultra-broadband polarization beam splitter and rotator

4.2 Experimental verification

To experimentally prove the viability of our concept, we fabricate a series of 3D-
printed PBS that are directly connected to the cores of single-mode fibres (SMF).
We characterize the performance of these devices and finally use them as part of a
receiver in polarization-division multiplexing (PDM) data transmission experiment.

b)

Polarization
filter

IR
microscope

Polarization
controller

SMF
array

10 µm 3 µmLaser
𝜆 = 1510 nm

𝑉
𝐻

a)

SMF

PBS

Mode-field
adapter

Fig. 4.5: Characterization of 3D-printed PBS using an infra-red-sensitive (IR) micro-
scope. a) Experimental setup: As test structures, we use a series of PBS that are 3D-printed
on the facets of a single-mode fibre (SMF) array. Light at a wavelength of 1510 nm is fed to
the devices by a laser and a subsequent polarization controller. Light emitted from the PBS
is characterized by an IR microscope equipped with polarization filter, (PF). b) Scanning-
electron microscopy (SEM) images of a fabricated structure on the fibre array. A linear taper
structure, shaded in red, is used at the input of the PBS to adapt the mode-field diameter of
the SMF to the one of the PBS input. Within the PBS, which is illustrated in green, the light
is split into two orthogonal polarizations and emitted from the outputs (𝑉 and𝐻) towards
the IR microscope. Colors were added by image processing.
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4.2.1 Characterization of basic performance parameters

In a first experiment, we fabricate a series of free-standing PBS on the facets of an
SMF array and measure the performance through an infra-red-sensitive microscope
(IR microscope), see Figure 4.5a. To ensure low-loss coupling to the SMF core,
the structures are equipped with adiabatic mode-field adapters that are attached to
Segment𝐴 of the PBS. A scanning-electronmicroscope (SEM) image of the PBS and
the mode-field adapter are shown in Figure 4.5b. Light is fed to the SMF by a laser
emitting at a wavelength of 𝜆0 = 1510 nm, and subsequent polarization controller.
At the two PBS outputs, the light is radiated into free space and picked up by the IR
microscope. The centres of the white circles in the images of Figure 4.6 match the
centres of corresponding PBS output ports, and the areas of the circles denote the
areas that have been considered in calculating the corresponding power levels. In a
first set of measurements we show that radiated light can be switched between the
two output ports of the PBS by varying the polarization at the input, see Column 1
of Figure 4.6. Specifically, Subfigures 1.1 and 2.1 refer to the cases where the polariz-
ation controller was adjusted for maximum radiation from output port𝑉 and𝐻,
having vertically and horizontally oriented waveguide cross sections, respectively. In
both cases, we measure the ratio Γ of the optical power at the targeted output port
to the residual power emitted at the respective other port, which amounts to 9.8 dB
and 9.7 dB, respectively. We also adjust the input polarization to yield equal power
at both ports, see Subfigure 3.1 in Figure 4.6. To check the polarization states of the
light radiated from the two outputs, we repeat the experiment with a vertically and
horizontally oriented polarization filter (PF) between the microscope objective and
the IR camera, see Columns 2 and 3 of Figure 4.6. The PF has an extinction ratio of
more than 34 dB. Assuming an excitation with pure vertical polarization in Row 1
of Figure 4.6, the vertically oriented PF in Subfigure 1.2 suppresses the spurious
horizontal polarization at Port 𝑉, which corresponds to the crosstalk S ̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

, as
well the spurious horizontal polarization at Port𝐻, which represents the unfilter-
able crosstalk S ̲𝛦(𝛨)

𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉
. The measured power ratio Γ of the emitted light after the
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4 Ultra-broadband polarization beam splitter and rotator

PF amounts to 12.1 dB and corresponds to the ratio ∣S ̲𝛦(𝑉)𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉
∣
2
/ ∣S ̲𝛦(𝛨)

𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉
∣
2
of the

power transmission at Port 𝑉 and the leakage at Port 𝐻. The measured ratio is
smaller than the approximately 18 dB that would be expected from the simulation
results, see Figure 4.4. We attribute the deviations to geometrical inaccuracies of
the fabricated structure. In Subfigure 2.2, the polarization controller is adjusted
for maximum radiation from output𝐻, but the PF is oriented vertically, such that

only spurious horizontal polarizations at both outputs, ∣S ̲𝛦(𝛨)
𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

∣
2
and ∣S̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

∣
2

can be seen on the IR camera. As expected, the camera image does not show any
significant power. In Subfigure 3.2, where light exits both output arms of the PBS,
the light radiated from Port𝐻 is completely suppressed by the vertically oriented PF,
whereas the light radiated from Port𝑉 does not experience a significant attenuation.
The same experiment is repeated with a horizontally oriented PF, see Column 3 of
Figure 4.6, thereby essentially reproducing the findings described for the data in the
second column. This simple experiment demonstrates that the device qualitatively
works as expected.

4.2.2 Measurement of polarization extinction ratio (PER)

In a second experiment, we further test our PBS structures by measuring the PER
over a broad range of wavelengths. To this end, the polarization at the input of the
structure is varied randomly by a polarization scrambler, while the Stokes vector
and the power at the device output are continuously recorded by a polarimeter,
see Appendices B.1, B.2, B.3 for details. The measurement is repeated for each of
the output ports, thereby revealing the output polarization state of maximum and
minimum power transmission as well as the associated PER. The PBS test structure
used in this experiment is again 3D-printed on the facet of an SMF array, which is
connected to the polarization scrambler. At the output, the structure is equipped
with a pair of polarization rotators (PR), realized by rectangular waveguides that are
twisted by 45° along the propagation direction [46, 118], thus providing identical
polarizations at both ports, see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.7. For better probing of
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the output, the structure is equipped with adiabatic mode-field adapters that are
held by a table-like mechanical support structure, see Figure 4.7. The output ports
can hence be individually read out by an SMF, see Supplementary Information
Section S1 for details of the experiment. We find a measured PER better than
11 dB in the wavelength range of 1260 nm to 1620 nm, which was only limited by
the tuning range of the underlying laser sources, see Figure 4.8a. The measured
insertion losses at 1550 nm for Output I and Output II correspond to 4.4 dB and
3.8 dB, respectively, including the loss of the PBS, of the subsequent PR, and of
the adiabatic mode-field adapters at the input and the output of the device, see
Appendix B.1 for details.

4.2.3 Data transmission experiment

To demonstrate the technical viability of 3D-printed PBS, we finally perform a po-
larization division multiplexing (PDM) data-transmission experiment that emulates
the application scenario illustrated in Figure 4.1. The experimental setup and the
results are shown in Figures 4.7 and Figures 4.8. Details of the experimental setup
can be found in the Supplementary Information Section S4. The experiment relies
on a PBS/PR combination as used in the previous experiment, complemented by
an additional fan-out structure, see Figure 4.7. This fan-out structure is 3D-printed
on a second fibre array and allows to simultaneously couple both PBS outputs to a
pair of outgoing SMF with a standard pitch of 127 µm, see Figure 4.7. The fan-out
structure is equipped with two lenses with a pitch of 25 µm that pick-up light from
the two PBS outputs, followed by a pair of total-internal-reflection (TIR) mirrors in
each path to adjust the lateral offset of the beams at the output. At 𝜆0 = 1550 nm,
the measured insertion losses of the two channels of the fan-out are 1.2 dB and
1.9 dB, with a crosstalk between channels below −46 dB.
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4 Ultra-broadband polarization beam splitter and rotator

In the transmission experiment, we launch a 16QAM PDM signal at a symbol rate
of 80GBd and a center wavelength of 𝜆0 = 1550 nm to the PBS, and we feed the
two output signals of the PBS/PR assembly to a pair of coherent receivers, see
Appendix B.3 for details. We perform the experiment both with our 3D-printed
PBS assembly and with a commercially available fibre-coupled PBS having a PER in
excess of 30 dB. In both cases, we sweep the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) at
the input of the PBS and record the constellation diagrams along with the bit error
ratios (BER), see Figure 4.8. At a BERof 1.25×10−2, our transmission setup exhibits
an OSNR penalty of approximately 3 dB, see Figure 4.8c, which is in accordance
with values in literature for similar modulation formats and symbol rates [129].
We find that the 3D-printed PBS/PR assembly does not introduce any additional
OSNR penalty with respect to the commercial PBS, although the PER differ vastly.
This may be attributed to the fact that the polarization-sensitive mixing of the data
signals with the local oscillator of the coherent optical receiver in combination with
the digital polarization demultiplexing algorithms of the PDM receiver can easily
compensate for the finite PER of our 3D-printed PBS. Hence, even though there is
still room for improving the performance of our 3D-printed PBS/PR assemblies, the
current devices already offer an attractive route towards highly scalable ultra-compact
dual-polarization receivers as shown in Figure 4.1.
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Fig. 4.6: Characterization of 3D-printed PBS using an infra-red-sensitive (IR) micro-
scope. Recordings on the IRmicroscope for different combinations of input polarization
states, indicated by the different rows: Row 1 – vertical input polarization only, Row 2 – hori-
zontal input polarization only, and Row 3 – both vertical and horizontal input polarizations.
The columns correspond to the measurement of the radiated power without (Column 1) and
with vertically and horizontally oriented polarization filter (Columns 2 and 3, respectively)
in the imaging path of the IR microscope. The output power of each port is estimated by
integrating the measured intensity over the areas within the white circles, and a power ratio Γ
in dB is calculated by dividing the larger by the smaller power. A top view of the PBS structure
and the respective “active” output port for each row is additionally illustrated in Column 1.
The orientation of the polarization axis of the PF is illustrated by the double arrows in the
lower right-hand corner of the displays in Columns 2 and 3.
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respect to the commercial PBS.

Fig. 4.8: Results of proof-of-concept data transmission experiment.
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4.3 Summary

We demonstrated 3D-printed waveguide-based polarization beam splitters (PBS)
that can be efficiently integrated into chip-chip and fibre-chip interfaces of optical
assemblies. The devices rely on adiabatic Y-branches of geometrically birefringent
waveguides with high-aspect-ratio cross sections and can be complemented by polar-
ization rotators (PR) that exploit twisted 3D freeform waveguides. The PBS/PR
can be efficiently fabricated by direct-write two-photon lithography together with
other 3D-printed elements such as photonic wire bonds [5, 124], micro-lenses [18],
or waveguide overpasses [51]. In our proof-of-concept experiments, we demonstrate
broadband operation in the wavelength range of 1260 nm to 1660 nm, limited only
by the available equipment. We further prove the practical viability of the concept
in a high-speed data transmission experiment, where our 3D-printed PBS/PR as-
semblies are used for separating polarization-multiplexed data signals at the receiver.
We find that the quality of the received signals is on par with that obtained by a con-
ventional high-performance fibre-coupled PBS. While the concept leaves room for
further optimization, we believe that 3D-printed PBS/PR can pave the path towards
efficient polarizationmanipulation in integrated optical systemswith unprecedented
compactness and scalability.

4.4 Methods

Simulations: For the simulations shown inFigures 4.2, 4.3 and4.4, the 3Dstructure
of the PBS was modeled using a commercially available 3D numerical time-domain
solver (CST Studio Suite, Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy-Villacoublay, France). The final
design of the PBSwas the result of amanual optimization based on several parameter
sweeps.
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Fabrication: All 3D-printed structures were fabricated using a home-built two-
photon lithography system equipped with a 63× microscope objective lens (numer-
ical aperture 1.4, field number 25mm) and galvanometer mirrors for rapid beam
movement in the lateral directions. As a lithography light source, we use a fs-laser
with a pulse length of less than 80 fs (C-fiber 780 femtosecond fibre laser, Menlo,
Systems GmbH, Planegg, Germany) and a repetition rate of 100MHz. The litho-
graphy system is equipped with a dedicated control software that allows for precise
localization of the optical fibre core as well as for automated fabrication of the PBS
with high shape fidelity. The system is equipped with a confocal imaging unit using
the lithography laser and its beam deflectors for the acquisition of 3D images that are
perfectly aligned to the lithography coordinate system and hence to any lithograph-
ically fabricated structures. For confocal imaging, the laser power is reduced to avoid
any unwanted polymerization in the photoresist. In the lithography process, the
liquid negative-tone photoresist (Nanoscribe IP-Dip, refractive index 𝑛 = 1.52 at
780 nm, unexposed; see alsoRef. [60]) simultaneously acts as an immersionmedium
for the objective lens. Unexposed photoresist is removed in a two-step development
process using propylene-glycol-methyl-ether-acetate (PGMEA) as a developer for
20min, followed by rinsing in isopropyl alcohol (2-propanol).

Trajectory planning and fibre-to-PBS interface: For the polarization rotators
and the output waveguides, careful planning of the 3D trajectory is important to
ensure efficient coupling between the PBS and other optical structures. To this end,
we use a parametrized trajectory and optimize it for low curvature and hence low
radiation loss. Along this trajectory, thewaveguide cross section is extruded to form a
3Dmodel of the structure that is then lithographically fabricated. Low-loss coupling
between PBS and the standard single-mode fibre (Corning SMF-28) at its input is
achieved by a linearly taperedmode-field adapter, designed for a mode-field diameter
(MFD) of (10.3 ± 0.4) µm at 1550 nm at the fibre side. TheMFD is defined as the
diameter at which the intensity has dropped to 1/e2 of its maximum valuemeasured
in the centre of the fibre core. The methods are derived from the photonic wire
bonding process, details on which can be found in Ref. [5].
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4 Ultra-broadband polarization beam splitter and rotator

Characterization using an IRmicroscope: For characterizationof the 3D-printed
PBS in 4.5, we use an IR camera (Goldeye G-032 SWIR, Allied Vision) attached
to a microscope (DMRXAwith a variable zoom unit DMRD, Leica/Leitz) that is
equipped with an IR objective (LMPlan IR 100×/0.80NA, Olympus). An optional
rotatable linear polarizer (LPIREA100-C, Thorlabs, BER > 43 dB at 1550 nm)
can be inserted into the infinity-optical beam path of the microscope. Laser light
generated by a tunable external-cavity laser (IQS-2600B, EXFO) is injected into
the SMF, and the polarization is adjusted by a standard fibre-based polarization
controller. Each acquired image is corrected for the background signal that is seen
with the laser turned off.

Polarization extinction ratio measurement: The Stokes vector response shown
in Figure B.2 is measured by an optical component analyser (Keysight N7788B),
which comprises an integrated fast polarization controller and a polarimeter. The
polarization controller randomly scrambles the state of polarization, thereby uni-
formly covering the whole Poincaré sphere. The polarization state and the power at
the output of the PBS structure are measured simultaneously by the polarimeter.
The PER can be extracted from these measurements, see Appendix B.2 for details.
The PER is measured at seven discrete wavelengths between 1270 nm and 1620 nm,
using three different tunable laser sources (Ando AQ321D, TUNICS-T1005HP,
Agilent 81600B).

Data transmission experiment: In our data transmission experiments, we used
four output channels from an AWG (Keysight M8196A) to generate the drive sig-
nals for the dual-polarization IQmodulator, see Appendix B.3 for a sketch of the
underlying experimental setup. The signals are derived from random bit patterns
with different seeds, such that each polarization carries uncorrelated data, and are
pre-distorted to compensate for the measured frequency response of the transmit-
ter. For the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) sweep, band-limited amplified
spontaneous-emission (ASE) noise is generated by an ASE source (Orion Laser
Technology ASE-C/CL) and added to the data signal. The noise-loaded signal is
then fed to the receiver, which comprises an erbium-doped fibre amplifier (EDFA)
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for pre-amplification, followed by a bandpass filter (full width at half maximum
1 nm) to suppress out-of-band amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise. The
signal is then fed to the 3D-printed PBS/PR shown in Figure 4.7, where the two
orthogonal polarization states are split and rotated. The two partial signals are then
detected using a coherent heterodyne scheme, where the optical local oscillator tone
(LO, Keysight N7714A) tuned to the edge of the signal spectrum and where two bal-
anced photodiodes (Finisar BPDV2150RQ) remove both signal-signal and LO-LO
interference, see Supplementary Information Section S3 for details. The outputs
of the photodiodes are digitized by a 256GSa/s real-time oscilloscope (Keysight
UXR1004A) and recorded for offline digital signal processing (DSP). In a first DSP
step, the signals are shifted in frequency by the difference between the carrier and
the LO tone. After timing recovery, a 2 × 2MIMO equalizer is used for polariza-
tion de-multiplexing, followed by carrier recovery. Finally, the signals go through a
least-mean-square equalizer before being finally decoded.

[End of paper [J3].]
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5 3D-Printed Ultra-Broadband
Highly Efficient Out-of-Plane
Coupler for Photonic
Integrated Circuits

This chapter explores the usage of PWB based devices beyond the original chip-
to-chip concept. While PWB are traditionally attached to devices on both ends,
this chapter explores PWBwhich are only attached to a photonic chip at one end,
while the other end features a micro-lens printed in the same lithography step. This
approach enables ultra-broadband coupling to optical fibreswhich canbe positioned,
after the structure was fabricated. In many applications, such a structure can replace
and significantly outperform traditional planar grating couplers in efficiency and
bandwidth. This chapter was first presented at the CLEO 2018 conference. The
material from the publication was adapted to comply with the layout and structure
of this thesis.

The concept of amicro-lens attached to a PWBwere initially proposed by the author
of this dissertation in his master’s thesis for the use with silicon nitride strip wave-
guides [130]. These experiments were finalized by Helge Gehring and resulted in
the joint journal contribution [J13]. These earlier results employed a PWB without
any cladding material which resulted in unpredictable excitation of higher-order
modes. In addition, the lens surface was found experimentally and not optimized
analytically. In the framework of this dissertation, the focus shifted to silicon wave-
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guides, and simulation driven design of the micro-lens. In addition, the micro-lens
and the PWB were embedded in a cladding matterialenabling reliable operation
of the device. The interface to silicon inverse taper couplers was developed with
the help of Muhammad Rodlin Billah and Tobias Hoose. Andreas Hofmann and
the author developed a cladding process related to this structure. A patent applica-
tion is currently pending and prevents inclusion of further details in this chapter.
Philipp-Immanuel Dietrich designed the lens for the first prototype structure using
a commercial lens design software, before the custom-made simulation tools, see
Section 2.4, were available. The author wrote the manuscript of the paper with
support by Christian Koos andWolfgang Freude.
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5.1 Introduction

Coupling fibre-guided light from or to on-chip waveguides is a key challenge of
photonic integration. Out-of-plane coupling via the chip surface represents a particu-
larly attractive approach, offering relaxed alignment tolerances along with scalability
to large port counts while greatly simplifying routing of on-chip waveguides. For
large-scale silicon-based photonic integrated circuits (PIC), out-of-plane coupling
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SMF
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Waveguide
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Fig. 5.1: Scanning electron micrograph of 3D micro-printed photonic wire bonds with
attachedmicrolenses (lensed PWB, LPWB) for out-of-plane coupling. These LPWB comprise
a dielectric polymer waveguide connected to a silicon nanowire on one side, and a microlens
on the other side. The full structure is fabricated in a single lithographic step within nine
minutes. The coupler axis is tilted by 12° with respect to the chip normal in order to facilitate
an easy comparison with GC which are also available on the chip. The concept can be readily
adapted to vertically oriented coupler axes. The micro-lens surface can be optimized for
coupling to a large range of target mode fields. The printed structure is embedded in a low-
index cladding (not shown). This helps in achieving single-mode operation of the PWB and
low fresnel loss due to reflection at the optical surfaces. The inset depicts a schematic drawing
of such a structure coupling light from a SiP chip to a SMF.
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5.2 Design and fabrication

largely relies on grating couplers (GC) as the prevailing technical implementation
[131, 132]. However, despite tremendous progress in optimizingGC efficiency [133],
the optical bandwidth is inherently limited to typical values between 40 nm and
50 nm due to the diffractive nature of the structures [134].

In this chapter, a novel approach to highly efficient ultra-broadband out-of-plane
coupling is introduced. The concept relies on 3D printed freeformmicro-lenses that
are connected to on-chip waveguides by photonic wire bonds (PWB) [3]. These
lensed PWB (LPWB) exploit the full flexibility of 3D printing and allow for efficient
coupling of on-chip waveguides to a wide range of field profiles, thereby offering the
possibility to significantly relax alignment tolerances. LPWB can be fabricated in
fully automated processes at any position on the chip surface, and the propagation
of the received or emitted light can have any orientation with respect to the surface
normal. We prove the viability of the concept by coupling silicon strip waveguides to
standard single-mode fibres (SSMF). At a centre wavelength of 1550 nm, we achieve
a coupling efficiency of −0.8 dB along with a 1-dB bandwidth well above 100 nm.

5.2 Design and fabrication

The LPWB comprises a typical silicon-to-polymer waveguide transition in form of a
double-taper [3], the photonic wire bond, another taper attached to the lens along
with the support structure, see Figures 5.1 and 5.2. The polymer waveguide features
a cross-section of 2 µm × 1.8 µm, combining mechanical stability with single-mode
operation, and guides light from the on-chip strip waveguide close to the rear focal
plane of the lens. The waveguide is tapered to a square cross-section of 5 µm × 5 µm
before entering the free-form lens, leading to a moderate beam divergence inside
the lens. To achieve single-mode operation for the polymer waveguide and reduced
Fresnel reflection at the lens and fibre surfaces, the whole setup is immersed in a low-
refractive index oil with refractive index 𝑛cladding = 1.36. In a technical application,
the oil would be replaced by a low-index claddingmaterial that protects the structure.
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Fig. 5.2: WPMsimulation of the propagated field from the polymer taper, through a polymer
micro-lens to the target SSMF, placed at a distance of 30 µm from the lens appex. Taper
and lens are immersed in oil, which can be replaced by a low-index cladding polymer for
permanent mounting. The simulated coupling efficiency of the lens (excluding Fresnel
reflections) amounts to 𝜂Sim = −0.2 dB at 1550 nm. The white contour line marks the radial
1/e2 intensity drop of a Gaussian fit at the respective z position.

The axis orientation, working distance and target mode field size of the micro-lens
can be freely chosen. We designed our lens for focusing into a SSMF placed at a
distance of 30 µm from the lens apex, see Appendix C.1 for more details on how
the mode field diameter effects positional and angular alignment tolerances. The
rotationally symmetric lens surface is described by a fourth-order polynomial, the
coefficients of which were numerically optimized with the help of a wide-angle,
unidirectional wave propagation method [75]. A simulation of the electric field
magnitude inside the lens section of the LPWB is depicted in Figure 5.2.

The polymer structures were fabricated in situ by a single two-photon lithography
step in a negative-tone photoresist (IP-Dip, Nanoscribe GmbH). Fully automated
fabrication is enabled by detecting position and orientation of the silicon taper. To
this end, we combine the data output from an observation camera as well as the data
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5.3 Device characterization

of a confocal detection unit of the 3D lithography system. The fabrication time of a
single structure currently amounts to 7min, with vast potential for speed improve-
ment by more than an order of magnitude. The fabricated structure is developed
in propylene-glycol-methyl-ether-acetate (PGMEA), flushed with isopropanol, and
subsequently blow dried. For characterization, most LPWB were fabricated on
a standard silicon chip processed in a CMOS line using 193 nm deep-ultraviolet
lithography. The tip widths of the inverse tapers amount to typically 120 nm. An
additional experiment was carried out using silicon devices structured by electron
beam lithography. In both cases the silicon device layer thickness was 220 nm .

5.3 Device characterization

In a first set of experiments, the LPWB couplers were attached to Si strip waveguides,
which were connected to standard GC at the other end, see inset of Figure 5.3, and
the transmission is measured using a tunable laser source (TLS). The coupling effi-
ciency of the LPWB coupler is then determined by using multiple on-chip GC‑GC
test structures as a reference. Figure 5.3 depicts the total measured Si-to-fibre coup-
ling efficiency for four nominally identical LPWB, including both the lens-to-SMF
interface and the transition of the PWB to the on-chip waveguide. Three of the
four structures exhibit a coupling efficiency better than −1 dB. Note that the op-
tical bandwidth of our measurements is limited by the GC as well as by the tuning
range of the TLS. Extrapolating the measurement results, we expect that the 1-dB
bandwidth is well above 193 nm, thereby outperforming even advanced GC designs.
The optimum coupling distance between the LPWB lens apex and the SSMF agreed
with simulations within ±5 µm.
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Fig. 5.3: Measured coupling efficiency of a LPWB structures on silicon photonic chips
for four nominally identical LPWB connected via a Si strip waveguide coupled to a grating
coupler. Together with the tuning range of the light source, measurable LPWB bandwidth is
limited but the measurement equipment rather than the LPWB structure.

5.4 Summary

We demonstrate a 3D printed ultra-broadband and highly efficient out-of-plane
coupler for photonic integrated circuits. The coupling efficiency at 𝜆0 = 1550 nm is
−0.8 dB with a 1 dB bandwidth exceeding 200 nm.

[End of Conference Contribution [C16].]
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6 Summary and Future Work

The packaging and assembly of photonic integrated systems is the dominant cost-
factor of the commercial products. In this work, photonic wire bonds (PWB) are
shown to be a viable solution to enable optical multi-chip modules (MCM). These
modules combine indium phosphide (InP) light sources with silicon photonic (SiP)
chips, and offer record high data rates. In particular, an eight-channel transmitter
with an aggregate line rate of 448Gbit s−1 using intensity modulation is shown. A
second experiment demonstrates anMCM-based four-channel coherent transmit-
ter, operating at a net data rate of 732.7Gbit s−1 — a record for coherent silicon
photonic transmitters with co-packaged lasers. Together, these modules feature 21
functional PWB connections, most of which were PWB that were fabricated in a
fully automated fashion. Automation is also used to mass produce 100 photonic
wire bonds on a single chip. These are the first photonic wire bonds that reliably
demonstrate ultra-low insertion losses of 0.7 dB. In addition, they are covered by a
solid cladding material for the first time, which is shown to protect the structures
against environmental conditions with no observed failure of a PWB connection.
These tests include temperature cycles between 40 °C and 85 °C, long-term damp
heat tests at 85 °C and 85% relative humidity for more than 3000 h, following the
Telcordia standard [93].

Finally, two novel structures are developed and realized in this dissertation: The first
structure realizes a broadband polarization beam splitter with integrated rotators
using highly birefringent 3D-printed waveguides. The second structure enables
efficient and broadband out-of-plane fibre-to-chip coupling by adding a micro-
optical lens at the end of a PWB.
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6 Summary and Future Work

The experimental and theoretical findings of this work advance PWB from a pure
research topic to a practical application. In fact, the maturity of the process may
warrant future research in a more industrial setting, which is witnessed by the fact
that many aspects and results of this dissertations have been transferred to a start-up
company [135] which is commercializing the photonic wire bonding process.

One promising area of future research is super-resolution lithography and lower
shrinkage of the polymerizedmaterial. This is of particular importance, since smaller
PWB could greatly improve the performance of the PWB connection in anMCM
assemblies by enabling truly single-mode or advanced polarizationmaintaining PWB
connections. While current lithography systems are nominally already capable of
achieving the required feature size, the polymerized material must be mechanically
strong and showminimal shrinkage – both of which has proven difficult. Future
material improvements are, however, very likely, considering the many different
types of polymer precursors and photoinitiators, many of which can be used for
multi-photon lithography.

Another common limitation which typically arises when MCM modules are as-
sembled concerns the relatively short working distances of objectives with high
numerical aperture (NA), approximately 300 µm. This small working distance is of
particular importance when PWB are fabricated as the last assembly step on fully
populated multi-chip modules that include the electronic components. In this case,
electrical wire bonds or other electrical components such as bypass capacitors can
protrude far enough from the surface of the board to interfere with the objective and
its limited working distance. Multiple manufacturers of microscopy equipment are
currently releasing high-NA objectives for multi-photon fluorescence imaging deep
inside of intact brain tissue. By necessity, these objectives feature a large working
distance which could be used to overcome the aforementioned limitation.
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6 Summary and Future Work

Future workwill also certainly improve the cladding process, whichwas only demon-
strated for on-chip PWB in this dissertation. Applying the cladding material to
chip-to-chip PWB has proven difficult, since the cladding material is usually a liquid
that is cross-linked in a subsequent process step. The liquid tends to flow into the
gap between chips and subject the PWB to significant capillary forces, often dam-
aging the PWB connection in the process. Solutions to this problems are subject of
ongoing research activities [136].

Finally, while the demonstrators in this dissertation were clearly geared towards
optical data communication, they may also be used in a wide variety of fields and
enable MCMmodules with completely new functionality. One field of particular
interest is integrated quantum optics. Here, PWB can directly connect to single-
photon sources, such as nitrogen-vacancy centres in diamond, to integratedquantum
experiments on chips and off-chip single-photon detectors. The resulting module
canbe very compact and features low thermalmass, which is of particular importance
for cryogenic environments.
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Appendix A

Hybrid Multi-Chip Assembly of
Optical Communication Engines
by In-Situ 3D Nano-Lithography

The text in this chapter has been published as an appendix of the publication [J7].
It was adapted to fit the layout, structure and notation of this dissertation.

[Start of Appendix of publication [J7].]

A.1 Scalability and stability of photonic wire
bonds

For demonstrating environmental stability of photonic wire bonds, five samples
were subjected to climate tests. Each chip consists of three independent fields, each
field containing 33 PWB bridges, see Figures A.1 and 3.2 of the main manuscript.
The cladding is locally deposited in each field. All five samples were tested at 85 °C
and 85% relative humidity according to the standard Telcordia test conditions [93].
One of the samples was additionally exposed to 500 cycles of −40 °C to 85 °C trans-
itions at an average heating/cooling rate of 3Kmin−1, limited by the performance
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Appendix A SI: Hybrid MCM Assembly of Optical Communication Engines

100 μm Low-index cladding GCPWB bridgesSiP waveguide

Fig. A.1: Micrograph of a field of densely spaced on-chip PWB bridges connecting down-
tapered ends of SiP strip waveguides. The PWB are covered with a protective low-index
cladding. Figure 3.2 of the main manuscript shows bare PWB bridge structures prior to
applying the cladding material. The sample has been subjected to temperature 500 cycles of
−40 °C/85 °C in addition to 500 hours of damp heat test at 85 °C and 85% relative humidity.
No change in transmission nor any physical changes such as delamination of the cladding
material from the SiP chip was observed.
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A.1 Scalability and stability of photonic wire bonds

5 μm

Laser damage

Grating coupler Grating coupler

Fig. A.2: High-power testing. In the experiments, we tested the power handling capabilities
of structures similar to the ones shown in Supplementary Figure A.1. To this end, CW light
at a wavelength of 1550 nm was launched to the input grating coupler (GC) from a standard
SMF. The depicted damages occurred at launch powers of approximately 24 dBm in the SMF,
which would correspond to 19 dBm of on-chip power taking into account a GC loss of 5 dB.
In all experiments, the input GC was destroyed before any damages to the PWB bridges were
observed.
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of our climate chamber. None of these samples showed any sign of fatigue, such as
delamination of the cladding material from the SiP chip, or change in colour, and
the PWB transmission remained unchanged. We further tested the power handling
capabilities of PWB structures by subjecting them to high-power continuous laser
radiation at 1550 nm. We observe that the SiP waveguides were destroyed by nonlin-
ear absorption at approximately 19 dBm of on-chip power before any damage was
observed at the PWB bridge, see Figure A.2.

A.2 Demonstration 1: Eight-channel multi-chip
transmitter module for intensity
modulation and direct detection

A.2.1 Electrical channel cross-talk for intensity
modulated eight-channel transmitter

In the experiments described in the main text, the various channels were operated
one by one due to the lack of an RF package and an adequate number of drive
channels. To confirm that simultaneous operation of all channels is possible, we
measure the electrical crosstalk between twoneighbouring unterminatedmodulators
using a vector network analyser (VNA), see Figure A.3. To this end, we apply a small-
signal modulation to one of the RF input ports of theMach-Zehnder modulator
(MZM) belonging to Channel 7 (Ch 7), and we measure the cross-talk signals at the
ends of the transmission lines of the neighbouring MZM belonging to Ch 8 and
Ch 6, see green and red trace in Figure A.3. In addition, we determine the direct
transmission through theMZM transmission lines of Ch 7 and Ch 8 in a separate
measurement, see blue and orange trace in Figure A.3. We obtain an electrical
crosstalk of approximately −20 dB or less for the relevant frequency range below
40GHz. Note that this measurement corresponds to a conservative estimate in the
sense that theMZMtransmission line ofCh7was left unterminatedwhilemeasuring
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A.2 8-channel multi-chip transmitter module for IM/DD
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Fig. A.3: Electrical cross-talk of MZM.We measured the cross-talk from the unterminated
Channel 2 (Ch 2) to adjacent channels (green and red traces), along with the RF transmission
through the MZM transmission lines of Ch 1 and 2 (blue and orange trace).
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the cross-talk to the adjacent channels. We expect that proper termination of all
MZM transmission lines would further decrease the crosstalk. These experiments
indicate that parallel operation on all channels should be possible once dedicated
RF boards and driver electronics are available.

A.2.2 Bit-error ratio (BER) estimation of a PAM-4
intensity-modulated signal

Given the limited length of our recordings, we estimate the bit error ratio (BER)
based on the measured probability density functions (PDF) at the optimal sampling
point. Such approaches are well established for on-off-keying (OOK) signals [137],
and models exist for PAM4-signalling [138]. In the following, we extend the existing
models by introducing independent Gaussian probability density functions 𝑤𝑖(𝑢)
for each level of index 𝑖 with a mean of 𝑢𝑖 and standard deviation of 𝜎𝑖. In our
experiments, the assumption of Gaussian distributions is justified since we did
not use any optical amplifiers such that the noise originates predominantly from
the electric amplifier at the receiver. In the following, we denote the probability
of transmitting a one or a zero with 𝑝(1t) or 𝑝 (0t), respectively. The optimum
decision threshold 𝑢th for aminimumBER is found by calculating a stationary point
of the BER with respect to the decision threshold, i.e., d BER/d 𝑢𝑡ℎ = 0, where

BER = 𝑝 (1t)∫
𝑢th

−∞
𝑤1 (𝑢) 𝑑𝑢 + 𝑝 (0t)∫

+∞

𝑢th
𝑤0 (𝑢) 𝑑𝑢 (A.2.1)

𝑝 (1t) 𝑤1 (𝑢th,opt) = 𝑝 (0t) 𝑤0 (𝑢th,opt) (A.2.2)

In case of OOK signals, the optimal decision threshold 𝑢th is often calculated [137]
based on the assumption that the ratio of occurrence probabilities of ones and zeros
is equal to the ratio of the corresponding standard deviations, i.e.,

𝑝 (1t) /𝑝 (0t) = 𝜎1/𝜎0 . (A.2.3)
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A.2 8-channel multi-chip transmitter module for IM/DD

In this case, the optimum decision threshold is found to be

𝑢th,opt,𝜎 =
𝑢0𝜎1 + 𝑢1𝜎0
𝜎0 + 𝜎1

. (A.2.4)

In our experiments we do not adjust the transmit probabilities of ones and zeros
to the associated standard deviations, but rather transmit all symbols with equal
probability. The optimal decision threshold 𝑢th,opt and the resulting BER are then
given by the optimal decision threshold
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(A.2.5)
and the resulting BER of 𝑢th,opt is found to be

BER = 1
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(A.2.6)

In case of PAM4, the four signal levels 𝑢𝑖, 𝑖 = 1… 4, can analogously be described
by four Gaussian probability density functions. Similarly to OOK, we choose
the optimal decision 𝑢th,opt,𝑖,𝑗 threshold between two adjacent levels 𝑢𝑖 and 𝑢𝑗 by
considering the associated Gaussian distributions of the two adjacent levels similarly
to the procedure described in above. Note that this approach assumes negligible
contributions of the Gaussian probability density functions that are associated with
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additional signal levels 𝑢𝑘 that are not adjacent to the considered decision threshold,
i.e., for which 𝑘 ≠ 𝑖 and 𝑘 ≠ 𝑗. However, when calculating the overall BER, we
do include the contribution of erroneously detected symbols that correspond to
non-adjacent signal levels, i.e., we take into account the fact that large deviations
from the transmitted signal level may result in more than one bit error per symbol.
Since the full expression for the PAM-4 bit-error ratioBERPAM4 is too long for print,
we provide a Python-based computer algebra derivation as a separate code listing
A.1. The program allows analysing intensity modulation with an arbitrary number
of levels for arbitrary bit-to-level mapping and symbol probabilities.

A.2.3 Data transmission results

ForOOK encoded signals, no errors were recorded for all data rates and transmission
distances irrespective of the use of post-equalization. The BER could hence only
be estimated. For the estimation, we consider the post-equalized signals, since the
non-equalized signals suffer from inter-symbol interference (ISI), which renders the
assumption of additive white Gaussian noise invalid. For PAM-4 encoded signals,
our recordings included errors for high symbol rates and longer distances, as shown in
Figure A.4. Note that reliable measurement of the BER requires at least 13 bit errors
[137], resulting in an upper boundary of BERmeasured ≳ 10−4 for our recordings,
which is indicated as a grey bar in Figure A.4. All estimated and directly measured
BER are below the of 3.8 × 10−3 limit of hard-decision forward-error correction
(HD-FEC) with 7% coding overhead [95, 104]. Note that the estimated and the
measured BER coincide pretty well for the cases where direct BERmeasurements
were possible, indicating the validity of the approach.
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Listing A.1: Computer algebra derivation to calculate BERPAM4 and BEROOK developed in
Python. The program can be adapted to other encoding and symbol probabilit-
ies.

1 from sympy import Symbol, Rational, Eq, solve, oo, integrate, simplify
2 from sympy.stats import std, density, Normal
3 from sympy.abc import x
4 import numpy as np
5 import collections
6
7 encoding_pam4 = [(False, False), (False, True),
8 (True, True), (True, False)]
9 encoding_ook = [(False, ), (True, )]
10 encoding = encoding_ook
11
12 # Assume all levels are equally likely
13 level_probabilities = [Rational(1, len(encoding)), ] * len(encoding)
14 transition_bit_errors = dict()
15 for level1, level1_bits in enumerate(encoding):
16 for level2, level2_bits in enumerate(encoding):
17 nr_errors = int(sum(np.logical_xor(level1_bits, level2_bits)))
18 transition_bit_errors[(level1, level2)] = Rational(nr_errors,

len(level1_bits))↪
19
20 # Assume fully independent gaussian distributions:
21 pdfs = [Normal(f'w_{i}', mean=Symbol(f'mu_{i}'),
22 std=Symbol(f'sigma_{i}', positive=True))
23 for i in range(len(encoding))]
24 level_thresholds = [solve(Eq(density(pdf_l)(x),
25 density(pdf_r)(x)), x)[0].simplify()
26 for p_l, pdf_l, p_r, pdf_r
27 in zip(level_probabilities[:-1], pdfs[:-1],
28 level_probabilities[1:], pdfs[1:])]
29 # Go through all bit error combinations and calculate the bit error

probability↪
30 # Level 1: Correct level
31 # Level 2: Wrong level
32 transition_ber = collections.OrderedDict()
33 for level1, level1_pdf in enumerate(pdfs):
34 for level2, level2_pdf in enumerate(pdfs):
35 if level1 == level2:
36 continue
37
38 start_integration = (level_thresholds[level2-1]
39 if level2 > 0 else -oo)
40 stop_integration = (level_thresholds[level2]
41 if level2 < len(level_thresholds)
42 else oo)
43
44 probability = integrate(density(level1_pdf)(x),
45 (x, start_integration,

stop_integration))↪
46 transition_ber[(level1, level2)] = \
47 simplify(probability * level_probabilities[level1]
48 * transition_bit_errors[(level1, level2)])
49 total_ber = simplify(sum(transition_ber.values()))
50 print('Total BER', total_ber)
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Fig. A.4: Measured (open symbols) and estimated (filled symbols) bit error ratios (BER) of
the eight-channel multi-chip module transmitting PAM-4 signals at different symbol rates
and over different distances. For all transmission demonstrations, the BER stays below the
7%HD-FEC threshold, including Channel 6, which suffers from additional losses due to an
avoidable extra on-chipMMI. The aggregate line rate of the module amounts to 448Gbit s−1.
For each transmission demonstration, the grey bars indicate the BER range for which the
measured BER is not statistically relevant since less than 13 errors were detected within the
limited recording length which varied between 4.94 × 105 bit and 1.08 × 106 bit. Measured
BER values (open symbols) at the very bottom (‘BER = 0’) indicate measured recordings
which did not contain any error.
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coherent communications

A.3 Demonstration 2: Four-channel multi-chip
transmitter module for coherent
communications

The insertion losses (IL) of the PBW connections are obtained by measuring the
power levels at various sampling points and by taking into account the grating
coupler (GC) losses as well as the losses of the various on-chip components. The
GC and component losses were derived frommeasurements of nominally identical
reference structures produced in the same fabrication run as the transceiver chips.
Specifically, we measure the power levels 𝑃launch at the output SMF of each channel
and compare them to the emission power𝑃las of the correspondingHCSEL prior to
photonicwire bonding. In addition,wemeasure the power coupledout of additional
on-chip taps at the output of the MZM of each channel. To obtain the emission
power 𝑃las of each HCSEL, we characterize the devices as described in [50] prior to
photonic wire bonding, leading to power levels of 7.4 dBm, 8.4 dBm, 8.6 dBm and
9.0 dBm for Channel 1, 2, 3, and 4 and a drive current of 100mA, respectively. The
corresponding fibre-coupled module output powers 𝑃launch amount to −19.9 dBm,
−13.6 dBm, −12.9 dBm, and −11.6 dBm, respectively, all measured for maximum
transmission of the SOH in-phase/quadrature (IQ) modulators. In this case, the
on-chip loss of the SOH IQ amounts to (8.0 ± 0.3) dB, including bus waveguide
losses of the order of 1.5 dB. The remaining losses are attributed to non-ideal power
splitters, strip-to-slot transitions in the SOHMZM, and imperfectly etched slot
waveguides. Based on these measurements, we estimate HCSEL-to-SOI PWB losses
of 10.8 dB, 4.9 dB, 4.0 dB, and 6.9 dB for Channel 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The
high loss of Channel 1 is caused by a dirt particle sticking to the PWB. The chip-to-
fibre PWB losses amount to 8.8 dB, 9.5 dB, 9.2 dB, and 5.5 dB, respectively. Note
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(a) Constellation diagrams for transmission of all channels at 28GBd, 45GBd, and 56GBd.
The performance of Ch 1 was impeded by a dirt particle on one of the PWB, leading to a
lower launch power, such that only QPSK transmission was successful. For simplicity, we
only confirmed error-free transmission performance at the highest symbol rate and did not
perform any experiments at 28GBd or 45GBd.

(b) Measured bit error ratios (BER) for all channels. Channel 1 (Ch 1) was operated with
QPSK only, whereas Ch 2…4 are tested with 16QAM signals. All BER values stay below the
threshold for 7 % FEC except for the 56GBd back-to-back operation (B2B) of Ch 2. Since
the BER of the 75 km transmission is below the FEC limit, we attribute this result to a non-
optimum adjustment of the modulator bias in the B2B experiment. The aggregate module
line rate amounts to 784Gbit s−1.

Fig. A.5: Coherent transmission experiments, including back-to-back measurements as well
as transmission at 45GBd.
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A.3 4-channel transmitter for coherent communications

that the module output power used in the transmission experiment is smaller than
the maximum achievable launch power 𝑃launch due to the modulation loss of the
individual MZM and due to the intrinsic 3 dB loss that occurs at the I/Q power
combiner when adjusting for an ideal 𝜋/2 phase difference.

For simplicity, Figure 3.12 of themainmanuscript only shows the results for 28GBd
and 56GBd transmission over 75 km. We also performed measurements at 45GBd
as well as back-to-back reference experiments. The results are given in Figure A.5.

[End of Appendix of publication [J7].]
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Appendix B

Photonic polarization beam
splitter and rotator

The text of this chapter was taken from the Supplementary material of manuscript
[J3] that is being prepared for submission. It was adapted to fit the layout, structure
and notation of this dissertation.

[Start of Appendix of publication [J3].]

B.1 Measurement of polarization extinction
ratio (PER)

We test our PBS structures by measuring the PER over a broad range of wavelengths.
To this end, the polarization at the input of the structure is varied randomly by a
polarization scrambler, while the Stokes vector and the power at the device output
are continuously recorded by a polarimeter, see Figure B.1a for a sketch of the
associated setup. The measurement was performed with a commercially available
optical component analyser (Keysight N7788B) and was repeated for each of the
output ports, thereby revealing the output polarization state of maximum and
minimum transmission as well as the associated PER. The PBS test structure used
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SMF

SMF

Output II

Input
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Fig. B.1: Measurement of the polarization extinction ratio (PER) of the PBS with
attached polarization rotators (PR). (a) Experimental setup: The PBS is 3D-printed
together with the PR and additional mode-field adapters on the facet of an SMF, which
is connected to a polarization scrambler. The two output ports are probed by a movable
SMF, which is attached to a polarization analyser. The polarization at the input is scrambled
randomly, and the power and the Stokes vectors are measured at both outputs. (b) Schematic
rendering of the PBS (green) with attached PR (blue) and mode-field adapters (red), which
are attached to a table-like mechanical support structure (yellow). Orthogonal polarization
states (blue and red arrows) at the input port are separated to identical polarization states at
the output of the structure.

in this experiment is 3D-printed on the facet of an SMF array which is connected to
the polarization scrambler. At the output, the structure is equipped with a pair of
polarization rotators (PR), realized by rectangular waveguides that are twisted by
45° along the propagation direction [46, 139], thus providing identical polarizations
at both ports, see Figure B.1b. For better probing of the output, the structure is
equipped with adiabatic mode-field adapters that are held by a table-like mechanical
support structure, see Figure 4.7 of themainmanuscript, and that canbe individually
probed by moving an SMF to the respective port. Note that, due to the unknown
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Fig. B.2: Measured output Stokes states of the PBS on the Poincaré sphere in Mollweide
projection, coloured by normalized transmitted power. For simplicity, we rotate all measured
Stokes vectors such that the polarization state with highest transmitted power at Output I,
sout,pass,1,, is oriented along the 𝑠1-direction of the Poincaré sphere (0° longitude and 0° latitude),
which corresponds to a linear polarization in horizontal direction, while the predominant
polarization state at Output II, sout,pass,2, is on the equator of the Poincaré sphere, correspond-
ing to a linear polarization at a certain angle 𝜓with respect to the horizontal direction. We
extract only a slight angle deviation of 𝜓 = −8.4° of the two equivalent linear polarization
states, indicating correct operation of the PR.

polarization rotation in the SMF, our measurement only allows to determine the
exact polarization state at the input of the polarimeter, but not at the output ports
of the PBS/PR. This needs to be considered when evaluating the measurement
data, see Supplementary Section S3 for details. Note also that the two output ports
of our structure are only separated by 25 µm, and we may hence assume that the
polarization rotation in the SMF does not change significantly when moving the
SMF between the ports. For an ideal device, the two ports should thus exhibit
maximum transmission at identical output polarization states.

The measurement results obtained from our test structure at a vacuum wavelength
of 1460 nm are depicted in Figure B.2. For this measurement, the input polarization
state was scanned across 20 000 points uniformly distributed on the Poincaré sphere.
The plot shows the measured Stokes states on the Poincaré sphere in Mollweide
projection, coloured by normalized transmitted power. For each of the two device
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Appendix B Photonic polarization beam splitter and rotator

outputs, we find a predominant polarization state, which we mark by sout,pass,1 and
sout,pass,2 in Figure B.2. These states correspond to the polarization that would
be transmitted to the respective output of a perfect PBS. For a real device with
finite PER, the output polarization states sout,pass,1 and sout,pass,2 exhibit the highest
power transmission. At the same time, the measured output polarization states are
concentrated around sout,pass,1 and sout,pass,2 in case the input polarization is randomly
varied. Note that, for simplicity, we rotated all measured Stokes vectors such that
sout,pass,1 is oriented along the 𝑠1-direction (0° longitude and 0° latitude), which
corresponds to a linear polarization in horizontal direction, while sout,pass,2 is on the
equator of the Poincaré sphere, corresponding to a linear polarization at a certain
angle𝜓with respect to the horizontal direction. Note also that the transformation of
the measured output polarizations to linear polarization states is somewhat arbitrary
since the true polarization transformation in the output fibre is unknown. Still,
we extract only a slight angle deviation of 𝜓 = −8.4° of the two equivalent linear
polarization states, indicating a fairly good performance of the polarization rotators.

For each of the output ports, we then extract the polarization extinction ratio (PER),
which is here defined as the ratio of the maximum transmitted power at the target
output polarization state to the minimum power at the antipodal point on the
Poincaré sphere. For better reliability of the extracted results, we implemented a
PER evaluation technique that considers all power levels recorded for the various
input polarization states rather than just themaximum and theminimumpower, see
AppendixB.3 for details. The experimentwas repeated for differentwavelengths over
a broad range from 1260 nm to 1620 nm, see Figure 4.8a of the main manuscript
for a plot of the extracted PER vs. wavelength. We find that the PER is better
than 11 dBover the whole wavelength range, which was only limited by the tuning
range of the underlying external-cavity lasers, see Methods of the main manuscript
for details. This is slightly worse than the performance expected by simulations,
see 4.4 of the main manuscript. We also measured the insertion loss of the device
using the polarization state of maximum transmission at each output port. At
a wavelength of 1550 nm, we find losses of 4.4 dB and 3.8 dB for Output I and
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(PER)

Output II, respectively. Note that these values include the loss of the PBS, of the
subsequent PR, and of the adiabatic mode-field adapters at the input and the output
of the device. Still, there is room for improvement considering the sub-2 dB losses
expected from simulations of the PBS structure only, see Figure 4.4 of the main
manuscript. We attribute the deviations between measurements and simulations
to imperfections of the 3D-printed structure, caused by limited resolution and
shrinkage of the resist structure upon development. Exploiting super-resolution
3D-lithography inspired by the concept of stimulated-emission-depletion (STED)
[64] microscopy might allow to better resolve fine details of the PBS structure and
to further enhance the performance of the devices in the future.

B.2 Scattering parameters, Jones matrix, and
polarization extinction ratio (PER)

Figure 4.4 of the main manuscript gives the simulated PBS performance in terms
of transmission, crosstalk, leakage, unfilterable crosstalk, and PER. The first four
parameters are directly extracted from the corresponding elements of the simulated
scattering matrix, as indicated in Figure 4.4 and in the main text. For calculating
the PER, we use the ratio of the squares of the singular values of the simulated
Jones matrices of the PBS[140]. The Jones matrix associated with a certain output
port describes the propagation of light from the PBS input port to this output
port. In the following, the Jones matrix associated with output port𝐻 is denoted
as TPBS,𝛨, while TPBS,𝑉 refers to output port 𝑉. The Jones vector at the input

port isJ𝛪 = [𝐸(𝛪)
𝛨 𝐸(𝛪)

𝑉 ]
𝛵
, while the Jones vectors at the output ports𝐻 and𝑉 are

J𝛨 = [𝐸(𝛨)
𝛨 𝐸(𝛨)

𝑉 ]
𝛵
and J𝑉 = [𝐸(𝑉)

𝛨 𝐸(𝑉)
𝑉 ]

𝛵
. The Jones-matrix elements can be

directly taken from the scattering matrix, such that the relations J𝛨 = TPBS,𝛨J𝛪 and
J𝑉 = TPBS,𝑉J𝛪 between the Jones vectors and the input and at the output can be
written as
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[
𝐸(𝛨)
𝛨
𝐸(𝛨)
𝑉

] = [
S̲𝛦(𝛨)

𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨
S̲𝛦(𝛨)

𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

S̲𝛦(𝛨)
𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨

S̲𝛦(𝛨)
𝑉 𝛦(𝛪)𝑉

] [
𝐸(𝛪)
𝛨
𝐸(𝛪)
𝑉

] (B.2.1)

[
𝐸(𝑉)
𝛨
𝐸(𝑉)
𝑉

] = [
S ̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)𝛨

S ̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛨 𝛦(𝛪)

S ̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛦(𝛪) S ̲𝛦(𝑉)𝛦(𝛪)
] [
𝐸(𝛪)
𝛨
𝐸(𝛪)
𝑉

] . (B.2.2)

The PER is then calculated as the ratio of the squares of the singular values 𝑠1 and 𝑠2
of the corresponding Jones matrices [140],

PER =
𝑠21 (TPBS,𝛨)
𝑠22 (TPBS,𝛨)

=
𝑠21 (TPBS,𝑉)
𝑠22 (TPBS,𝑉)

, (B.2.3)

where 𝑠1 ≥ 𝑠2 without loss of generality.

B.3 PER extraction from the measurements

The PER of an optical device is generally defined as the ratio of maximum to min-
imumoutput power𝑃out that can be foundwhen varying the input polarization over
all possible states. In our experiments, the input polarization states were sampled
randomly, and a straightforward way of calculating the PER is taking the ratio of
the maximum to the minimum recorded output power. However, this approach
takes into account only two measured power levels, which bears the risk that the
result is subject to noise, which could lead to an overestimated PER. In addition,
there is no guarantee that the sampled input states will fall close enough to the states
of minimum and maximum transmitted power.

We therefore implemented a PERevaluation technique that considers all power levels
recorded for the various input polarization states and relies on fitting a theoretical
curve to the full set ofmeasurement data. To explain this technique, we consider only
one output port of the 3D-printed polarization-beam-splitter/polarization-rotator
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Fig. B.3: Measurement and evaluation of the polarization extinction ratio (PER) of the
3D-printed polarization-beam-splitter/polarization-rotator combination (PBS/PR),
taking into account the full set of measured output powers and polarization states.
a) Experimental setup: The 3D-printed PBS/PR is fed through a standard single-mode fibre
(SMF) by light emitted from a polarization scrambler, and the output power and the output
polarization state are measured by a polarization analyser connected to the PBS/PR by a
second SMF. Jscr, Jin and Jout denote the Jones vectors and the output of the polarization
scrambler, the input and the output of the PBS/PR, and at the input of the polarization
analyser, while sscr, sin, sout and san denote the corresponding Stokes vectors. The non-ideal
PBS/PR is modelled by a Jones matrixTPBS, while the two SMF at the input and the output
side of the PBS/PR are represented by two unitary Jones matricesU andV, respectively. b)
Illustration of the Stokes vectors recorded by the polarization analyser. Since we assume fully
polarized light, all Stokes vectors are on the surface of the Poincaré sphere. The output power
should be the same for all polarization states that are located on a circle which is centred about
the state of maximum transmission. The radius of this circle is quantified by the opening
angle 𝛿 of the associated cone. c)Normalized output power𝑃out vs. angle 𝛿, as recorded for the
data point for Output 1 at a wavelength of 1460 nm, see Figure 4.8a of the main manuscript.
By fitting a model function (red) to the measurement data (blue), we extract a field leakage of
𝜀 = 0.1635, corresponding to a PER of 15.7 dB.
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combination (PBS/PR) – the other output port can be treated in an analogous
way. For simplicity, we further assume that the maximum power transmission for
the considered port occurs for a perfectly horizontal (x-polarized) polarization at
both the input and the output of the PBS/PR, characterized by Stokes vectors

sin,pass = sout,pass = [ 1 0 0 ]
T
. Note that the input port can only be accessed

through an optical fibre that is connected to the polarization scrambler, and that
the measurement of the power and the polarization state at the PBS/PR output
requires a second optical fibre leading to the polarization analyser, see Figure B.3a for
a sketch of the experimental setup. In the following, we assume fully polarized light
such that we can use either Stokes or Jones calculus, as appropriate. We describe the
input fibre between the polarization scrambler and the PBS/PR by a Jones matrix
U, whereas the output fibre is described by a Jones matrixV, see Figure B.3a. For a
given polarization state with Jones vector Jscr emitted by the polarization scrambler,
the Jones vector of the polarization state Jan received by the polarization analyser can
then be written as

Jan = VTPBSUJscr, (B.3.1)

whereTPBS corresponds to the Jones matrix of the non-ideal PBS/PR, and where
the Jones matricesU and V of the input fibre and the output fibre can be assumed
to be unitary, see Figure B.3a. The light at the PBS/PR input can be expressed by an
input Jones vector Jin = UJscr, which is characterized by an angle 𝛼in that defines
the ratio of the field amplitudes in the two polarizations and by a phase difference 𝜑
between the 𝑥- and the 𝑦-component,

Jin = |𝐸in| [ cos (𝛼in) e
i𝜑/2 sin (𝛼in) e

−i𝜑/2 ]
T
. (B.3.2)
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In this relation, |𝐸in| denotes the electric field that is associated with the signal at
the input of the 3D-printed PBS/PR – the corresponding power is denoted by
𝑃in ∼ |𝐸in|

2. For the PBS/PR, we assume a simplified Jones matrix TPBS that
corresponds to that of a non-ideal linear polarizer oriented along the x-direction,

TPBS = [
1 0
0 𝜀

] , (B.3.3)

where 𝜀, 0 ≤ 𝜀 ≤ 1, is the magnitude of the polarization leakage. The corresponding
PER is then found as the ratio of the squares of the singular values ofTPBS [140]

PER = 1
𝜀2
. (B.3.4)

Note that the model for the Jones matrix according to Eq. (B.3.3) represents an
approximation: The Jones matricesTPBS,𝛨 andTPBS,𝑉 that are obtained from our
simulations, Eqs. (B.2.1) and (B.2.2), do have non-zero off-diagonal elements and
are generally not Hermitian. As a consequence, transformation into a diagonal
matrix as assumed in Eq. (B.3.3) is not generally possible. Still, themagnitudes of the
off-diagonal elements are small such that the associated error should not be severe,
see discussion below.

Using the Jones-matrix model according to Eq. (B.3.3), the relation between a given
polarization state, , Jin at the input of the PBS/PR and the corresponding output
state Jout can be written as

Jout = TPBSJin = |𝐸in| [
1 0
0 𝜀

] [
cos (𝛼in) e

i𝜑/2

sin (𝛼in) e
−i𝜑/2 ] . (B.3.5)
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We can now express the ratio of the power 𝑃out at the output of the PBS/PR to the
input power 𝑃in in terms of the magnitude of the polarization leakage 𝜀 and the
angle 𝛼in,

𝑃out
𝑃in

=
|𝐸out|

2

|𝐸in| 2
= |Jout|

2 = cos2 (𝛼in) + 𝜀
2 sin (𝛼in) . (B.3.6)

Note that the ratio in Eq. (B.3.6) does not depend on the phase difference 𝜑.

When evaluating the measurement, we face the problem that the angle 𝛼in and thus
the expression for the power transmission according to Eq. (B.3.6) are related to
the Jones vector at the output of the PBS/PR, which cannot be accessed in the
measurement. To establish a relationship to the known polarization state Jan at the
input of the polarization analyser, we proceed in two steps. First, we switch to Stokes
space andwe find a relationship that connects the angle 𝛼in and themagnitude of the
polarization leakage 𝜀 in to the angle 𝛿 between the actual Stokes vector sout at the

PBS/PR output and the stokes vector sout,pass = [1 0 0]
T
that corresponds to

maximum transmission. To this end, we first calculate sout = [𝑠out,1 𝑠out,2 𝑠out,3]
T

from the components of vector Jout using Equations. (6.1-9a)–(6.1-9d) in Ref. [141].
The angle 𝛿 ∈ [0, 𝜋] between the measured Stokes vector sout and output Stokes
vector sout,pass of maximum transmission can then be calculated as

cos (𝛿) = sout ⋅ sout,pass =
cos2 (𝛼in) − 𝜀

2 sin (𝛼in)
cos2 (𝛼in) + 𝜀2 sin (𝛼in)

(B.3.7)

which can be simplified to

tan ( 𝛿2) = 𝜀 tan (𝛼in) (B.3.8)

In a second step, we then account for the propagation of the signal from the PB-
S/PR output to the polarization analyser. To this end, we exploit the fact that the
corresponding Jones vectors Jout and Jan are related by a unitary transformation
that is described by the Jones matrix V of the output fibre. In Stokes space, this
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transformation simply corresponds to a rotation about the origin, which leaves the
relative angle 𝛿 between the measured Stokes vectors sout and sout,pass unchanged.
In other words: For a given polarization leakage magnitude 𝜀, the output power
𝑃out should be the same for all polarization states that are located on a circle on the
surface of the Poincaré sphere which is centred about sout,pass, see Figure B.3b for
an illustration. We may thus extract this angle directly from the polarization states
recorded at the polarization analyser, where sout,pass corresponds to polarization state
for which the highest output power was measured. We then use Eq. (B.3.5)with 𝜀
as a parameter to extract 𝛼in and predict the dependence of the power r 𝑃out on 𝛿 via
Eq. (B.3.6), assuming constant𝑃in. We finally vary themagnitude of the polarization
leakage 𝜀 to find best coincidence between the measured 𝛿-dependence of 𝑃out and
the associated model prediction, see Figure B.3c. Equation (B.3.4) then allows us to
calculate the PER for this value of 𝜀.

We show the results of this technique in Figure B.3c for the highest PER that we
measuredduring ourwavelength sweep, i.e., forOutput 1 at awavelengthof 1460 nm,
see Figure 4.8a. From the least-squares model fit shown in Figure B.3c, we estimate
a field leakage 𝜀 of 0.1635, corresponding to a PER of 15.7 dB. To check the validity
of the approach, we also extract the PER by simply taking the ratio of the maximum
and the minimum transmitted power, which leads to value of 16.1 dB. The result
is also in line with the expectation that the PER extracted from the ratio of the
maximum and the minimum transmitted power might be slightly overestimated
due to measurement noise.

B.4 Data transmission experiment

The setup used for data transmission experiment is depicted in Figure B.4 . To
generate a 16QAM data stream at a symbol rate of 80Gbd, a dual-polarization
(DP) IQmodulator is driven by a high-speed arbitrary waveform generator (AWG,
Keysight M8194A 120GSa/s) using random bit sequences with different seeds for
each polarization. The optical carrier at a wavelength of 1550 nm is provided by an
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Fig. B.4: Experimental setup for the data-transmission demonstration: An optical
carrier at𝜆0 = 1550 nm (frequency 𝑓𝑐) is modulated by a dual polarization IQ (DP-IQ)
modulator that is driven by an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG) to generate a 16QAM
PDM signal at 8 80GBd. The band-limited amplified-spontaneous-emission (ASE) source
generates noise, whose power is varied by a variable optical attenuator (VOA), and added
to the 16QAM signal. This noise-loaded data signal is amplified by an EDFA, filtered by a
bandpass filter (BPF), and guided to the PBS input in the receiver block. A local oscillator
(LO) signal (frequency fLO) is split, and the two split signals are sent through a pair of
polarization controllers (PC) and superimposed with the two output signals of the PBS in
a pair of balanced photodetectors (BPD). The electrical output signals are detected by a
high-speed oscilloscope. Inset 1 illustrates the spectrum at the BPD inputs, with the LO tone
tuned to the edge of the signal for heterodyne detection.
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B.4 Data transmission experiment

external-cavity laser (ECL, Keysight N7714A, emission frequency 𝑓𝑐 in Inset 1 of
Figure B.4. Root-raised-cosine pulse shaping at a roll-off factor of 𝛽 = 0.1 is used
for good spectral efficiency. At a BER of 1.25 × 10−2, which corresponds to the
threshold of forward error correction with 15 % coding overhead, see Table 7.5 in
Ref. [142] our transmission setup exhibits an OSNR penalty of approximately 3 dB
with respect to an ideal transmission system, see Figure 4.8c of the main manuscript.
This is in accordance with values in literature for similar modulation formats and
symbol rates [129] .

For the OSNR sweep at the receiver, band-limited amplified stimulated emission
(ASE) noise is generated by a dedicated ASE noise source (Orion Laser Technology
ASE-C/CL) and added to the optical signal (ASE noise loading). The noise-loaded
signal is then amplified by an EDFA, filtered by a bandpass filter (BPF, full width at
half maximum 1 nm) to suppress out-of-band amplified ASE noise, and sent to the
PBS, which may be either a 3D-printed PBS/PR assembly or a commercial fibre-
based PBS that we use as a reference. After the PBS, each polarization is detected
using a coherent heterodyne scheme, where the local oscillator laser (LO, Keysight
N7714A, emission frequency𝑓LO in Inset 1 of Figure B.4) is tuned to the edge of the
signal spectrum. Two balanced photodetectors (BPD, Finisar BPDV2150RQ) are
used to suppress both signal-signal and LO-LOmixing products. The outputs of
the BPD are digitized by a 256GSa/s real-time oscilloscope (Keysight UXR1004A)
and recorded for offline digital signal processing (DSP). In a first DSP step, the
signals are made analytic and are shifted in frequency by the difference between
the carrier and the LO. After timing recovery, a 2 × 2MIMO equalizer is used for
polarization de-multiplexing, and afterward the carrier recovery is performed. The
MIMO equalizer is an adaptive equalizer, whose coefficients are updated according
to the radius directed equalization (RDE) [143]. Finally, the signals go through a
least-mean-square equalizer before being decoded. To benchmark the performance
of the PBS/PR assembly, the experiment is also performed with a commercially
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Appendix B Photonic polarization beam splitter and rotator

available PBS (AFW Technologies, POBS-15). Since the commercially available
PBS exhibits less insertion loss than the PBS/PR-fanout assembly, we adjust the
amplification of the preamplifier to obtain equal powers at the inputs of the BPD in
both cases.

[End of Appendix of publication [J3].]
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Appendix C

Micro-Lenses

This chapter investigates the effect of beam diameters on coupling efficiency. This
is of particular interest for micro-lens devices such as the micro-lens attached to a
PWB, see Chapter 5. The second part of this chapter derives an analytical solution
for constructing such single-surface micro-lenses.

C.1 Gaussian beams and alignment accuracy

In this section, the effect ofmisaligned optical components on the coupling efficiency
are described. The derivation in this paragraph closely follows the results published
in Ref. [144]. While the basic results are represented here, the full treatment is
instructive and additionally introduces the trade-off of coupling efficiency for relaxed
alignment parameters.

A Gaussian beam is often described by its beam waist diameter 2𝑤0 at the point of
collimation 𝑧 = 0, where the waist radius 𝑤0 describes the drop of the amplitude
by a factor of e−1, and a drop of the intensity by a factor of e−2, with respect to its
maximum value on the beam axis. At a distance 𝑧, the beam phase front acquires
a spherical phase front of radius 𝑅 and curvature 𝜅 = 1/𝑅. Depending on the
situation, it is convenient to describe the beam by different pairs of these parameters
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Device

2�̄�0

2�̄�
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2𝑤
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𝑑

�̄� = 0 �̄�
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𝑧 =
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Fig. C.1: Sketch for the calculation of the inner product of two Gaussian beams exhibiting
typical alignment errors such as a beam offset 𝑑 and angular deviation 𝜃 at a projection plane.
Note that the position of the projection plane can be freely chosen and does not affect the
result of the inner product and hence the coupling efficiency. It is convenient to choose 𝑑 = 0.
In the case of a 3D treatment of the problem, the problem can only be reduced to the shown
2D representation if the 𝑥 and 𝑦 components of the fields can be factorized. In particular,
this factorization is not possible for beams that are not coplanar.
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C.1 Gaussian beams and alignment accuracy

(𝑧, 𝑤0, 𝑤 and 𝜅). In case 𝑤0 and 𝑧 are known, one finds

𝑅 = 1
𝜅 = 𝑧 (1 + (

𝑘𝑤2
0

2𝑧 )
2

) (C.1.1)

with

𝑤 = 𝑤0√1 + (
𝑧
𝑧𝑅
)
2

; 𝑧𝑅 =
𝜋𝑤2

0
𝜆

= 𝑤0√1 + (
2𝑧
𝑘𝑤2

0
)
2

; 𝑘 = 2𝜋
𝜆 . (C.1.2)

Here 𝜆 refers to the wavelength inside the medium, and 𝑧𝑅 indicates the Rayleigh
length, which is the distance along the propagation direction of a beam from the
waist at 𝑧 = 0 to the position where the area of the cross section is doubled, and 2𝑧𝑅
can be thought of as the depth of focus of a focused beam.

Alternatively, in a local coordinate systemat aplaneof interest at position 𝑧,Eqs. (C.1.1)
and (C.1.2) yield the waist radius 𝑤0 for a pair of 𝑤 and 𝜅,

1
𝑤2
0
= 1
𝑤2 +

1
4 (𝑘𝑤𝜅)

2 . (C.1.3)

For distances 𝑧 ≫ 𝑧𝑅 the increase in beam width becomes linear and increases at the
divergence angle

𝜃 = lim𝑧→∞ arctan
d𝑤
d𝑧 = arctan

2𝑤0
𝑘𝑤2

0
= arctan 𝜆

𝜋𝑤0
≈ 𝜆
𝜋𝑤0

. (C.1.4)

When investigating the coupling efficiency between two devices, e.g., a solid-state
laser coupled to an optical fibre, one common approach is to propagate the emit-
ted light all the way to the target device and calculate the inner product with the
waveguide mode of the target device. An alternative thought model is shown in
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Appendix C Micro-Lenses

Figure C.1. A Gaussian beam exits the source and intersects at the projection plane
with the back-propagated mode of the target device. The inner product of the two
Gaussian beams only depends on their respective parameters and hence absorbs
details of the source and the target device.

Often, the beam emitted from integrated devices is asymmetric. For the following
analysis, one hence assumes the major and minor axis of the beam to be aligned to
the 𝑥- and 𝑦-axis of the coordinate system. The two-dimensional Gaussian beam
profileΨ can then be factored,

Ψ(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝜓(𝑥, 𝑤𝑥, 𝜅𝑥)𝜓(𝑦, 𝑤𝑦, 𝜅𝑦) (C.1.5)

and the alignment properties of both axes can be treated separately. Without loss of
generality, the field 𝜓, and thereby also Ψ̄, is assumed to be normalized such that
∣⟨𝜓|𝜓⟩∣2 = 1. The total coupling efficiency 𝑇 is given by the squared absolute value
of the inner products of the modes. Note however that such a factorization is not
possible in general. In particular, this is not possible for beams that are not coplanar..
It that case a full 3D treatment of the coupling problem is required.

If the Gaussian field can be factored, the product of both individual coupling effi-
ciencies (𝜏𝑥, 𝜏𝑦) gives the overall transmission as

𝑇 = ∣⟨Ψ̄|Ψ⟩∣2 = ∣⟨�̄�𝑥|𝜓𝑥⟩∣
2

⏟
𝜏𝑥

∣⟨�̄�𝑦|𝜓𝑦⟩∣
2

⏟
𝜏𝑦

. (C.1.6)

C.1.1 Axis-aligned coupling

In case of axes-aligned beams with different waist size and positions, the field at the
projection plane is readily described by the local beam waist 𝑤 and curvature 𝜅 as

|𝑤, 𝜅⟩ = 𝜓 (𝑤, 𝜅; 𝑥) =
4√2
𝜋
√ 1
𝑤 e

− 𝑥2

𝑤2 ei
𝑘𝜅𝑥2
2 . (C.1.7)
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C.1 Gaussian beams and alignment accuracy

This condition corresponds to 𝑑 = 0 and 𝜃 = 0 in Figure C.1. If the coupling is
factored into two components per axis, see Eq. (C.1.6), the individual axial contri-
bution per axis is found [145] to be

𝜏𝑎 = |⟨�̄�, �̄�|𝑤, 𝜅⟩|2 = ∣∫
+∞

−∞
𝜓∗ (�̄�, �̄�; 𝑥) 𝜓 (𝑤, 𝜅; 𝑥) d𝑥∣

2

= 2

√(�̄�/𝑤 + 𝑤/�̄�)2 + ( 12𝑘�̄�𝑤)
2 (�̄� − 𝜅)2

. (C.1.8)

When expressed in minimal beam waists radius (𝑤0, �̄�0) and position (𝑧, �̄�), together
with Eqs. (C.1.1) and (C.1.2), Eq. (C.1.8) becomes

𝜏𝑎 =
2

√(�̄�/𝑤 + 𝑤/�̄�)2 + (2/ (𝑘�̄�0𝑤0))
2 (𝑧 − �̄�)2

. (C.1.9)

As physically expected, the coupling 𝜏𝑎 is maximized when the optical distance 𝑧 − �̄�
between the Gaussian waists vanishes and becomes

𝜏𝑎 ≤ 𝜏𝑎||𝑧−�̄�|=0 =
2

�̄�0/𝑤0 + 𝑤0/�̄�0
. (C.1.10)

From Eq. (C.1.6) it is clear that elliptical beams will have a total coupling of 𝑇𝑎 =
𝜏𝑎,𝑥𝜏𝑎,𝑦, whereas a circular beam is simply given by 𝑇𝑎 = 𝜏2𝑎 . The effect of axial mis-
alignment in case of optical beams with identical waist radii𝑤0 = �̄�0, see Eq. (C.1.9),
simplifies to

𝜏𝑎|𝑤0=�̄�0 =
2

√4 + (𝑧 − �̄�)2 /𝑧2𝑅
. (C.1.11)
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Fig. C.2: Plot of the single axis coupling efficiency 𝜏𝑎, i.e., the power transferred between
a one-dimensional axially aligned Gaussian beam, depending on the separation |𝑧 − �̄�| of
two beam waists of identical size beam waist 𝑤0 = �̄�0. All length scales were expressed
in terms of wavelength inside the medium 𝜆. The dashed line indicates a separation dis-
tance of one Rayleigh length 𝑧𝑅. At this distance the single axis coupling amounts to
10 log 𝜏𝑎 (𝑠 = 𝑧𝑅) ≈ −0.5 dB. In case of a radial symmetric two-dimensional beam profile, the
full power transmission is 𝑇𝑎 = 𝜏2𝑎 and 10 log𝑇𝑎 (𝑠 = 𝑧𝑅) ≈ −1 dB.

A convenient approximation is 𝜏𝑎 (𝑠 = 𝑧𝑅)|𝑤0=�̄�0 ≈ 0.89, approximately correspond-
ing to −0.5 dB, when separated by the Rayleigh length 𝑠 = 𝑧 − �̄� = 𝑧𝑅. For axially
aligned radially symmetric beams of identical waist, the transmitted power hence
drops to −1 dB at a waist separation of the Rayleigh length. It is worth pointing
out that 𝜏𝑎 does not follow a Gaussian decay, even though a Gaussian is often fit to
measured axial coupling coefficient in literature.
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C.1 Gaussian beams and alignment accuracy

C.1.2 Impact of tilt on coupling efficiency

Angular misalignment of the Gaussian beams can also negatively impact the optical
coupling efficiency. Since the 𝑧 position of the projection plane can be freely chosen
without impacting the calculation result, a natural position is the position where
𝑑 = 0. In small-angle approximation, the tilt angle only introduces an additional
phase increment 𝑘𝜃𝑥. The mode at 𝑑 = 0 is hence

|𝑤, 𝜅, 𝜃⟩ = 𝜓 (𝑤, 𝜅, 𝜃; 𝑥) =
4√2
𝜋
√ 1
𝑤 e

− 𝑥2

𝑤2 e
i𝑘𝜅𝑥2
2 ei𝑘𝜃𝑥 . (C.1.12)

In presence of tilt, the transmittance is found [144] to be a modification of the
aligned transmittance 𝜏𝑎 by an exponential decay to e

−1 at 𝜃𝑒.

𝜏𝜃 = |⟨�̄�, �̄�, 0|𝑤, 𝜅, 𝜃⟩|2

= 𝜏𝑎e
−(𝜃/𝜃𝑒)

2
(C.1.13)

𝜃𝑒 =
23/2

𝑘𝜏𝑎√�̄�2 + 𝑤2
(C.1.14)

=
√2

𝜋𝜏𝑎√(�̄�/𝜆)
2 + (𝑤/𝜆)2

(C.1.15)

he result conformswith the intuitive expectation that smaller beamswaists will allow
larger absolute angular misalignment 𝜃𝑒 due to their larger beam divergence 𝜃, see
(C.1.4), and hence decreased relative misalignment.
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C.1.3 Impact of lateral offset on coupling efficiency

Lateral offset 𝑑 along an axis can be treated as a rotation as an infinitesimal rotation
𝜃 = 𝑑/𝑧 at 𝑧 = ∞ [144]. In the limit 𝑧 → ∞, the beam width is dominated by
the beam divergence. Using Eq. (C.1.2), gives the limits lim𝑧→∞ 𝑤 = 2𝑧/𝑘𝑤0 and
lim𝑧→∞ �̄� = 2𝑧/𝑘�̄�0. When introduced in Eqs. (C.1.13) and (C.1.14), one obtains

𝜏𝑑 = 𝜏𝑎e
−(𝑑/𝑑𝑒)

2
(C.1.16)

with

𝑑𝑒 =
√2

𝜏𝑎√�̄�−2
0 + 𝑤−2

0

(C.1.17)

= 21/2

𝜏𝑎√�̄�−2 + 𝑤−2 + (2𝑘�̄��̄�)−2 + (2𝑘𝑤𝜅)−2
, (C.1.18)

where 𝜏𝑑 decays to e
−1 at 𝑑𝑒 lateral offset. Note that 𝑑𝑒 is minimal when 𝜏𝑎 is maximal,

which is the case for zero beam waist separation |�̄� − 𝑧| = 0, see also Eq. (C.1.10).

For the common case of two perfectly matched and radially symmetric Gaussian
fields ofmode field diameterMFD = 2𝑤0 = 2�̄�0 with zero waist separation 𝑧0−�̄�0 =
0, i.e., 𝜏𝑎 = 1, Eq. (C.1.17)simplifies to𝑑𝑒 = 𝑤0. In this specific case, the 1 dB coupling
tolerance can be given as

𝑑1 dB = √1/10 × ln 10 × 𝑤0 ≈ 0.24 ×MFD. (C.1.19)

C.1.4 Angular-spatial alignment product

When designing optical coupling schemes, a trade-off between acceptable angular
and spatial misalignment and beam waist mismatch has to be found. When looking
at coupling of Gaussian beams with identical and initially aligned waist. From
Eqs. (C.1.14)and (C.1.17) it is clear that a small beamwaist will result in a small lateral
misalignment distance 𝑑𝑒 while featuring a large angular misalignment 𝜃𝑒, while
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C.1 Gaussian beams and alignment accuracy

the reverse holds true for large beam waists. In fact, 𝑑𝑒 or 𝜃𝑒 can be independently
arbitrarily large by changing the beamwidth and sacrificing on 𝜃𝑒 or𝑑𝑒, respectively. It
is also clear that by deliberately introducing a waist mismatch and therefore reducing
the aligned coupling efficiency 𝜏𝑎, the alignment requirements can be further reduced.
It is hence convenient to define the alignment product

𝐴 = 𝜏𝑎𝜃𝑒𝑑𝑒 (C.1.20)

and the normalized alignment product 𝛼 as

𝛼 = 𝑘𝐴
2 =

𝑘𝜏𝑎𝜃𝑒𝑑𝑒
2 . (C.1.21)

With Eqs. (C.1.14) and (C.1.17), the normalized alignment product can be written
as

𝛼 =
𝜏𝑎
2
√�̄�2 + 𝑤2√�̄�−2

0 + 𝑤−2
0 . (C.1.22)

It can be shown [144] that 𝛼 is bounded such that 0 < 𝛼 ≤ 1. That is, all possible
implementations fall into these bounds. The normalized alignment product 𝛼 is
only unity if one of the following statements holds true [144]:

�̄�2�̄� + 𝑤2𝜅 = 0 𝐶.1.3⟺ �̄�/�̄�0 = 𝑤/𝑤0
𝐶.1.2⟺ �̄�2

0/�̄� = 𝑤2
0/𝑧 . (C.1.23)

Note that 𝜅 and �̄� need to be of opposite sign, which is an intuitive indication that
the two coupling beams are being focused from both sides of the alignment plane.
If unity coupling 𝜏𝑎 = 1 is a design requirement, 𝜅 = �̄� is required. Simultaneously
achieving 𝛼 = 1 and 𝜏𝑎 = 1 is hence only possible for 𝜅 = �̄� = 0, i.e., both waists
fall onto the alignment plane and �̄�0 = 𝑤0. The normalized alignment product 𝛼
is hence a measure for the efficiency of a optical coupling design from a tolerance
point of view.
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Fig. C.3: Plot of physically realizable 1 dB angular and lateral misalignment tolerance for
combinations of coupling beamwaists �̄� and𝑤, as published by [144]. Each combination will
fall inside the grey shaded area. The coupling efficiency 𝜏𝑎 is unity (0 dB) for beam of identical
waist �̄� = 𝑤 = 𝑤0 and indicated by the thick line at the edge of the shaded area. Several waist
sizes 𝑤0 and their associated angular and lateral misalignment tolerance are indicated by black
dots.

Knowing the bounds on 𝛼, one can now state

0 <
𝜏𝑎𝜃𝑒𝑑𝑒
𝜆 ≤ 1

𝜋 (C.1.24)

and specifically for the case 𝛼 = 1 and 𝜏𝑎 = 1, i.e., 𝑤0 = �̄�0 and 𝑧 = �̄�,

𝜃𝑒𝑑𝑒 = 𝜆/𝜋 . (C.1.25)
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C.1 Gaussian beams and alignment accuracy

Since 𝑑𝑒 and 𝜃𝑒 give the reduction in coupling by a factor of e
−1, it is often useful to

rephrase Eq. (C.1.25) in terms of reduction by a factor corresponding to −𝜉dB. In
that case, 𝑑𝑒 and 𝜃𝑒 can be expressed in 𝑑𝜉dB and 𝜃𝜉dB as

𝑑𝑒 = √ 10
𝜉 ln 10

𝑑𝜉dB (C.1.26)

𝜃𝑒 = √ 10
𝜉 ln 10

𝜃𝜉dB , (C.1.27)

respectively.

A plot of the alignment product 𝑑1 dB and 𝜃1 dB is shown in Figure C.3. All possible
implementations fall inside the grey shaded area. The coupling efficiency 𝜏𝑎 is unity
(0 dB) for beams of identical waist �̄� = 𝑤 = 𝑤0, and it is indicated by the thick line
at the edge of the shaded area. Several waist sizes 𝑤0 and their associated angular
and lateral misalignment tolerance are indicated by black dots. Note that all spatial
distances are scaled in terms of the wavelength in the medium 𝜆. The introduction
of a medium will therefore decrease the angular alignment angle 𝜃𝑒. If an excess loss
is acceptable, the coupling beam waists �̄� and 𝑤may be mismatched, resulting in a
lower 𝜏𝑎 but increased tolerances, here indicated by thinner lines in the grey shaded
area.
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Fig. C.4: Simplified model of a micro-lens attached directly to a chip facet, which collimates
the light emitted by chip to a beam of wider diameter. A Gaussian beam with narrow beam
waist radius 𝑤0,𝑠 is emitted by the integrated waveguide. The beam propagates through the
polymer with refractive index 𝑛poly over a length of 𝑑lens. It is collimated by a lens surface.
After collimation, the waist of the emitted of radius𝑤0,𝑐 is located on the surface of the micro-
lens. The micro-lens can be described by a series of transport matrices𝑀. Assuming a beam
emitted in air, the light first enters the micro-lens𝑀refraction,flat, is transported by a length
𝑑lens represented by the transport matrix𝑀propagate, after which the light is collimated by the
curved surface𝑀refraction,curved of radius 𝑅.

C.2 Focal length and size of a micro-lens with a
single surface

Light emanating from photonic integrated devices is often highly divergent due
to the strong mode confinement inside the device. The resulting mode field of
waist radius 𝑤0,𝑠 requires extreme positional alignment accuracies. By 3D micro-
fabrication, micro-lenses can be precisely attached to the device facet and collimate
the emitted beam, thereby increasing the effective mode field diameter of the device
to manageable sizes. In this paragraph, the typical properties and requirements of
such facet-attached micro-lenses is investigated.
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C.2 Focal length and size of a micro-lens with a single surface

In many circumstances, a single optical surface is enough to facilitate efficient coup-
ling between optical devices. Here we investigate the properties of such a single
surface micro-lens. Note that this simple model uses paraxial optics, and is only
used as a rough starting point for a full wave-optical simulation as demonstrated in
Section 2.4. This is of particular importance in case of small beam waists which will
result in highly divergent beams exceeding a divergence angle of 11°.

Such a simplified model of a lens is depicted in Figure C.4. The on-axis propagation
through such a system can readily be expressed by the commonly used ABCD
transfer matrix analysis [72] for optical rays and Gaussian beams. In this example, a
Gaussian beam of narrow beamwaist radius𝑤0,𝑠 is emitted at the facet of a PIC, fibre
or even the end of a PWBwaveguide. The source beam waist is located directly at
the interface to the lens body. Without loss of generality, the beam can be assumed
to originate in air and enter the enters directly into the polymer body of the lens,
represented by𝑀refraction,flat (1, 𝑛). The beam propagates through the polymer with
refractive index 𝑛poly over a length of 𝑑lens, represented by𝑀propagate (𝑑lens). It is
subsequently collimated by the curved lens surface of radius 𝑅, represented by
𝑀refraction,curved (𝑅, 𝑛, 𝑛2).

𝑀𝜇−lens = 𝑀refraction,curved (𝑅, 𝑛, 𝑛2)𝑀propagate (𝑑lens)𝑀refraction,flat (1, 𝑛) (C.2.1)

= [
1 0

(𝑛−𝑛2)
𝑛2𝑅

𝑛
𝑛2

]∣
𝑛2=1

⋅ [
1 𝑑lens
0 1

] ⋅ [
1 0
0 1

𝑛
] .

In this simplified model, we are interested in the lens length 𝑑lens and surface radius
𝑅, assuming that the beam waist of the emitted and collimated beam is located
directly on the curved lens surface.
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Appendix C Micro-Lenses

The required distance to the lens surface 𝑑lens can be readily determined from the
propagation of the source laser beam and its increase of 𝑤(𝑧) along the propagation
in the micro-lens body. The desired target beam radius 𝑤0,𝑐 is reached at

𝑑lens = 𝑧𝑅√
𝑤2
0,𝑐

𝑤2
0,𝑠

− 1 with 𝑧𝑅 =
𝜋𝑤2

0,𝑠𝑛
𝜆0

. (C.2.2)

A plot of typical lens lengths 𝑑lens depending on source and target beam waists
according to Eq. (C.2.2) can be found in Figure C.5 for 𝜆0 = 1550 nm and 𝑛 =
𝑛poly = 1.53.

An estimate for the lens surface radius of the micro-lens can be derived using the
Gaussian beam transfer matrix through the optical system𝑀𝜇−lens under the con-
straint that the beam waist of the propagated beam is at the position of the lens
surface 𝑑lens. The resulting curvature is then found to be

𝑅 = (𝑛 − 1) (
𝑑lens
𝑛 + 𝜋2𝑛

𝜆20

𝑤4
0,𝑠

𝑑lens
) (C.2.3)

= (𝑛 − 1) (
𝑑lens
𝑛 +

𝑧2𝑅
𝑛𝑑lens

) with 𝑧𝑅 =
𝜋𝑤2

0,𝑠𝑛
𝜆0

.

We can derive the focal length of the curved surface from Eq. (C.2.3) using the
lensmaker’s equation [146]

1
𝑓 = (𝑛lens − 𝑛outside) [

1
𝑅1

− 1
𝑅2

+
(𝑛lens − 𝑛outside) 𝑑

𝑛𝑅1𝑅2
] , (C.2.4)

where 𝑑 is the thickness of the lens and 𝑅1 and 𝑅2 are the radii of the lens surfaces.
Using a single surface 𝑅1 in the thin lens limit, Eq. (C.2.4) becomes

𝑓 = 1
(𝑛 − 1)𝑅 . (C.2.5)
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C.2 Focal length and size of a micro-lens with a single surface
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Fig. C.5: Lens length𝑑lens depending on the source beamwaist diameter 2𝑤0,𝑠 and collimated
beam waist diameter 2𝑤0,𝑐 for 𝜆 = 1550 nm and 𝑛 = 𝑛poly = 1.53. In case of medium size
source beamwaists, such as 10 µmmodes of standardC-band singlemode fibres, single surface
lenses can become longer than 250 µm and subsequently exceedingly difficult to manufacture
bymulti-photon lithography. In these cases, amulti-surface beam expandermay prove a viable
alternative. Also note that small beam waists will result in a high divergence angle exceeding
11°. At such high divergence, the paraxial approximation is not a good match. It is therefore
advisable to further optimize such lenses based on numerical simulations using the wide-angle
wave propagation method (WPM) introduced in Section 2.4.
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Appendix C Micro-Lenses
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Fig. C.6: Simulated field plot of a collimating micro-lens. The lens is indicated by a
green line and collimates a 2𝑤0,𝑠 = 4.5 µm beam to a 2𝑤0,𝑐 = 15.5 µm. The lens length is
𝑑lens = 23.98 µmwith a surface radius of 𝑅 = 11.86 µm, corresponding to a focal length of
𝑓 = 22.39 µm in 𝑛poly = 1.53 at 𝜆0 = 1550 nm. In the simulation, 99.7 % of the collimated
light is coupled to the target mode field excluding Fresnel reflection on the lens surface. No
further optimization to the lens surface were applied. The white line indicates the contour
at which the field has dropped by a factor of e−1 compared to its peak value along the lateral
direction.
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C.2 Focal length and size of a micro-lens with a single surface

The focal length of the micro-lens of surface radius 𝑅 following C.2.3 is hence

𝑓 =
𝑑lens
𝑛 +

𝑧2𝑅
𝑛𝑑lens

. (C.2.6)

In case of pure ray optics, the focal length 𝑓 of a collimating lens would equal
to the scaled propagation length inside the thin lens 𝑑lens/𝑛. In case of Gaussian
beams, focal length is modify by a correction term 𝑧2𝑅/(𝑛𝑑lens)which depends on
the Rayleigh length 𝑧𝑅 of the source beam relative to the distance of the length 𝑑lens.
As expected, the ray optical solution is reproduced in the limit 𝑧𝑅 ≪ 𝑑lens.

Figure C.6 depicts the simulated field plot of a collimating micro-lens designed
according to Eqs. (C.2.2) and (C.2.3) using theWPM for wide-angle beam propaga-
tion. The lens is indicated by a green line and collimates a 2𝑤0,𝑠 = 4.5 µm beam
to a 2𝑤0,𝑐 = 15.5 µm. The lens length is 𝑑lens = 23.98 µmwith a surface radius of
𝑅 = 11.86 µm, corresponding to a focal length of 𝑓 = 22.39 µm in 𝑛poly = 1.53
at 𝜆0 = 1550 nm. In the simulation, 99.7 % of the collimated light is coupled to
the target mode field, excluding Fresnel reflection on the lens surface. No further
optimization to the lens surface were applied. The white line indicates the contour
at which the field has dropped by a factor of e−1 compared to its peak value along
the lateral direction for each 𝑧 position.
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Appendix D

Lithography processes and
hardware

D.1 Multi-photon fluorescence-based process
feedback

Multi-photon induced fluorescence can provide a valuable feedback channel for
multi-photon lithography. The number of photons required for the generation
of a fluorescence photon is usually referred to as the nonlinearity order𝑁. The
observed fluorescence intensity is then proportional to the excitation intensity 𝐼𝛮.
Multi-photon fluorescence is typically used in the observation of biological samples,
where structures of interest are marked by a dye which can be excited multi-photon
absorption. In case of multi-photon lithography, where the femtosecond laser is
focused into a resist material, there are usually no such dyes. However, the intrinsic
fluorescence of the photoinitiator is bright enough in many cases. Multi-photon
fluorescence therefore occurs whenever the focus spot is inside the resist material.
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Fig. D.1: Measured and simulated fit of integrated nonlinear fluorescence used for automated
detection of a planar interface between glass and a photoresist with matched refractive index
(𝑛resist ≈ 1.518, fluorescence nonlinearity𝑁 = 2) using a high-NAmicroscope objective (64×,
NA = 1.4).

D.1.1 Axial voxel resolution estimation and optical
interface finding

Since multi-photon fluorescence is generated only locally inside the focal region,
sweeping the focus spot and thereby the fluorescence volume axially through a trans-
parent and non-fluorescent planar interface and recording the received fluorescence
power as a function of position generates a distinct sigmoid like response. When
the focus spot is inside a transparent but non-fluorescent media, such no light is
generated, while strong fluorescence is generated inside the resist material. When the
voxel is positioned exactly on the interface between the transparent medium and the
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D.1 Multi-photon fluorescence-based process feedback

resist material, only half the voxel volume fluoresces resulting in exactly half of the
maximal observed fluorescence. This technique can be used to implement a method
to find the medium-resist interface and is often called ‘autofocus’. It is of particular
use when aligning to the top surface of PIC or fibres.

The sharpness of the fluorescence change over the axial position of the voxel relative
to the optical interface depends heavily on the axial resolution of the objective. The
observed fluorescence power𝑃fluo (𝑧)when positioned at distance 𝑧 from the optical
interface, can be described as

𝑃fluo (𝑧) ∝ ∫
∞

𝑧
∫

∞

0
∫

𝜋

0
𝑟2IPSF𝛮(𝑧, 𝑟, 𝜙) d𝜙 d𝑟 d𝑧′, (D.1.1)

where IPSF(𝑧, 𝑟, 𝜙) is the 3D intensity point spread function of the objective in
cylindrical coordinates centred at the origin. Unfortunately, there is no closed form
expression of IPSF for high numerical aperture objectives, and a numerical sim-
ulation of the 3D point spread function is required to calculate the fluorescence
response. By fitting the simulated axial fluorescence 𝑃fluo (𝑧) of a perfect object-
ive with varying numerical aperture to the measured data, an effective NA can
be determined. Figure D.1 depicts such a measured response with a numeric fit.
The experiment was carried out using a photoresist with matched refractive index
(𝑛resist ≈ 1.518, fluorescence nonlinearity𝑁 = 2) for a high-NA microscope ob-
jective (64×,NA = 1.4). The fit results in an effective axial performance equal to
an objective ofNA = 1.20, indicating reduced performance of the objective likely
caused by a slight remaining refractive index mismatch. The standard deviation of
the axial Gaussian intensity distribution of an equivalent objective is indicated by 𝜎𝑧.
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Fig. D.2: Nonlinear photo bleaching of themulti-photonfluorescence of the resist depending
of the exposure power and the exposure time of IP-Dip photoresist. The nonlinearity of the
process should manifest as straight lines with different slopes in a double logarithmic plot.
Contrary to initial expectations, the photo bleaching does not follow a𝑁 = 2 characteristics
of the fluorescence but rather conforms to𝑁 = 3. The strong variations in the upper right
quadrant is caused by the onset of micro-explosions of the photoresist, when the deposited
dose exceeds the damage threshold and follows an𝑁 = 5 nonlinear process.
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D.1 Multi-photon fluorescence-based process feedback

D.1.2 Investigation of resist destruction threshold and
photo bleaching

Multi-photon fluorescence may also be used to characterize the properties of a
photoresist. One possible experiment is to investigate photo bleaching by subjecting
the sample to a short ‘pump’ pulse of a variable duration and power. This will cause
the photoinitiator to be excited and preferably initiate a polarization process. Either
this process or traditional photo bleaching by oxygen termination results in con-
formal changes to the initiator and loss of nonlinear fluorescence. The luminescence
can be measured by a weak ‘probe’ pulse before and after the ‘pump’ pulse, and the
loss of fluorescence can be determined. Figure D.2 depicts such a measurement for
the commercial IP-Dip resist. A loss of fluorescence of up to 70% is observed. It is
reasonable to assume that the amount of photo bleaching is proportional to the ex-
ited photo-initiators and hence to the deposited dose. For IP-Dip the measurements
of the polymerization threshold indicate a third order initiation process.

For every photoresist there is a damage threshold above which permanent damage to
the resist occurs. In the case of the liquid commercial IP-Dip resist, micro-explosions
start occurring when the damage threshold of the resist is exceeded. Surprisingly,
this damage threshold follows an𝑁 = 5 process, indicating a five-photon process for
a range of four orders of magnitude in exposure time. Since IP-Dip is a proprietary
resist ofNanoscribe GmbH&Co. KG and the composition is hence not publicly
known, the origin of this process is not completely clear. However, the ionization
of a biphenyl functional group of the resist material exhibits the appropriate ioniza-
tion energy, and is a likely candidate for the resulting avalanche ionization and the
subsequent thermal damage.
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Appendix D Lithography processes and hardware

D.2 Research DLW lithography system
hardware

Data acquisition (NI 6323) from National Instruments

Channel sample rate 250 kHz
Output channels Galvanometer X&Y; AOM
Input channels Laser power; Confocal; Fluorescence
Timing resolution 10 ns

Femtosecond fibre laser (C-Fibre 780 HP) from Menlo Systems GmbH

Centre wavelength 𝜆centre = (780 ± 10) nm
Maximum average output power ⟨𝑃⟩max = 208mW
Spectral width 17.81 nm
Pulse width 58 fs
Repetition rate 99.81MHz

Prism femtosecond pulse compressor (FSPC) from Thorlabs

Wavelength range 780 nm to 1050 nm
Group delay dispersion correction at 800 nm −12 500 fs2 to 0 fs2

Throughput > 75%

Acousto-optic modulator (MTS40-A3-750.850) from A.A. Sa
Opto-Electronic Division

Material Tellurium dioxide (TeO2)
Carrier drive frequency 40MHz
Optical transmission > 99%
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D.2 Research DLW lithography system hardware

Galvanometric scanner (Yanus IV Digital Scan Head) from Thermo
Fisher Scientific (former FEI)

Scan field diameter after scan lens 22mmwith 𝑓𝜃-lens with 𝑓 = 50mm
Full scan field speed (±8°) 2000 lines/s
Small scan field speed (±1°) 5000 lines/s

Objective scanning system (P-725KHDS) from Physik Instrumente
GmbH

Closed-loop travel 400 µm
Closed-loop resolution 2.5 nm
Step-and-settle 20ms for 400 g objective.

Inverted microscope Axio Observer.Z1 from Carl Zeiss MicroImaging
GmbH

Automation All actuators (filters, motors, port switchers) motorized.
Camera imaging Side port
Illumination Through front port, traditionally used for oculars.
Lithography Through back port, traditionally used for illumination.

Objective Plan-Apochromat 40×/1,4 Oil DIC from Carl Zeiss
MicroImaging GmbH

Magnification 40×
Numerical aperture 1.4 in immersion oil Immersol 518F, 𝑛 = 1.518
Working distance 300 nm
Lithography Through back port, traditionally used for illumination.
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Appendix D Lithography processes and hardware

Photomultiplier (H10426) from Hamamatsu Photonics

Cathode radiant sensitivity 90mAW−1

Gain 104 to 108

High voltage source internal

Dichroic mirror (DMLP650R) from Thorlabs

Used as a beam splitter to the multi-photon fluorescence detector.

Filter wavelength 𝜆cut = 650 nm
Type Long pass

Dichroic mirror (T700DCSPXRUV) from AHF analysentechnik AG

Used after the objective to split illumination and laser path.

Filter wavelength 𝜆cut = 700 nm
Type Short pass

Short pass filter (633 SP edge basic) from AHF analysentechnik AG

Used as an addition laser filter in front of the multi-photon fluorescence detector.

Filter wavelength 𝜆cut = 633 nm
Transmission 400 nm to 615 nm > 93%
Suppression 633 nm to 776.5 nm > 6 optical density (OD), equivalent to a

transmission of 𝑇 < 10−OD × 100% < 0.001h
or < −60 dB
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Appendix E

Glossary

E.1 List of abbreviations

16QAM 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation

3D Three-dimensional

ADC Analog-to-digital converter

AOM Acousto-optic modulator

ArF Argon fluoride

ASE Amplified spontaneous emission

AWG Arbitrary waveform generator

BER Bit-error ratio

BOX Burried oxide

BPD Balanced photodetector

BPF Bandpass filter

BPM Beam propagation method

BPSK Binary phase shift keying

CMOS Complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor

CPU Central processing unit
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DAC Digital-to-analog converter

DD Direct detection

DFB Distributed feedback

DLW Direct laser writing

DSP Digital signal processing

ECL External cavity laser

EDFA Erbium doped fibre amplifier

EO Electro-optic

EVM Error vector magnitude

FDTD Finite-difference time domain

FEC Forward error correction

FWHM Full width at half maximum

GC Grating coupler

GDD Group delay dispersion

GPU Graphics processing unit

GSG Ground – signal – ground

HCSEL Horizontal-cavity surface-emitting laser

HD-FEC Hard decision forward error correction

IL Insertion loss

IM Intensity modulation

InGaAsP Indium gallium arsenide phosphide

InP Indium phosphide

IQ In-phase / quadrature phase

IR Infra-red

ISI Inter-symbol interference

KrF Krypton fluoride
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E.1 List of abbreviations

LO Local oscillator

LPWB Lensed photonic wire bond

MCM Multi-chip module

MEMS Microelectromechanical system

MFD Mode field diameter

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output

MMF Multimode fibre

MMI Multimode interference coupler

MPL Multi-photon lithography

MZM Mach-Zehnder modulator

NA Numerical aperture

NIR Near infrared

NRZ Non-return to zero

OD Optical density

OMA Optical modulation analyser

OOK On-off keying

OSNR Optical signal-to-noise ratio

PAM-4 Four-level pulse amplitude modulation

PBS Polarization beam splitter

PC Polarization controller

PD Photodiode

PDL Polarization dependent loss

PDM Polarization-division multiplexing

PER Polarization extinction ratio

PF Polarization filter

PGMEA Propylenglycolmonomethyletheracetat
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PHOIBOS Photonic wire bonding for optical multi-chip systems (a BMWF fun-
ded project)

PIC Photonic integrated circuit

PM Polarization maintaining

PMT Photomultiplier tube

PR Polarization rotator

PRBS Pseudo-random bit sequence

PSF Point-spread-function

PWB Photonic wire bond

QAM Quadrature amplitude modulation

QPSK Quadrature phase shift keying

RF Radio frequency

Rx Receiver

SEM Scanning electron microscopy

Si Silicon

SiP Silicon photonics

SM Single-mode

SMF Single-mode fibre

SOH Silicon-organic hybrid

SOI Silicon-on-Insulator

SSC Spot size converter

SSMF Standard single-mode fibre

STED Stimulated emission depletion

TE Transverse electric

TeO2 Tellurium dioxide

TIR Total-internal-reflection
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E.2 List of mathematical symbols

TLS Tunable laser source

TM Transverse magnetic

Tx Transmitter

TPA Two-photon absorption

VNA Vector network analyser

VOA Variable optical attenuator

voxel Volume element

WDM Wavelength-division multiplexing

WG Waveguide

WPM Wave propagation method

E.2 List of mathematical symbols

E.2.1 Greek symbols

𝛼in Polarization angle of an input Jones vector

𝜀0 Dielectric constant

𝜂 Modal mode overlap

Θ𝑚,𝑧 (𝑥, 𝑦) Stencil refractive index function, unity if the refractive index 𝑛𝑚 of
subregion𝑚 in slice at position 𝑧 is present at lateral position (𝑥, 𝑦),
zero in all other cases. See Section 2.4 for details.

𝜅 Curvature

𝜆 Wavelength in medium

𝜆0 Vacuum wavelength

𝜎𝑥𝑦 Lateral standard deviation of the 3D Gaussian dose point spread func-
tion
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𝜎𝑧 Axial standard deviation of the 3DGaussian dose point spread func-
tion

𝜑in Phase of an input Jones vector

E.2.2 Latin symbols

𝑐 Vacuum speed of light

𝑑1dB 1-dB lateral alignment tolerance

𝐷 Dispersion coefficient

𝒟 Deposited lithographic dose

𝒟th Threshold deposited lithographic dose above which the resist becomes
insoluble.

𝐸 Field

𝑓 Focal length

ℎ Planck’s constant

𝑃 Power

ℎtip Silicon taper tip height

𝑛 Refractive index

𝑛clad Refractive index of the PWB cladding material

𝑛core Refractive index of the PWB core material

𝑛oil Refractive index of oil used as PWB cladding material

𝑛eff Effective refractive index

𝑅 Radius

S Stokes vector

s Normalized Stokes vector

𝑠 Geodesic distance

𝑠𝑖 (A) Singular value of matrixA; 𝑖-th value sorted by decreasing value
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E.2 List of mathematical symbols

𝑈𝜋 𝜋-voltage

𝑢th decision threshold

𝑤tip Silicon taper tip width

𝑤0 Beam waist radius of a Gaussian beam

Δ𝑧 Simulation step distance in 𝑧 direction

𝑧𝑅 Rayleigh length; the distance from the beam waist along the propaga-
tion direction of a Gaussian beam to where the waist radius increased
by a factor of √2
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